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ABSTRACT
Cramer, Stewart. Comprimario Tenor Repertoire: An Alternative Approach to Teaching the
Developing Operatic Tenor. Published Doctor of Arts dissertation. University of
Northern Colorado, August 2021.

Not every tenor is destined to sing romantic leading roles. Fortunately, the
expansive body of secondary tenor repertoire is just as exciting. Not only are these roles a
possible avenue for a successful career, they also offer a wealth of technical resources for
young, developing tenors and their teachers. When diving into the wide-ranging and
diverse world of the comprimario tenor, there are more than just Parpignols and Armoured
Men; there are Frantzes, Witches, and Hylases. Each character demands unique technical,
musical, emotional, and acting skills. This paper examines the pedagogical relevance of the
comprimario tenor repertoire in the voice studio. Specific pieces will be suggested to
address issues common to the developing tenor voice: language, vocal registration, range,
and tessitura, breath management, stamina, agility, and dramatic presentation. A graded list
of secondary tenor repertoire will be provided, along with information about prominent
tenors who sing the repertoire and where to obtain the scores. These roles will challenge
popular conceptions about comprimario repertoire, challenging readers to explore its use
for performance and teaching.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Thesis
Schirmer, Hal Leonard, and Peters Edition are all familiar names to any tenor who has
lived through the rigor of a vocal performance degree. These tenor anthologies are filled with
standard operatic arias for principal tenor roles such as Tamino, Rodolfo, Don Ramiro, and
Ernesto. However, not every tenor is suited to these leading roles. Fortunately, he can still have a
satisfying career in opera singing comprimario – or secondary – characters. Robynne Redmon,
Assistant Professor of Voice at Miami University’s Frost School of Music, observes:
The goal is to be able to make a career and a living with our voices. In my
experience, most every singer starts out wanting to be a ‘star’ or leading singer.
There are many jobs in opera, but not so many stars. If a singer has the ability to
make it on the international opera circuit, the singer usually will start out singing
supporting roles, though not necessarily what is considered to be ‘character’ parts.
Some go on to bigger parts, some drop out, and some find the path of being a
character singer.1
Many tenors make a career of secondary roles, and even potential leading tenors may be best
served by studying comprimario repertoire until their voices are sufficiently developed for the
leading roles. However, there is a lack of information about comprimario literature for tenors.
This document addresses that lack by providing information on a diverse array of
comprimario arias for tenors suitable for training developing tenors of all types. It advocates for
assigning selections from the comprimario repertoire, to help developing tenors gain the skills

Julia Berg, “The Art of the Comprimario,” https://news.miami.edu/frost/stories/2015/09/the-artof-comprimario.html (2015), accessed 7 November 2017.
1

2

necessary for a professional career. Using this repertoire, teachers can provide a strong technical
foundation for their students while helping them make realistic and informed decisions about
career paths.
The challenge in training tenors has been acknowledged by pedagogues for over a
century. The complications of teaching were described in a pamphlet from the early 1900s:
The tenor voice is the most difficult of all voices to train successfully. This is, I
think, a well-recognised [sic] fact, although the reasons for it appear to be
unknown. Hence the best and most experienced teachers of singing are wont to
deal with this class of voice in an exceptionally cautious manner. Dimly realising
[sic] that they are working more or less in the dark, though perhaps not admitting
it even to themselves…In fact it is becoming pretty widely known that even under
the most eminent masters there is no guarantee that the vocal student will come
unscathed through the training process, while with teachers of lower grade and
less experience the danger of serious injury to the voice is not only real but
imminent. This is undoubtedly true as regards voices in general, but it is
emphatically so in case of tenors. The number of voices which are permanently
damaged, if not practically destroyed, every year is in their case far greater, in
proportion to the number subjected to the training process, than it is in the case of
any other class of voice.2
Finding appropriate repertoire for tenors is a significant aspect of this struggle. For many
developing singers, identifying with a specific Fach (vocal category) can be a strain on the voice
as well as the mind.3 For example: The small light tenor that cannot sustain his high register may
find leggiero repertoire frustrating; likewise, the beefy tenor with a cutting, steely quality may
find that he does not yet have the endurance for principal arias. By assigning comprimario
literature, teachers may address style, language, presentation, and technical considerations
without burdening the developing tenor by settling on a Fach too soon. Their students are likely
to experience and maintain healthy, consistent growth in their singing technique.

2

Palmer, E. Davidson, The Tenor Voice and Its Training (London: Joseph Williams, 1914), 3-4.
Due to its pejorative nature, the term tenor type will often be used instead of Fach to refer to the different
comprimario tenor classifications as related to my paper.
3
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Significance and Incidence of Topic
I have always had a naturally resonant, flexible voice that could convey a wide range of
colors. Because of this, it seemed many possibilities were open to me. During my undergraduate
degree, I studied three very different arias over the course of a single year: Belmonte’s “Herr soll
ich sich denn sehen” from Mozart’s Die Entführung aus dem Serail, “Durch die Wälder” from
Weber’s Der Freischütz, and “Vzgliani: pod otdalionnym svodom”4 from Rachmaninoff’s Aleko.
While I could sing all three arias with reasonable facility, their diversity left me confused about
the direction of my vocal development.
This uncertainty stayed with me after college. When my voice finally began to settle, I
was unsure what repertoire was best for me. I felt that all the available anthologies were leading
me in the same galling direction: unless I was suited to leading roles in a coherent Fach, I was
unworthy of consideration. During audition seasons, I was often told that I needed stylistically
uniform repertoire that conformed to a single Fach, meaning a distinct comprimario tenor type.
Finally, I began researching smaller roles and found a wide array of lesser-known arias with
interesting characters. They were colorful and multidimensional, ranging from comical to
ominous and salacious to sublime. After realizing how much could be learned about technique
and expression from this material, I began to wonder why it was virtually unknown.
In an article from The Economist, Mary Ann Hart, Professor of Voice at Indiana
University’s Jacobs School of Music, echoes Redman’s statement above: “the opera repertoire
features many leading ladies, with a large majority of sidekick roles written for men, male

4

Often referred to as “The Song of the Young Gypsy.”

4

singers are patently needed.”5 Clearly, the obscurity of comprimario tenor arias is not due to
a lack of career opportunities. With so many singers anxious to have a career, this begs the
question of why there is a lack of qualified comprimario singers. One reason may be that
performers see secondary repertoire as insignificant or having less to offer. In fact, these roles
are usually memorable, provide momentum for the plot, and are, in many ways, vocally
challenging for the singer. For these reasons alone, I believe that the comprimario repertoire is
pedagogically valuable as a training ground for a future leading tenor and can help pave a
sensible path to a successful career. When used as pedagogic tools, these roles and arias can
serve as building blocks that foster solid vocal technique, offering material that is not only
interesting but also marketable for tenors, whether leading men or comprimario types, at any
stage of their development.

Delimitations
This document focuses on aria repertoire drawn from secondary operatic roles for tenor.
It does not include repertoire from principal tenor roles. Secondary ensemble tenor roles will not
be included, since the focus is on passages that can stand alone (arias, ariosos, and extended
recitatives). There are hundreds of pieces that fit this description, and it is impossible to discuss
all of them in one document. I have limited my selection to the sixty-two that best serve my
thesis. Pieces are discussed in terms of the stylistic and technical considerations they offer for
study. No pedagogical advice is offered on how to address these considerations. While there are
many practical benefits of learning comprimario arias, topics such as professional development,

“Operas Gender Imbalance: Where Have All the Good Tenors Gone, and Where Are All the Basses?,”
https://www.economist.com/prospero/2016/03/15/where-have-all-the-good-tenors-gone-and-where-are-all-thebasses (2016), accessed May 21, 2021. (According to its website, as of September 2013, The Economist announced
it would no longer credit authors by their names in order provide a more “collective voice” to the publication.)
5
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auditioning, or career goals will not be explored. Lastly, my research materials will be limited to
published sources that are available to the general public.

Current Sources
While there are current related sources on tenor repertoire that discuss vocal technique
and pedagogy, most deal with a single, specific tenor type (Fach); historical information; and
stage aspects in relation to the tenor voice. Some of the more recent studies include:
Uniting Commedia dell’Arte Traditions with the Spieltenor Repertoire
DMA Dissertation by Corey Trahan 6
This dissertation offers a case study that examines the relationship between five buffo
tenor characters and commedia dell’arte. While aspects of vocal technique and Fach are
discussed, it centers on the use of improvisatory acting; costuming; linguistics; and commedia
dell’arte techniques of movement, stances, and postures.

Charmers, Comedians, & Conquerors: Operatic Repertoire for Tenor
DMA Dissertation by Patrick Michael Cook
This dissertation examines five different tenor roles ranging from the late eighteenth to
the twentieth century. It identifies how the selected roles are characterized through musical and
physical characteristics within their composition and what techniques the composers used to
develop the characters musically and theatrically.

Corey Trahan, Uniting Commedia dell’Arte Traditions with the Spieltenor Repertoire (DMA Diss, University of
North Texas, 2012).
6

6

An Introduction to Acting Training for the Developing Character Tenor
DM Dissertation by William Jenkins Adams7
This dissertation presents an acting training method for the Spieltenor and character
tenor. It was developed through a combination of musical, theatrical, and professional sources
and applied through examples using one specific character tenor role, King Kaspar. While the
study discusses some facets of vocal production, such as breath and stamina, the focus is on
acting and process not vocal pedagogy.

Development and use of the Tenor Voice 1600 to the Present
PhD Dissertation by Vernon William Reed8
This dissertation offers a historical study of the tenor voice and discusses the importance
of the lighter, lyric tenor in the history of singing, citing the substantial repertoire available for
the developing lyric tenor. This extensive study of vocal technique examines different
pedagogical methods used from 1600 to the twentieth century and divides the tenor Fachs into
different “subcategories,” focusing on leading tenor roles, not comprimario characters and their
repertoire.
A Survey of Voice Teachers’ Perceptions of and the Characteristics
Used to Identify the Leggiero Tenor Voice
DMA Dissertation by Richard Kosowski 9
This study discusses specific traits used to identify the leggiero tenor voice and how
voice teachers recognize and describe these traits. Anonymous surveys were used to examine
which traits were used by the respondents, and how they perceived the leggiero tenor. Older

7
William Jenkins Adams, An Introduction to Acting Training for the Developing Character Tenor (DMA Diss,
University of Miami, 1998).
8
Vernon William Reed, Development and use of the Tenor Voice 1600 to the Present, (Ph.D. dissertation,
Columbia University Teacher’s College, 1983).
9
Richard Kosowski, A Survey of Voice Teachers’ Perceptions of and the Characteristics used to Identify the
Leggiero Tenor Voice (DMA Diss, University of Houston, 2008).
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pedagogical references and musicological writings were used to establish the classification of the
leggiero tenor, its vocal literature, and its vocal demand. Other traits were also examined, such as
vocal timbre, size, weight, passaggio, and physical characteristics.

The Rise of the Tenor Voice in the Late Eighteenth Century:
Mozart’s Opera and Concert Arias, DMA Dissertation
by Joshua M. May10
This dissertation discusses select opera and concert arias that Mozart composed for three
specific tenors. It examines the technical demands made on the singers and the connection
between the different compositions and their performers.
While these sources discuss topics such as the tenor voice, comprimario tenor roles and
types, tenor repertoire, vocal technique, and pedagogy, they do not identify a wide-ranging
catalog of comprimario roles and repertoire or discuss the practicality and pedagogical
usefulness of these pieces when working with the developing tenor in the studio.

Methodology
I will classify the comprimario roles using the following tenor types: Baroque, hautecontre, leggiero, buffo or Spieltenor, character, bel canto or “Italian,” lyric, and dramatic or
Heldentenor. Excerpts from each tenor type will be cross-referenced with specific
considerations: language and inflection; range, tessitura, and register; breath management;
stamina; agility; and dramatic presentation. The document includes a database and summary of
the comprimario tenor pieces that were used in my research. My research will culminate with an
assessment of the overall difficulty of each piece discussed. This will include information on

Joshua M May, The Rise of the Tenor Voice in the Late Eighteenth Century: Mozart’s Opera and Concert Arias
(DMA Dissertation, University of Connecticut, 2014).
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how to find the excerpts assessed. The appendix will include lists of the roles and suggested
repertoire sorted by overall difficulty, composer, tenor type, language, and period.
Finding comprimario roles and pieces was a painstaking process; it involved researching
hundreds of operas, then identifying possible comprimario tenor roles. Once identified, the role’s
hierarchy in the opera was established based on the number of arias it had in relation to the other
characters, his amount of singing and stage time, and significance in the plot. Often, a page-bypage analysis of an entire opera was used to determine if a role could be considered a
comprimario. This was easiest when a role had identifiable arias; if a role had no designated arias
but had significant solo segments, further study was used to find viable excerpts.

Overview of Terminology
The first terms to define are comprimario tenor and secondary tenor. While the word
comprimario or secondary may seem like the role may be of lesser value, they will vary in vocal
size, stage time, and tenor type. Comprimario is not an exact term. It can refer to the tenor who
steps out of the chorus for a few solo lines or it can refer to any secondary role. Likewise, the
term secondary is imprecise. A secondary tenor can be the sidekick to the principal tenor
(Pedrillo), the only tenor in the opera but with a role of secondary importance (Oronte), or even
the title role if the other tenor has more stage time and is typically cast with a leading tenor
(Oberon). In this document, I will use the terms comprimario and secondary interchangeably to
denote any operatic role that is not considered a principal role.
This section provides an overview of foreign words and musical terms used in this
dissertation.
Aria – a song in an opera with vocal writing that is usually lyrical or tuneful.
Arietta – a short aria.
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Arioso – vocal writing that shifts between, or combines, recitative and aria styles.
Body map – how we perceive our body and its movements.
Cabaletta – a short, quick-tempo aria with repeated sections, usually the ending section of the
two-part cavatina-cabaletta form.
Canción – a song in Spanish.
Catalogue aria – an aria that describes a list of information.
Cavatina – a lyrical aria, usually without virtuosic traits, that often precedes a cabaletta.
Character role – a secondary operatic role that requires consummate acting, and often superb
comic timing.
Comprimario – any operatic role that is not considered a principal role.
Couplet – a simple strophic song found in opera comique, typically with a comic sentiment.
Declamatory – singing in an impassioned or speech-like manner.
Fach – a German term that denotes different voice classifications, primarily in opera, according
to the range, weight, and color of the voice as well as physical appearance. In this
document, the more general term “tenor type” will be used instead. (See also: tenor type)
Florid – an ornate or highly decorated style of singing.
Insertion aria – an aria added to an unrelated opera.
Inclusive awareness – awareness of your body and its constituent parts in relationship with the
surroundings.
Kinesthesia – sense or perception of movement in the body.
Legato – to smoothly connect words, lines, and phrases by maintaining a consistent,
uninterrupted airflow when moving from phoneme to phoneme.
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Masque – a form of entertainment of the 16th and 17th centuries that included dancing and
masked actors, usually by amateurs.
Melismatic – musical text setting in which a group of notes is sung on a single syllable.
Neumatic – two to three notes on a single syllable
Opera – a type of lyric theater in which most of the actors sing their parts.
Opera buffa – an eighteenth-century opera with farcical or comic subjects.
Opera comique – French opera with spoken dialogue and self-contained musical numbers.
Opera seria – an eighteenth-century opera with serious, non-comedic subjects.
Operetta – a type of lyric theater that includes sung arias and ensembles but spoken dialogue,
also associated with the German Singspiel.
Ornamentation – improvised or notated embellishments in a piece.
Patter – an aria, section of an aria, or singing style where the text is set syllabically and sung
quickly.
Phoneme – a single distinct sound that is combined to form language.
Prephonatory tuning – Shaping the vocal tract to the pitch and vowel that starts the phrase
during inhalation.
Racconto – a nineteenth-century narrative aria, the form of which depends on the events that it
describes.
Range – the entire compass of pitches in a musical composition, or that a performer may
produce.
Recitative – vocal writing that mimics speech.
Repertoire – in vocal music, a collection of pieces or roles that a singer has studied for
performance.
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Skirt role – a female role played by a male. (See also: travesty)
Song – a short, simple vocal work.
Sostenuto – a singing style in which notes and phrases are continuously sustained.
Syllabic – musical text setting in which each syllable is set to a single note.
Tessitura – the part of range in which most of the notes of a musical composition lie.
Tenor type – a tenor’s vocal classification.
Travesty – a female role played by a male. (See also: skirt role)
Unvoiced – a consonant that is produced without the vibration of the vocal folds.
Vocal capacity – the overall ability of a singer’s voice.
Voiced – a consonant that is produced with the vibration of the vocal folds.
Zarzuela – a musical play in Spanish.

Summary
Not every tenor is destined to sing leading roles. Even those that may sing leading roles
in the future need preparatory repertoire as they develop their craft. Fortunately, the expansive
body of secondary tenor repertoire offers a rich alternative to the arias offered in standard
operatic anthologies. This paper examines the pedagogical value of the secondary tenor
repertoire in the voice studio. Specific pieces are discussed according to technical considerations
and tenor type. A graded list of secondary tenor repertoire is provided, including a list of
prominent tenors who sing the repertoire, and where to obtain the scores. With this resource,
developing tenors and their teachers will have the tools to explore this exciting repertoire, as a
possible career path, for studio work, or in preparation for tackling starring roles.
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CHAPTER II
DEFINING THE COMPRIMARIO TENOR,
VOICE TYPES, AND REPERTOIRE
If you think secondary roles in opera are for secondary singers, think again.
- Gerald Hannon11
The Comprimario Tenor: A Brief Introduction
Defining the Comprimario Tenor
A brief look at respected resources shows some confusion about the term comprimario as
a category of operatic role. In his Oxford Online article, Julian Budden defines the word
comprimario as “a 19th-century term denoting a secondary, supporting role.” The author
continues “[A] comprimario part might be assigned a cantabile, a romanza or a solo part in a
duet or ensemble, but not a full-length, two-movement aria.… Later in the century the term was
extended to any character of the slightest scenic importance, however little he or she might have
to sing.”12 Budden’s opinion may be widely shared, but it is not accurate. There are many
secondary tenor roles that feature arias. In Mozart’s operas alone there are six secondary tenor
characters with arias: Don Basilio (Le nozze di Figaro), Arbace and Idamante (Idomeneo),
Publio and Emilio (Il sogno di Scipione), and Polidoro (La finta semplice). These examples
demonstrate that comprimario roles can have significant musical substance, theatrical
importance, and be an integral part of the dramatic narrative of the opera.

Gerald Hannon, “Real Characters,” Opera Canada 44/3 (Fall 2003), 18.
Julian Budden, “Comprimario,” Oxford Music Online, (online version 2002; accessed 2 June 2018),
https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.O004910.
11
12
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Opera America’s definition of the comprimario tenor conflates the term comprimario
with character tenor, summarizing it in this way: “Character/Comprimario – Specializing in
small comic roles, character tenors must be fantastic actors and have the ability to create
different voices for different characters.”13 Although most character tenor roles are also
comprimario roles, the reverse is not true. Many comprimario roles cannot be described as
character roles. In addition, not all character roles are comedic in nature. The terms comprimario
and character are not interchangeable. There are many comprimario roles, such as Little Bat
(Susannah), Walter Schwarz (Lulu), Bob Bowles (Peter Grimes), and Arturo Bucklaw (Lucia di
Lammermoor), that are not comic. Contrary to these definitions, many comprimario tenor roles
offer musical, technical, and acting challenges that are beneficial for the developing tenor.
Additionally, the terms comprimario and secondary can also be vague. Looking at the
Italian for comprimario, “con primario,” tenor Marc Shapman translates this as “with the
primary,” meaning with the leading role.14 Oxford Online notes that comprimario was derived
from a nineteenth-century term for a “secondary” or “supporting” role. Other sources also seem
to equate the two terms. For example, Joseph Frank, a famous comprimario tenor, states that a
secondary role “is there to add color and interest to the plot.”15 Musicologist Patricia Gray
defines it as “a singer who takes the secondary character roles in an opera, from the Italian which
means ‘next to the first’…fit under the heading of comprimario roles.”16 Likewise, Toledo Opera

Opera America, s.v. “Comprimario Tenor,” http://apps.operaamerica.org/applications/notes/Voice.aspx
(undated), accessed 7 June 2018.
14
Marc Schapman, “Faculty Insights: “Character Tenors” https://musicsiue.wordpress.com/2015/10/13/facultyinsights-character-tenors-by-marc-schapman/ (2015), accessed 24 May 2021.
15
Janice L. Mayer, “Levitating the Supporting Artist,” http://www.musicalamerica.com/mablogs/?p=481 (2009),
accessed 24 May 2021.
16
Patricia Gray, “Comprimario,” http://patriciagray.net/Operahtmls/terms.html (undated), accessed 24 May 2021.
13
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defines it as a “secondary role.”17 Because there is fluidity between the two words, they will be
used interchangeably.
Descriptions of Tenor Types18
Terms that reflect the characteristics of principal tenor roles can also apply to
comprimario roles. The following section includes basic descriptions of the various comprimario
tenor types.19
Baroque Tenor20
Typical Range: C3 to A4
Comfortable Tessitura: E3 to F421
The term Baroque encompasses a wide variety of writing for the tenor voice. This type
can be divided into two general sections: Early Baroque (1600-1680) and Late Baroque (16801750). Representative composers of this tenor type include but are not limited to Monteverdi,
Cavalli, Handel, Purcell, and Lully. Vivaldi and other contemporaries also composed Baroque
opera. Because modern scores of their works may be less accessible, they are not included in this
study.
Early - Mid-Baroque
Vocal writing in the early Baroque tends to be simple, featuring syllabic settings within a
narrow range limited to an octave, as seen in the compositions of Cavalli and early Monteverdi.

Toledo Opera Glossary of Terms, s.v. “Comprimario,” https://www.toledoopera.org/learn/glossary-of-terms/
(undated), accessed 24 May 2018.
18
More information on tenor types and their respective German fachs can be found in the following resources:
Guide to Operatic Roles and Arias by Richard Boldrey, Handbuch der Oper by Wulf Konold; Robert Maschka, and
Rudolf Kloiber; as well as on the IPA Source and Opera America websites.
19
Richard Bodlrey’s range chart was used as a reference. (Guide to Operatic Roles and Arias, Dallas: Pst
Records, 1994, 18.)
20
Also referred to as French taille/tenor.
21
Bernard Schreuders. “Le Haute-Contre.”
https://www.forumopera.com/v1/opera%20no9/tenor/haute_contre.pdf (undated), accessed on 7/25/19.
17
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While the monadic style, which focused on word declamation, was very popular, song and arioso
style sections were also used. Proper knowledge and use of early Baroque ornamentation would
be expected. Instrumentation is minimal, allowing light voices to be heard with ease.
Late Baroque
During the latter half of the Baroque period, operatic writing grew more sophisticated and
included formal arias, arioso sections, and secco and accompagnato recitatives. The musical
prominence of the vocal line increased with wider ranges and more lyrical vocal writing,
including melismatic passages, chromaticism, and written ornamentation. Famous tenors in this
category who sing early and late Baroque music include Paul Elliot, Kobie van Rensburg, and
Ian Bostridge.

Operatic Roles with Arias for the Comprimario Baroque Tenor
Character
Opera
Composer
Apollo
L’Orfeo
Monteverdi
Demo
Il Giasone
Cavalli
Egeo
Il Giasone
Cavalli
Oronte
Alcina
Handel
Phoebes
The Fairy Queen
Purcell

Language
Italian
Italian
Italian
Italian
English

Haute-Contre22
Typical Range: D3 to C5
Comfortable Tessitura: F3 to A423
The haute-contre was different from the French tenor or, what was called, the taille.24
Music scholar and critic of the French Baroque, Nicolas-Etienne Framery described the hautecontre as “the voice of a man, in the full sense of the word, to whom nature has given a voice

Neal Zaslaw, “The Enigma of the Haute-Contre,” The Musical Times 115/1581 (1974), 939-941.
Bernard Schreuders. “Le Haute-Contre.”
https://www.forumopera.com/v1/opera%20no9/tenor/haute_contre.pdf (undated), accessed on 7/25/19.
24
The haute-contre was also called the haute-taille.
22
23
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which is clear and which ascends easily into the high notes…” and writes that the haute-contre
range reaches notes to B4 and higher. He further mentions the haute-contre tenors were not
falsettists, underscoring their use of head voice.
The tessitura of haute-contre repertoire centers on upper passaggio and high-register
singing set in the fluid arioso recitative and song styles, typically found in French Baroque opera.
As with the Baroque tenor, the haute-contre would need to know correct ornamentation. While
Lully, Jean-Philippe Rameau,25 and André Campra26 are representative composers of hautecontre repertoire, Monteverdi, also used this tenor type. Later composers such as Mussorgsky
and Berg also wrote for this voice type, though obviously not in a Baroque style. Famous hautecontre tenors are Mark Padmore, Jean-Paul Fouchécourt, Paul Agnew and Cyril Auvity.

Operatic Roles with Arias for the Comprimario Baroque Haute-Contre
Character
Opera
Composer
Language
27
Arnalta
L'incoronazione di Poppea
Monteverdi
Italian
Mercure
Persée
Lully
French
Pythie
Bellérophon
Lully
French

Buffo Tenor
Typical Range: D3 to A4
Comfortable Tessitura: F3 to G4
Roles for the buffo tenor, or Spieltenor, can be found in nearly every period, ranging from
the early Baroque to the twenty-first century. During the Classical and Romantic periods, the
buffo tenor often played comic figures. Some popular comic buffo roles include Don Basilio (Le
nozze di Figaro), Frantz (Les contes d’Hoffman), and the Tanzmeister (Ariadne auf Naxos).

25

As seen in Naïs, Les Paladins, and Platée.
As seen in Tancrède, Idoménée, and L'Europe galante.
27
The role of Arnalta is a comic role that was originally played as a vecchia or old woman. Because much of the
tessitura sits in the lower part of the mezzo range, this role is often cast as a high-voiced tenor or a baritone with a
very high extension.
26
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Buffo characters can also blur the line between comedy and drama, as seen in the roles of
Monostatos (Die Zauberflöte), Beppe (I Pagliacci), King Kaspar (Amahl and the Night Visitors),
and The Magician (The Consul).
Typically, the buffo tenor has a light, expressive voice, and his language and acting skills
are often equal to, or more important than, his singing ability. Likewise, his vocal quality and
physical appearance are often used to amplify the nuances of a character.
Because of the wide-ranging, diverse nature of the roles, the repertoire cannot be easily
defined by individual composers, specific periods, or genres. Depending on the country and the
opera house, it is possible for a young buffo tenor to eventually perform light lyric repertoire,
singing lead roles such as Almaviva (Il barbiere di Siviglia) or Nemorino (L'elisir d'amore).28
Famous tenors in this category include Hugues Cuénod, Nico Castel, and Joseph Frank.

Operatic Roles with Arias for the Comprimario Buffo Tenor
Character
Opera
Composer
Beppe
I Pagliacci
Leoncavallo
Don Basilio
Le nozze di Figaro
Mozart
Frantz
Les contes d’Hoffman
Offenbach
King Kaspar
Amahl and the Night Visitors
Menotti
Monostatos
Die Zauberflöte
Mozart
Sellem
The Rake’s Progress
Stravinsky
Tanzmeister
Ariadne auf Naxos
Strauss
The Magician
The Consul
Menotti
Triquet
Eugene Onegin
Tchaikovsky

Language
Italian
Italian
French
English
German
English
German
English
French/Russian

Bard Suverkrop, “Tenor Arias,” IPA Source, https://www.ipasource.com/tenor (undated), accessed 25 July
2019.
28
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Character Tenor
Typical Range: D3 to A4
Comfortable Tessitura: F3 to G4
The character tenor, or Charaktertenor, is also difficult to classify. This tenor has a
compelling stage presence and strong acting skills and must be able to act and enunciate clearly
while singing difficult music. Character tenor roles are wide-ranging; they are not limited to a
specific musical era. They can be comic or serious and are written for various sizes of voice.
Roles such as Dr. Caius (Falstaff), Spoletto (Tosca), and Bob Boles (Peter Grimes) have no arias
but are significant to the plot. Other larger roles, such as Pedrillo (Die Entführung aus dem
Serail), The Witch (Hänsel und Gretel), David (Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg), Mime (Das
Rheingold), and Daniel Buchanan (Street Scene) have more stage time as well as specific arias.
With time, mature character tenors may eventually sing principal character roles such as
Herodes (Salome), Alwa (Lulu), Sportin’ Life (Porgy and Bess), or Mao Tse-tung (Nixon in
China). When the principal tenor has a big, robust voice, the comprimario roles below might be
played by a larger-voiced character tenor. Conversely, when the principal tenor has a mediumsized voice, then the comprimario role would probably be cast as a light-voiced character or
buffo tenor. Typical composers for this tenor type include Carl Maria von Weber, Richard
Wagner, Giuseppe Verdi, Giacomo Puccini, and Richard Strauss. Famous tenors in this category
include Peter Schreier, Heinz Zednik, and John Daszak.
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Operatic Roles with Arias for the Comprimario Character Tenor
Character
Opera
Composer
Beppe
I Pagliacci
Leoncavallo
Baron Bench
Das Brautwahl
Busoni
Daniel Buchanan
Street Scene
Weill
Die Hexe
Hänsel und Gretel
Humperdinck
(The Witch)29
Henrik
A Little Night Music
Sondheim
Mime
Das Rheingold
Wagner
Pedrillo
Die Entführung aus dem Serail
Mozart
Samuel
Three Sisters Who Are Not Sisters Rorem
The Governor of
Candide
Bernstein
Buenos Aires
Trouffaldino
L'amour des trois oranges
Prokofiev
30
Vašek
Prodaná nevěsta
Smetana
Yuródivïy
Boris Godunov
Mussorgsky
(The Holy Fool)
Crossover Roles – Buffo-Character
Beppe
I Pagliacci
Leoncavallo
Don Basilio
Le nozze di Figaro
Mozart
Frantz
Les contes d’Hoffmann
Offenbach
King Kaspar
Amahl and the Night Visitors
Menotti
Sellem
The Rake’s Progress
Stravinsky
The Magician
The Consul
Menotti
Triquet

Eugene Onegin

Tchaikovsky

Language
Italian
German
English
German
English
German
German
English
English
French
Czech
Russian
Italian
Italian
French
English
English
English
French/
Russian

Leggiero Tenor
Range: C3 to E5
Comfortable Tessitura: F3 to B♭4
Also referred to as tenore di grazia (literally “tenor of grace”), the leggiero tenor is
considered a lighter, more flexible sub-category of the bel canto type. As described by the word
grazia, three main qualities typically give leggiero tenors their designation: ability to sustain a

29

The role of die Hexe, or the Witch, was originally premiered by mezzo-soprano, Hermine Finck. This role is
often cast as a character tenor and sung an octave lower, as seen in performances by Nico Castel and Peter Schreier.
30
Translation: The Bartered Bride
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sostenuto line, vocal agility, and a sweet vocal quality.31 Centered on the early 19th century bel
canto style, the leggiero tenor is able to execute long phrases with ease and navigate seamlessly
from one vocal register to another. In addition, the leggiero usually has a youthful tone, a
mastery of high register singing, and knowledge of Romantic period ornamentation. While acting
skills are valuable, singing ability and overall stage presence are more important factors in
casting decisions. Notable composers for this tenor type are Mozart, Rossini, Bellini, and
Donizetti. However, leggiero roles can be found in operas from the Baroque period to twentyfirst century.
The vocal demands of the leggiero comprimario are varied. Lighter roles, such as Prunier
(La Rondine), verge on the lyric type, while bigger roles, such as Léopold (La Juive), verge on
the bel canto type. Because the two types are so similar, leggiero singers often progress into bel
canto repertoire. Examples of mature principal roles for this tenor type are Belmonte (Die
Entführung aus dem Serail), Don Ramiro (La Cenerentola), or Tonio (La fille du régiment).
Famous tenors in this category include Juan Diego Flórez, Raúl Giménez, and Lawrence
Brownlee.

J.B. Steane, “Tenore di grazia (It.: ‘graceful tenor’),” Grove Music Online (2001, accessed 6/20/2020),
https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.O003103.
31
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Operatic Roles for the Comprimario Leggiero Tenor
Character
Opera
Composer
Emilio
Il sogno di Scipione
Mozart
Iopas
Les Troyens
Berlioz
Publio
Il sogno di Scipione
Mozart
Prunier
La Rondine
Puccini
Crossover Roles from Other Tenor Types
Arnalta
L'incoronazione di Poppea
Monteverdi
Léopold
La Juive
Halévy
Oronte
Alcina
Handel
Tanzmeister
Ariadne auf Naxos
Strauss
The Sailor
Dido and Aeneas
Purcell
Yuródivïy
Boris Godunov
Mussorgsky
(The Holy Fool)

Language
Italian
French
Italian
Italian
Italian
French
Italian
German
English
Russian

Bel Canto or “Italian” Tenor
Range: C3 to C5
Comfortable Tessitura: E3 to A4
The bel canto type, or the “Italian tenor” is closely related to the leggiero. This repertoire
also relies on mastery of vocal technique and incorporates florid and sustained singing. The lyric
voice is usually bigger than the leggiero and has a mature, warm sound. Acting ability is
important but usually secondary to the voice. The bel canto tenor must have impeccable legato, a
wide range, agility, the ability to shape phrases with rubato, and skill in Romantic ornamentation.
Bel canto repertoire is typically associated with Italian opera but can be found in many
languages, including French, English, German, Russian, and Spanish. Some leggiero repertoire
may be appropriate for the bel canto tenor, depending on the size and facility of the voice.
Examples of mature principal roles for this tenor type are Arnold Melchtal (Guillaume Tell),
Nadir (Les Pêcheurs de Perles), Rinuccio (Gianni Schicchi), Luzio (Das Liebesverbot), and
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Bogdan Sobinin (Zhizn' za tsarya).32 Famous tenors in this category include Alfredo Kraus, Tito
Schipa, and Kenneth Tarver.

Operatic Roles for the Bel Canto Tenor
Character
Opera
Composer
Alfred
Die Fledermaus
Strauss II
Marqués
Gastón
El reloj de Lucerna
Léopold
La Juive
Halévy
Marco
The Gondoliers
Gilbert and Sullivan
Rodrigo
La donna del lago
Rossini
Tomillo
Chapí
La Bruja
Crossover Roles from Other Tenor Types
Beppe
I Pagliacci
Leoncavallo
Iopas
Les Troyens
Berlioz

Language
German
Spanish
French
English
Italian
Spanish
Italian
French

Lyric Tenor
Range: C3 to C5
Comfortable Tessitura: D3 to A♭4
The lyric tenor type is often recognized as the quintessential tenor sound and may be one
of the easiest to identify. Typically, the lyric tenor has a medium to large-sized voice with a
clear, full sound and a rich timbre. Romantic leads, such as Rodolfo (La bohème), the Duke of
Mantua (Rigoletto), and the title role of Werther, are considered the principal lyric tenor
archetypes.
Lyric tenors are known for skillful execution of sweeping legato lines, sostenuto
phrasing, sensitive dynamics, and expressive, emotional singing throughout a wide vocal range.
Many of their arias include florid passages and passaggio to upper-range singing, as seen in the
roles of Tito (La clemenza di Tito), Ernani (Ernani), and Tom Rakewell (The Rake’s Progress).

32

Translation: A Life for the Tsar
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Principal lyric roles, such as Ruggero (La Rondine), the Italian Singer (Der
Rosenkavalier), and Lensky (Eugene Onegin), may have comedic elements but are primarily
romantic in nature. As with other categories of tenor, there can be considerable crossover
between types. Lyric tenors may also sing secondary character roles such as Vašek (Prodaná
nevěsta), Pedrillo (Die Entführung aus dem Serail), and Daniel Buchanan (Street Scene). Voices,
such as Luciano Pavarotti, Niccolai Gedda, and Roberto Alagna, have become the gold standard
for leading roles in this tenor type.

Operatic Roles with Arias for the Comprimario Lyric Tenor
Character
Opera
Composer
Arbace
Idomeneo
Mozart
Arturo Bucklaw
Lucia di Lammermoor
Donizetti
David
Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg Wagner
Hylas
Les Troyens
Berlioz
Idamante
Idomeneo
Mozart
Polidoro
La finta semplice
Mozart
Steuermann
Der fliegende Holländer
Wagner
Crossover Roles from Other Tenor Types
Alfred
Die Fledermaus
Strauss II
Apollo
L’Orfeo
Monteverdi
Beppe
I Pagliacci
Leoncavallo
Don Basilio
Le nozze di Figaro
Mozart
Egeo
Il Giasone
Cavalli
Marco
The Gondoliers
Gilbert and Sullivan
Triquet
Eugene Onegin
Tchaikovsky

Language
Italian
Italian
German
French
Italian
Italian
German
German
Italian
Italian
Italian
Italian
English
French/Russian
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Dramatic Tenor33
Range: B2 to B4
Comfortable Tessitura: C3 to F4
The dramatic tenor, or Heldentenor, is lauded for having a voice with more power than
beauty. Dramatic tenors have a steely timbre and penetrating resonance that cuts through a large
orchestra. They must also have considerable breath control and stamina to sing lengthy arias and
extended scenes with little to no vocal rest. Typically, the tessitura sits lower than other tenor
repertoire and includes long periods of mid-range singing.
The title roles of Tannhäuser, Lohengrin, and Parsifal are considered mature Wagnerian
Heldentenor roles. The Jugendlicher-Heldentenor, or “young” Heldentenor, has the same cutting
resonance, but a more youthful vocal color, as in the role of Max (Der Freischütz). Other
dramatic principal tenor roles include Fidelio (Fidelio), Herodes (Salome), Jean (Hérodiade),
Samson (Samson et Dalila), Radamès (Aïda), Calaf (Turandot), Peter Grimes (Peter Grimes),
and Captain Ahab (Moby Dick). Compared to other tenor types, there are fewer comprimario
roles for dramatic tenors. Examples of dramatic tenors are Jonas Kauffman, James King, and
Peter Pears.

Operatic Roles with Arias for the Comprimario Dramatic Tenor
Character
Opera
Composer
Loge
Das Rheingold
Wagner
Oberon
Oberon
Weber
Roles from Other Tenor Types to Consider
Die Hexe
Hänsel und Gretel
Humperdinck
(The Witch)
Mime
Das Rheingold
Wagner
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Language
German
German
German
German

While the Spinto Fach is used to categorize dramatic tenor roles of Italian and French opera, this term is usually
used for leading tenor roles. Most comprimario roles in this category can fall under the full lyric or dramatic tenor
types. A leading tenor role in this category would be Macduff from Verdi’s Macbeth; a secondary role from this
category would be Arvino from Verdi’s I Lombardi alla Prima Crociata.
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CHAPTER III
EVALUATING REPERTOIRE AND
TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Lasting results come from extended hours of deliberate practice.
- Stephen Sieck34
Every tenor is unique. He brings a wide range of talents and vocal concerns to the studio.
Choosing repertoire for tenors, especially arias, can be demanding. While new pieces may offer
exciting, positive challenges to a developing singer, ill-chosen repertoire can be a relentless
source of psychological and vocal frustration.
In Chapter 2, types of developing tenors were discussed in detail. The purpose of Chapter
3 is to delineate a variety of vocal concerns and provide repertoire suggestions from the
comprimario repertoire that can be used to address those concerns. Below are common
considerations for the developing tenor that will be discussed.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Language and Inflection
Range, Tessitura, and Register
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Consideration 1: Language and Inflection
Language is a cultivated skill. It requires more than mimicking sounds and stringing them
together. Flow, inflection, and language comprehension also add to a performer’s authenticity.

34

Stephen Sieck, “Building a Beautiful Sound with Young Tenors,” The Choral Journal, 56/7 (2016), 57.
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For the developing singer, it can be beneficial to start with a single language and pieces that
include a limited amount of text, adding more complex texts and a variety of languages as the ear
develops.
When looking at text setting, any piece, or portion of a piece, can be labeled as one of the
following styles: aria, arioso, or recitative. The aria style is highly varied. Some arias feature
sostenuto singing, making them ideal for teaching technical aspects, such as breath, line, and
legato. In contrast, syllabic arias and those featuring patter singing are excellent vehicles for
language and diction work, as are ariosos and recitatives. Text setting uses inflection, which can
give a natural inherent quality to the text or provide unnatural or dramatic effects. The following
sections will identify examples of different text setting styles and inflection types. See Table 1.

Table 1. Recitative, Arioso, and Aria
Description

Elements

Motivation

Aria

Vocal writing that
usually has a lyrical
melody or tune; the
style can vary.35

Melody is of primary
importance over
language.

Typically explores
the emotional state of
the character.

Arioso

Vocal writing that
shifts between or
combines aria and
recitative styles.36

Generally, melody and
language are of equal
importance.

Can be used fluidly
as aria or recitative.

Recitative

Syllabic vocal writing
that mimics idiomatic
speech.37

Declamatory language
is of primary
importance over lyrical
melody writing.

Typically used to
move the plot
forward.

Jack Westrup and others, “Aria,” Grove Music Online (2001; accessed 31 Jan. 2021),
https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.23019.
36
Merriam-Webster Dictionary s.v. “Arioso,” (online version, 1996; accessed 12 November 2019),
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/arioso.
37
D. Monson and others, “Recitative,” Grove Music Online (2001; accessed 12 Nov 2019),
https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.23019.
35
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Text-Setting Styles
When a tenor is starting to cultivate his language skills, syllabic arias can be very
effective learning tools. In this repertoire, text setting often follows the natural speech patterns,
so the tenor can focus on language basics, such as diction, fluency, and comprehension.
For the beginning singer, simpler pieces with comfortable ranges will be the most
beneficial. As seen in Triquet’s Couplet,38 the melody is mostly stepwise and stays in the chest
voice (Ex. 3.1). The legato line will help with consistent placement and continuous airflow. The
easy rhythms and straightforward phrasing encourage clear, correct vowel and consonant
articulation.

Ex. 3.1
Tchaikovsky, Eugene Onegin, Triquet’s Couplet, mm. 10-16
Mercure’s aria “O tranquille sommeil” from Persée is for haute-contre (Ex. 3.2).
Although the tessitura is noticeably higher, it is also straightforward and presents many of the
same characteristics as Triquet’s Couplet. The text is syllabic. The melody is lyrical and mostly
stepwise. While there is more rhythmic variation, the varied note durations still reflect the
language’s fluidity, cadence, and natural inflection.

38

This is the French version, but the aria can also be sung in Russian.
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Ex. 3.2
Lully, Persée, “O tranquile sommeil,” mm. 17-25
Like Mercure and Triquet, Hylas’ aria from Les Troyens features a lyrical melody with
legato phrases (Ex. 3.3). Most of the text is syllabic (où, je, m'en, allais), but neumatic (des,
chantant, hèlas) and florid (l'aurore) passages are used to add interest to the text setting. While
artfully set, the inflection and correct inflection make the language feel natural and intuitive.

Ex. 3.3
Berlioz, Les Troyens, “Vallon sonore,” mm. 22-39

Once comfortable with aria style, the tenor is ready to sing arioso. Because it utilizes both
lyrical and declamatory elements, it can require more language sensitivity. In arioso, the melody
and rhythms are more complex, but the natural cadence and flow of the language is often still
present. Because speech-like nuances are added to the vocal line, this can offer an opportunity to
work on things like word stress, inflection, and pacing with more freedom than an aria provides.
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As illustrated in Examples 3.4 and 3.5, arioso-style text setting can be found in pieces ranging
from Baroque to “modern” music.

Ex. 3.4
Handel, Semele, “Apollo comes, to relieve your care,” mm. 10-13

Ex. 3.5
Menotti, The Consul, “My charming Ma’moiselle,” mm. 20-26 (reh. 58)39

When aria and arioso text settings can be successfully performed, the tenor can advance
to recitative style. Unlike the other two styles, recitative centers on syllabic and declamatory
singing. As seen in Examples 3.6 and 3.7, the melodic content is generally not lyrical but utilizes
repeated note patterns and stepwise motion. Also, note durations dictated by the composer often
serve as a guide rather than definitive rhythms, so they may be executed in a more interpretive,
flexible manner. Because language content, inflection, and emotion help determine the general
pacing and expression of the text, comfort and experience with language is important. The
following three excerpts illustrate that recitative singing, regardless of musical period, requires
strong language comprehension, musicality, and diction skills.

See p. 223 for copyright information for musical examples from Menotti’s operas The Consul and Amahl and the
Night Visitors.
39
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Ex. 3.6
Monteverdi, L’Orfeo, “Perch’a lo sdegno,” mm. 1-7

Ex. 3.7
Halévy, La Juive, “Loin de son amie,” mm. 1-13

Ex. 3.8
Stravinsky, The Rake’s Progress, recitative before “Who hears me, knows me,” reh. 50,
mm. 1-3
“The Rake’s Progress” by Igor Stravinsky
© 1951 By Hawkes & Son (London) Ltd. 1959 Renewed by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc.
International Copyright Secured.
All Rights Reserved. For The Sole Use Of Stewart Cramer, The University of Northern Colorado.

Equally challenging is patter-style singing. Patter can describe both a singing style and an
aria type and is commonly used for comic roles. While examples of patter are easily found in the
operas of Gilbert and Sullivan, Rossini, and Mozart, it is used by many composers ranging to the
twenty-first century. Like recitative, patter requires excellent language and comprehension skills
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and an understanding of inflection, but it is executed in a very quick, repetitive, and metered
manner.
Clarice cara mia sposa has all the typical elements of comedic, patter-style text setting
(Ex. 3.9). The aria has a syllabic text, repeated note patterns, and short, quick-paced rhythms.
The last measures have more melodic movement and build to the final cadence.

Ex. 3.9
Mozart, Clarice cara mia sposa, K. 256, mm. 19-25 (tenor clef)
Many of the examples shown above featured natural inflection – that is, when important
words or syllables fall on strong beats and stressed, sometimes longer, note values. Variables
such as mood, pitch, or loudness can also affect the language and influence the inflection. When
notated rhythms or dramatic effects obscure the important words or syllabic stresses, they create
unnatural inflection; this can occur in both patter and legato text settings. While natural
inflection is good for beginning voices, arias with unnatural inflection can add an extra challenge
for the developing tenor.
Calatrava’s Canción from La Calesera demonstrates how text setting does not always
match a song’s natural speech inflection. While much of the natural stress falls on the accented
beats, the underlined syllables of Example 3.10 show high notes add energy, resonance, and
volume to the unaccented words por and que, displacing the line’s natural inflection. See also
Mozart’s Clarice cara, Frantz’s Couplet, and Vašek’s Stuttering Aria.
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Ex. 3.10
Alonso, La calesera, “¡Pin pon!,” mm. 180-185

Manipulated text settings can also produce unnatural inflection. In Example 3.11,
Offenbach abandons the typical fluid treatment of the French language by adding rests and
breaks between words and syllables. In Example 3.12, Vašek’s stutter is highlighted by using
affected word pronunciations and jolting rests. Additionally, the first part of the words jestli,
nedospěje, vysměje, and ves are repeated, but it is most apparent on the syllables “vy” and “ve.”

Ex. 3.11
Offenbach, Les Contes d’Hoffman, Frantz’s Couplet, mm. 1-8

Ex. 3.12
Smetana, Prodaná nevěsta, Vašek's Stuttering Aria, mm. 70-88
The Magician’s aria also uses unnatural inflection. At first glance, the text setting does
not appear too complicated. The rhythms seem straightforward, usually falling on the beat or on
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simple divisions, but in this short excerpt, the “modern” elements of Menotti’s writing obfuscate
the natural inflection.
This excerpt includes several words and syllables that are given unnatural emphasis. In
conversational speech, sentences typically emphasize only one word. In this phrase, three words
– do, say, and heard – are emphasized with long-held notes. Also, the weak syllables in the
words never (er) and Magadoff (ga) are set on high notes, causing them to be emphasized and
pronounced as [nɛ ˈvɝ] and [mæ ˈgʌ dɔf]. While purposefully written, these effects give the line
an awkward flow and unnatural stress, which can obscure the syntax, emotion, and inflection of
the text and confuse both the singer and the listener.

Ex. 3.13
Menotti, The Consul, “My charming Ma’moiselle,” mm. 27-30

Consideration 2: Range, Tessitura, and Register
Range, comfortable tessitura, and register transition (passaggio) are chief indicators of
tenor type. At its extremes, the tenor range can extend from B♭2 to E♭5.40 The general tessitura a
tenor may comfortably sustain is between F3 and G#4. The transition between chest voice and
head voice lies somewhere between C4 and F4. Robust voices tend to have a lower range and are
more comfortable with a lower tessitura than lighter voices. The level of development, especially

40

James C. McKinney, The Diagnosis and Correction of Vocal Faults: A Manual for Teachers of Singing and for
Choir Directors (Long Grove, IL: Waveland Press, 2005), 111.
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vocal register navigation, also plays a significant role in a tenor’s range and comfortable
tessitura. Register transitions are related to physiology and may shift as the voice matures.
Understanding of tenor voice registration is integral to making appropriate repertoire
choices. Recognizing that vocal pedagogues have yet to come to any universal agreement on
registration terminology, the following terms, as defined below, will be used to discuss
registration in this document: modal voice, passaggio, chest voice, mixed voice, head voice, and
falsetto.41 The function of the laryngeal muscles involved in the registers is outlined in Table 2.
Table 2. Vocal Registration42

Modal Voice

Passaggio

• The main register of the singing voice, encompassing chest voice, mixed
voice, and head voice.
• The thyroarytenoid muscles and cricothyroid muscles are both active to
some degree in pitch production.
• Passaggio 1: The “break” between upper chest mix and mixed voice.
• Passaggio 2: The “break” between mixed voice and head voice.

Chest Voice

• Secondary register in the low part of the modal voice.
• The thyroarytenoid muscles predominate in pitch production.

Mixed Voice

• Within modal voice, the transition between chest voice and head voice.
• The dominance of thyroarytenoid and cricothyroid muscles is shifting.

Head Voice

• Secondary register in the high part of the modal voice.
• The cricothyroid muscles predominate in pitch production.

Falsetto

• Highest register in the tenor voice, distinct from the modal voice.
• The thyroarytenoid muscles are inactive; the cricothyroid is solely
responsible for changes in pitch.

In addition to the mechanical actions of the muscles that produce these transitions, the
acoustic properties of vowels also play a role. While some information on favorable vowels will

The terms “chest register” and “head register “are interchangeable with the terms “chest voice” and “head
voice,” respectively.
42
Vocal register definitions from: Melissa Malde et al., What Every Sing Needs to Know About the Body, 3rd ed.,
(San Diego: Plural Publishing, 2012), 99.
41
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be offered below, a detailed discussion of vowel modification and formant tuning is beyond the
scope of this dissertation. The purpose of defining registers here is to facilitate the discussion of
registration in the comprimario repertoire. For this purpose, it is useful to refer to Richard
Miller’s Training Tenor Voices.43

Fig. 1. Tenor registration chart

According to Miller, as the tenor ascends from chest voice, he transitions into a chest mix
at G3. At D4, the first passaggio, he enters the mixed voice, which Miller calls the zona di
passaggio. This “zone of passage” encompasses approximately a perfect fourth. At G4, he enters
the second passaggio into head voice. The pitches where these events happen may be higher or
lower depending on tenor type and stage of development.
Additionally, registers may have considerable overlap. For example, if a robust quality is
needed, chest voice may be carried up into the first passaggio. If a gentle quality is desired, the
head voice may be carried down. Because of Miller’s terminology, passaggio can refer either to
transitions into and out of mixed voice or to the mixed voice. In the following discussion, mixed

43

Richard Miller, Training Tenor Voices (New York: Schirmer, 1993), 7.
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voice will denote the area of the range between chest voice and head voice, first passaggio will
denote the transition from chest voice to mixed voice, and second passaggio will denote the
transition from mixed voice into head voice.
In terms of mechanics and color, falsetto is distinct from the modal voice. Falsetto can be
beneficial when used for dramatic, especially comic, effect, to reach very high notes, for
marking, and for creating ease in the upper voice while learning to sing in head voice. Falsetto
should be used judiciously as a substitute for head voice in professional performances.44
Comprimario repertoire is an excellent tool for addressing issues relating to range,
register, and tessitura. Below, repertoire is suggested for different developmental levels. For each
level of development, a graded list of arias will be used to address common concerns regarding
range, tessitura, and registration:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Extending the range
Sustaining high notes
Cultivating vocal ease in all parts of the range
Smoothing out register transitions
Maintaining and balancing resonance
Freeing the articulation, especially on onsets and offsets

The repertoire in Group 1 is the most fundamental and the least challenging. It is limited
in range and addresses general concerns. While these pieces most benefit the beginning tenor,
they can be sung by all tenor types. In contrast, Group 4 requires a high level of technical
development and targets specific tenor types. The following sections describe specific
considerations for each group and offer repertoire suggestions.

44

Ibid.
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Table 3. Registration: Group 1 (Beginner)
This repertoire is most beneficial for tenors in the beginning stages of development.
Selections include tuneful song-like arias and recitative excerpts, center on middle-voiced
singing, and do not include sustained high notes. Lack of refinement in register balance,
vowel modification, and vocal weight is unlikely to cause vocal strain because of the
limited range and low tessitura of these selections.
Range Elements

Narrow ranges not extending past F4

Song Elements

Musical simplicity, natural inflection, common languages

Target Goals

Confidence, even middle-voiced singing, articulation, vocal ease

Common Tenor Types

Baroque, leggiero, buffo, character, lyric

Suggested Repertoire
There are five repertoire recommendations for tenors who are just beginning to address
range, tessitura, and registration. These are presented in two groups: Repertoire A and B; the
second of which is slightly more challenging. While none of pieces extend past the second
passaggio, these pieces offer a chance for tenors with limited ranges to secure the lower notes in
their chest voice and notes of the middle voice in the chest mix through F#4 in their mixed voice.

Repertoire A
Tenor Solo: “All our days and our nights” 45
(Purcell, Dioclesian)

Range: E3 to F4
Tessitura: A3 to D4

Sir “Reggie” Stribling: “If Eve Had Left the Apple on the Bough”
(Herbert, Eileen)

Range: A3 to F446
Tessitura: F3 to D4

Monostatos: “Alles fühlt der Liebe Freuden”
(Mozart, Die Zauberflöte)

Range: D3 to E4
Tessitura: G3 to D4

45
46

No specific character name is referenced in the score for this solo.
A one-measure ossia is indicated in the score that includes an optional G4.
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The first three arias in this group are appropriate for any beginning tenor. The range of
these arias does not go above the second passaggio and they require few register shifts. Two
pieces are in English, and Monostatos’ aria offers experience in German. The text settings are
predominantly syllabic, and the music is straightforward. The comfortable range and overall
simplicity allow for healthy singing and vocal ease throughout the lower tenor range in both
sustained and patter-style singing. Samples of each piece can be seen in Examples 3.14 to 3.16.

Ex. 3.14
Purcell, Dioclesian, “All our days and our nights,” mm. 10-19

Ex. 3.15
Herbert, Eileen, “If Eve Had Left the Apple on the Bough,” mm. 10-14
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Ex. 3.16
Mozart, Die Zauberflöte, “Alles fühlt der Liebe Freuden,” mm. 32-43

Repertoire B
Apollo: “Perch’a lo sdegno”
(Monteverdi, L’Orfeo)
Apollo: “Apollo comes, to relieve your care”
(Handel, Semele)

Range: D3 to D4
Tessitura: G3 to C4
Range: F#3 to F#4
Tessitura: A3 to D4

“Perch’a lo sdegno” and “Apollo comes, to relieve your care” have ranges and tessituras
similar to the first three in this group but are slightly more advanced musically. Monteverdi’s
secco recitative has a simple basso continuo accompaniment and uses scalar motion and repeated
note patterns (Ex. 3.17). The Handel is an accompanied arioso and is more developed, offering
many opportunities for singing in the upper part of the mixed voice (Ex. 3.18). Both recitatives
can also be used to cultivate free articulation, consistent resonance, and word declamation in a
comfortable range.

40

Ex. 3.17
Monteverdi, L’Orfeo, “Perch’a lo sdegno,” mm. 1-7

Ex. 3.18
Handel, Semele, “Apollo comes, to relieve your care,” mm. 10-13

Table 4. Registration: Group 2 (Developing)
This repertoire is appropriate for developing tenors with a fundamental understanding
of vocal technique. It is comfortable, engaging, not overly demanding, and provides an
excellent steppingstone to more rangy arias.
Range

Spans both the first and second passaggio; requires some
sustained notes in head voice

Song Elements

Formal structures, diverse styles and periods, common
languages

Target Goals

Singing in a moderately high tessitura, vocal range
extension, register balancing

Common Tenor Types

Baroque, leggiero, buffo, character, lyric
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Suggested Repertoire
There are seven repertoire recommendations for tenors with a basic understanding of
range, tessitura, and register that can be used to strengthen their skills. These are presented in
two groups: Repertoire A and B. The Baroque pieces have been grouped together.

Repertoire A
Sailor: “Come away, fellow sailors”47
(Purcell, Dido and Aeneas)
Phoebus: “When a cruel long winter”
(Purcell, The Fairy Queen)
Damon: “Stay, shepherd, stay…
Shepherd, what art thou pursuing”
(Handel, Acis and Galatea)

Range: C3 to G4
Tessitura B♭3 to E♭4
Range: D3 to G4
Tessitura (A): E3 to C4
(B): B3 to E4
Range: F3 to A4
Tessitura: B♭3 to F4

The Sailor’s Song is a short, one-verse shanty. Phoebus’ song is longer with contrasting
sections: the first is slow and recitative-like with elaborate melismatic passages; the second is
quick-paced and straightforward with simple melismas. Both pieces are tuneful, mostly syllabic,
and naturally inflected. They allow for a focus on breath, cultivation of vocal ease in the chest
and mixed voice, and modest exploration of the head voice.
The Sailor’s Song is simple and well-suited for a developing tenor with a mastery of
basic skills. The primary challenge in this piece is posed by the large melodic leaps that require
register balancing between the chest voice and mixed voice. This can be seen in the lines vows of
returning, intending to visit, never intending, and never tho’ never (Example 3.19). Otherwise,
the folk-like song is easy to sing and sits comfortably in the voice.

47

This piece is commonly referred to as The Sailor’s Song.
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Ex. 3.19
Purcell, Dido and Aeneas, The Sailor’s Song, mm. 13-29
Phoebus’ song is more involved than the Sailor’s Song. The range is similar, but the A
and B sections have slightly different tessituras. Some of the melismatic passages, especially in
the A section, may present pitch navigation issues (Ex. 3.20). The B section’s melodies are more
straightforward and have a more folk-like quality, like the Sailor’s song. There are similar
register shifts between the chest voice and passaggio.

Ex. 3.20
Purcell, The Fairy Queen, “When a cruel long winter,” mm. 13-16, 19-20, 32-35
Phoebus’ song is appropriate for the developing tenor with greater musicality, breath
management skills, and understanding of vowel modification. The piece has no sustained high
notes. The primary consideration is register balance between the chest voice and the mixed
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voice. The few phrases extending to G4 provide an opportunity to navigate the second passaggio
into head voice.
“Stay, shepherd, stay…Shepherd, what art thou pursuing” from Acis and Galatea is
appropriate for Baroque and lyric tenors with agility. It includes a recitative and da capo aria and
is the most challenging piece in this group.
The recitative begins with three register shifts. It starts in the mixed voice on F4; it moves
down triadically to the chest voice, then jumps to the head voice on G4 (Ex. 3.21). The repeated
notes in a high tessitura on E4 can be challenging for the developing tenor.

Ex. 3.21
Handel, Acis and Galatea, “Stay, shepherd, stay…” mm. 1-6

Many phrases and register shifts in this aria are approached from the head register and
move to the mixed voice or chest voice. In Example 3.21, three of the four phrases include
movement from the mixed voice into the chest voice. The top-down approach sets this aria apart
from other pieces in this group. It offers an opportunity to explore onsets in head voice and bring
lighter vocal production down into the middle range. Likewise, the repeated E4s provide an
opportunity to work on consistency, modification, and vowel matching in the passaggio.
Like the recitative, the aria starts in the passaggio on F4. However, the lower tessitura
provides a brief rest. The A section has two melismas on the word pleasure. The first is a lilting
run of nine notes in the chest register (Ex. 3.22). The second is a fast melisma of fifty-five notes
and moves through all registers. This melisma is primarily scalar but features an octave leap near
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the end (Ex. 3.23). Subtle vowel modifications are required on the [ɛ], as it must sound the same
throughout the melisma, undergoing slight changes to optimize resonance in each register.

Ex. 3.22
Handel, Acis and Galatea, “Shepherd, what art thou pursuing,” mm. 23-24

Ex. 3.23
Handel, Acis and Galatea, “Shepherd, what art thou pursuing,” mm. 39-43

The B section has a similar tessitura to the A section but may feel higher because of the
higher range (Ex. 3.24). When the range or tessitura is perceived as higher, it can produce a
psychological effect and manifest in the voice, resulting in a “fear of heights” response. This is
an example of a passage where falsetto could be used in practice to find ease in higher-range
singing, with the goal of performing the aria using head voice. The [i] vowel on A4 in the word
free can also be used to discuss second formant tuning.

Ex. 3.24
Handel, Acis and Galatea, “Shepherd, what art thou pursuing,” mm. 54-64
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Repertoire B
King Kaspar: “This is my box”
(Menotti, Amahl and the Night Visitors)
Marco: “Take a Pair of Sparkling Eyes”
(Gilbert and Sullivan, The Gondoliers)
Prunier: “Chi il bel sogno di Doretta?”
(Puccini, La Rondine)
Calatrava: Canción, “¡Pin pon!”
(Alonso, La calesera)

Range: C#3 to A♭4
Tessitura: A3 to F4
Range: G♭3 to A♭4
Tessitura: A♭3 to F4
Range: C3 to G4
Tessitura: F3 to F4
Range: F2 to G4
Tessitura: B♭3 to E♭4

King Kaspar’s aria “This is my box” is appropriate for many tenor types but best suits the
leggiero, buffo, character, and light lyric tenors. The irregular rhythmic patterns, angular vocal
writing, and unnatural inflection of the aria’s modern style can distract from technical
considerations so this piece should only be assigned to a tenor with good musicianship.
As seen in Examples 3.25 and 3.26, Menotti’s approach to the passaggio and upper-range
singing often employs ascending movement, then leaves by descending interval. In Example
3.25, the single [u] vowel of soothe is used to smoothly navigate from chest voice to head voice.
However, in Example 3.26, the transition is wordy, using [æ], [i], and [ɪ] vowels. While the aria
does not have extended mixed voice or upper-range singing, attention to vocal weight, register
balance, and vowel modification will render it more comfortable.
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Ex. 3.25
Menotti, Amahl and the Night Visitors, “This is my box,” mm. 10-15

Ex. 3.26
Menotti, Amahl and the Night Visitors, “This is my box,” mm. 7 and mm. 30

The next two pieces from this group have lyric vocal qualities and are appropriate for a
wide variety of tenor types. The pieces require controlled legato singing and registration balance.
Marco’s strophic aria is modeled after Verdi’s bel canto-style aria “Questa o quella” from
Rigoletto. Like the Verdi, the verse and chorus of Marco’s aria oscillate between ascending and
descending passages in the chest voice and the mixed voice (Ex. 3.27). The closing section starts
in chest voice, ascends to head voice on A♭4, then ends in the mixed voice on G♭3 (Ex. 3.28).
While much of the song centers in the middle-range, phrases weave through both the first and
second passaggios, and there is a sustained, exposed A♭4.

Ex. 3.27
Gilbert and Sullivan, The Gondoliers, “Take a Pair of Sparkling Eyes,” mm. 4-10
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Ex. 3.28
Gilbert and Sullivan, The Gondoliers, “Take a Pair of Sparkling Eyes,” mm. 49-68
Prunier’s “Chi il bel sogno di Doretta” offers the developing tenor the opportunity to sing
expansive Romantic melodies paired with the recitative-style vocal writing so typical of Puccini.
Because of the focus on language, this aria should only be assigned to tenors with a good grasp
of Italian. Many phrases start in the mixed voice, then move to the chest register (Ex. 3.29). The
final recitative-like line (Ex. 3.30) encompasses the range from G4 to D3 requiring quick register
transitions.

Ex. 3.29
Puccini, La Rondine, “Chi il bel sogno di Doretta?,” mm. 20-23
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Ex. 3.30
Puccini, La Rondine, “Chi il bel sogno di Doretta?,” mm. 27-31
Calatrava’s Canción is a buffo song with patter sections. The tessitura sits in a generally
comfortable speaking range but has several high notes and a very low F2 (Ex. 3.31). The
demanding closing section has repeated cadences with dramatic G4s followed by descending
scales into the chest voice (Ex. 3.32). The direct leaps between the chest and head registers at the
end can be difficult after singing in the middle range for most of the aria. This piece provides an
excellent opportunity to work on character singing, patter, legato styles and stamina in the head
and chest voices.

Ex. 3.31
Alonso, La calesera, “¡Pin pon!,” mm. 163-165

Ex. 3.32
Alonso, La calesera, “¡Pin pon!,” mm. 178-191
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Table 5. Registration: Group 3a (Advancing)
This repertoire is appropriate for developing and advancing lyric and leggiero tenors
with repertoire and language experience. These arias are varied and sit comfortably in
the voice while offering the opportunity to explore upper register notes above G4.
Range Elements

Wide range, sustained and repeated high notes to B♭4

Song Elements

Variety of periods and styles, forms, and languages

Target Goals

Register balance, high-range singing

Common Tenor Types

Baroque, haute-contre, leggiero, character, lyric

Suggested Repertoire
There are six repertoire recommendations for intermediate lyric and leggiero tenors to
extend their range, increase their ease sustaining difficult tessituras, and refine the navigation of
registers. These are presented in two groups: Repertoire A and B. The Mozart arias have been
grouped together.

Repertoire A
Egeo: “Perch'io torni a penar”
(Cavalli Il Giasone)
Hylas: “Vallon sonore”48
(Berlioz, Les Troyen)

Range: E3 to G4
Tessitura: A3 to F4
Range: F3 to G4
Tessitura: B♭3 to F4

Beppe: “O Colombina, il tenero fido Arlecchin”
(Leoncavallo, I Pagliacci)
The Holy Fool: “Lejtes’, lejtes’, slëzy gor’kie”
(Mussorgsky, Boris Godunov)

Range: E3 to A4
Tessitura: A3 to F4
Range: E3 to A4
Tessitura: C4 to A4

The first two arias in this group are appropriate for lyric tenor types of varying vocal size.
The pieces center on sostenuto singing and have lyrical melodies, with G4 being their highest

Monsieur Triquette’s Couplet “Kakoi pre krasnïi etot den” from Tchaikovsy’s Eugene Onegin is another simple
alternative that also fits in this category. Its range is G3 to G4, and the tessitura is G3 to E4. While it is also a
sostenuto-style aria, it is typically sung by a buffo or character tenor with lyric vocal quality.
48
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note. Movement in these arias between the chest and head registers requires register balancing
and vowel modification.
Egeo’s aria alternates between syllabic passages and short stepwise scalar patterns similar
to a vocalise (Ex. 3.33 and 3.34). Though these melismas require some agility, the moderate
tempo mitigates their difficulty and allows them to be used to bridge register transitions in all
areas of the voice. This is especially useful because Cavalli employs both descending and
ascending melismas. The transitory melismatic passages guide the singer through the different
registrations without pushing the voice into the upper range. This aria is perfect for solidifying
the middle voice and navigating the first and second passaggios.

Ex. 3.33
Cavalli, Il Giasone, “Perch’io torni a penar,” mm. 25-32
Copyright © 1941 by Carisch, a division of Hal Leonard Europe Limited
All Rights Reserved. International Copyright Secured
Reprinted by kind permission of Hal Leonard Europe Srl obo Hal Leonard Europe Limited

Ex. 3.34
Cavalli, Il Giasone, “Perch’io torni a penar,” mm. 33-39
Copyright © 1941 by Carisch, a division of Hal Leonard Europe Limited
All Rights Reserved. International Copyright Secured
Reprinted by kind permission of Hal Leonard Europe Srl obo Hal Leonard Europe Limited
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Hylas’ aria “Vallon sonore” is also lyrical but requires more sustained lines than Egeo’s
aria. Berlioz combines Italianate and French styles. The flowing melody is comfortably set in the
voice. It also approaches passaggio and upper-register singing similar to a vocalise (Ex. 3.35). In
the excerpt, Example A uses two leaps: the first from chest voice to the second passaggio, the
second from the mixed voice to the second passaggio; they are proceeded by upper neighbor
motion to reach the head voice. The melody moves by descending motion back to the chest
voice. Example B uses a more straightforward line that ascends to and descends from the head
voice. Although the piece has several fleeting G4s, it sits mostly in the chest voice and mixed
voice.

Ex. 3.35
Berlioz, Les Troyens, “Vallon sonore,” mm. 14-20 and 38-42
Both Beppe and the Holy Fool’s arias are short, written for character or buffo tenor types,
and have a similar range. However, they differ in language, style, and tessitura. Beppe’s serenade
is written in the late romantic verismo style, requiring expressive, legato singing; smooth elision
of vowels; and a ringing upper register. While the aria is relatively short, its passaggio singing,
sudden high notes, and verismo style can lead to heaviness and vocal fatigue. In Example 3.36,
both phrases start in the passaggio and primarily use stepwise motion. The first phrase moves
through the chest and head voice, ending in the second passaggio. In contrast, the second phrase
stays in the chest voice.
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Ex. 3.36
Leoncavallo, I Pagliacci, “O Colombina, il tenero fido Arlecchin,” mm. 14-26

There are three phrases with sustained A4s. The phrases include a leap to the high note
and can be broken into shorter phrases if the tenor needs the air (Ex. 3.37). The first A4 is on an
[a], the second on an [e], and the third is on an [i]. This provides an opportunity for developing
tenors to work on sustaining high notes on different vowels. The last of these is the final note of
the piece and is written as an A3; traditionally, it is taken up an octave (Ex. 3.38). If the tenor is
not ready to sing an [i] in that range, it can be sung as written.

Ex. 3.37
Leoncavallo, I Pagliacci, “O Colombina, il tenero fido Arlecchin,” mm. 31-40

Ex. 3.38
Leoncavallo, I Pagliacci, “O Colombina, il tenero fido Arlecchin,” mm. 64-70
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While varied tenor types can sing the Holy Fool’s Aria, it is most comfortable for light,
agile voices, such as the leggiero or haute-contre, because of the high tessitura. It is also
appropriate for character tenors that can navigate easily between the chest and head registers.
Mussorgsky’s modern style challenges the advancing tenor with irregular phrasing and
angular melodies. The movement between registers is similar to Beppe’s aria, always balancing
between the high and low parts of the voice. It also requires legato singing, consistent vocal
placement, and good breath management (Example 3.39). Falsetto can be used to learn the wide
leaps to and from the head register, and a strong head-falsetto mix could be used in performance.
While wordy, the mostly syllabic text, moderate pace, natural inflection, and short duration make
this a manageable introduction to Russian.

Ex. 3.39
Mussorgsky, Boris Godunov, the Holy Fool’s Aria, mm. 4-14

Repertoire B
Polidoro: “Sposa cara, sposa bella”
(Mozart, La finta semplice)

Range: F#3 to A4
Tessitura: G3 to G4

Emilio: “Voi colaggiù ridete”
(Mozart, Il sogno di Scipione)

Range: E3 to A4
Tessitura: G3 to G4

The last two pieces in the Intermediate group are Mozart arias. Both are lengthy and
suitable for lyric tenor types of any size. They have similar tempos and comparable ranges and
tessituras and require flexible vocal abilities. With all their similarities, they have very different
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moods. Polidoro’s aria is appropriate for both lyric and character types. Emilio’s aria is better
suited for leggiero and lyric tenor types with agility.
While Polidoro’s aria lasts approximately five minutes, its comfortable range familiarizes
the advancing tenor with Mozart’s lyrical and patter styles without undue vocal demands. Most
of the highest notes are short and sustained for a dotted quarter or less (Ex. 3.40). Mozart’s
approach to the high notes, specifically F#4, G4, and A4, is to precede the note by a skip or leap
then follow with downward stepwise motion to the next lower register. The preparation acts as a
springboard to jump over the register transition, stabilize the high note, then gently move out of
the higher registration in a downward scalar motion. Scalar motion is also used to move through
the second passaggio.

Ex. 3.40
Mozart, La finta semplice, “Sposa cara, sposa bella,” mm. 6-27 (tenor clef)

Additionally, many of these vowel modifications generally use a closed vowel on the
preparation and a similar or more open vowel on the high note, i.e. [e] to [ɛ] or [e] to [a]. These
approaches provide opportunities to work on register balance, solidifying the passaggio, and
cultivating head and mixed voice singing. In Example 3.40 (see bracketed notes), the sustained
G4 on deh requires an immediate register shift and vowel modification in the middle of the
phrase. Example 3.41, shows the contrasting patter style. The repeated D4, as seen in the
brackets, can be used as a stabilizing tone to establish consistent resonance and placement during
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the changing vowels and leaps from the first passaggio to head voice. Note that this example is in
tenor clef.

Ex. 3.41
Mozart, La finta semplice, “Sposa cara, sposa bella,” mm. 37-49 49 (tenor clef)
Emilio’s aria is over eight minutes long and has a more homogenous, lyrical style. While
both Mozart arias have similar ranges, Emilio’s tessitura is higher. The notes above the
passaggio are set on a wide variety of vowels and glide combinations,50 making vowel
modification challenging, as seen in the circled and bracketed sections of Example 3.42. The
word fanciullin occurs three times: The first time, the [a] of fan is set on G4; the second time, the
[u] of ciu is set on G4. The last time, there is no G4.

Ex. 3.42
Mozart, Il sogno di Scipione, “Voi colaggiù ridete,” mm. 26-49 (tenor clef)

An added benefit to older scores is learning to read tenor clef. While there are “modern” editions written in
treble clef, this will train singers to learn to read different editions.
50
Vowels include [a], [i], [e], [ɔ], [o], and [u]. Glide combinations as in the word siete.
49
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Likewise, many wide leaps span two or more registers and occur on differing vowel
positions, as shown in the circled notes of Example 3.42. For example, a register shift from the
chest voice to the mixed voice occurs on the word ridete between the vowels [i] to [e]. Another
register shift from the mixed voice to the head voice happens on the words d’un fanciullin
between the vowels [u] and [a]. On the words d’un fanciullin, a string of vowels occurs at the
register shift from the passaggio to the head register; in this instance, all vowels – [u], [a], and [i]
– are used during the register shift.
As with Polidoro’s aria, most of the notes above the second passaggio last no longer than
two beats. However, these are sometimes combined with very long notes in the mixed voice,
requiring sophisticated breath management (Ex. 3.43).

Ex. 3.43
Mozart, Il sogno di Scipione, “Voi colaggiù ridete,” mm. 95-98 and 159-162 (tenor clef)

Several extended melismas, ranging from A3 to A4, occur on an [e] vowel (Ex. 3.44). As
with all melismatic passages that move from the chest to head voice on a single vowel, subtle
vowel modification will be necessary. The variety of vowels and necessity for consonant
articulation in the second passaggio and head voice make this aria a challenge for some
developing tenors.
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Ex. 3.44
Mozart, Il sogno di Scipione, “Voi colaggiù ridete,” mm. 30-34 and 54-58 (tenor clef)

Table 6. Registration: Group 3b (Advancing)
This repertoire is appropriate for the buffo and character tenor types. Like group 3a, these
arias are suitable for developing and advancing tenors with repertoire and language
experience. While the vocal ranges and tessituras are similar to Group 3a, these arias
require substantial vocal characterization and acting skill.
Range Elements

Navigates the passaggio, sustained or repeated high notes to B♭4

Song Elements

Variety of periods and styles, musical forms, languages

Target Goals
Common Tenor Types

Register balance, sustaining moderately high tessitura, high
range singing
Leggiero, character, buffo, lyric

Suggested Repertoire
There are five repertoire recommendations for intermediate buffo and character tenors to
extend the range, increase the ease of sustaining difficult tessituras, and refine the navigation of
registers. These arias are presented in two groups: Repertoire A and B; they are grouped together
based on their attributes.

Repertoire A
Vašek: Stuttering Aria, “Ma... ma... ma... matička”
(Smetana, Prodaná nevěsta)

Range: G3 to A4
Tessitura: C4 to E4

Frantz: Couplet, “Jour et nuit…”
(Offenbach, Les contes d’Hoffman)

Range: D3 to A4
Tessitura: A3 to G4
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Vašek’s aria and Frantz’s Couplet are both character roles with different vocal traits.
Vašek has many comedic moments, but his music ranges from light and lyric to dramatic and
robust, so it is suitable for character tenor types with mid-sized to large lyric voices. Frantz’s
music is lighter, less lyrical, and more uniformly comic, making it appropriate for buffo and
character tenor types.51 Both have clear formal structures, similar tessituras, and ranges
extending to A4. Additionally, both use vocal characterizations that affect the natural inflection
and disrupt the vocal line.
Vašek’s aria is melodically and harmonically straightforward. The form is a modified
ternary form with a closing section. The A section stays in a comfortable range between the chest
register and passaggio, and the B section is more expansive. The aria’s most significant
challenges are register balance and Czech diction.52 The melody and rhythms in the A section are
not complicated, so focus can be placed on the Czech text. The vocal line comprises just two
notes, D4 and E4, but is broken with rests to mimic stuttering (Ex. 3.45). This requires refined
onsets and offsets in the upper mixed voice to avoid vocal fatigue.

Ex. 3.45
Smetana, Prodaná nevěsta, Vašek’s Stuttering Aria, mm. 15-34

51

Frantz, Andres, Spalanzani, and Pitichinaccio are often sung by the same tenor.
While the Czech language can seem intimidating, it is phonetically straightforward. Two books that are
recommended when learning and performing Vašek’s aria are Timothy Cheek’s Singing in Czech: A Guide to Czech
Lyric Diction and Vocal Repertoire and The Bartered Bride.
52
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The B section starts by leaping from the mixed voice to the head voice on the word
kdybych, requiring passaggio navigation the on an [ɪ] vowel (Ex. 3.46). The forte dynamic
marking on G4 makes the high note easier to sing. At the climax of the A′ section, an upward
scalar pattern moves from the passaggio to the head register with an A4 on [ɛ] (Ex. 3.47).53

Ex. 3.46
Smetana, Prodaná nevěsta, Vašek’s Stuttering Aria, mm. 38-47

The closing section, as seen in the bracketed notes of Ex. 3.47, requires fast, tonguetwisting patter in the chest register, and the ending F4s (not shown) are marcato and comfortably
set on [ɛ] and [a]. This part of the aria does not need to be beautifully sung, but it must be
precisely enunciated without over-articulation to avoid tension in the final passaggio notes.
Overall, this piece can be used to solidify the chest voice and mixed voice, allowing the
developing tenor to have fun while experimenting in his upper range.

Ex. 3.47
Smetana, Prodaná nevěsta, Vašek’s Stuttering Aria, mm. 66-88

53

As seen in Example 3.47, the vocal line has a lower option that goes to F4.
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Frantz’s Couplet is straightforward and unpretentious. The role falls in the same tenor
type as Vašek; both have similar ranges and tessituras and use distorted language in their arias.
Frantz’s Couplet features a syllabic French text with disruptive pauses. As seen in the circled
notes of Example 3.48 on the syllable [tɛ] of chantais and on the words seul and fois in Example
3.49, unstressed words and syllables are often set in a purposely unmusical fashion. The choppy,
unnatural line challenges the tenor to maintain appropriate registration, onsets, and offsets
without the benefit of continuous airflow.

Ex. 3.48
Offenbach, Les Contes d’Hoffman, Frantz’s Couplet, mm. 2-10

Ex. 3.49
Offenbach, Les Contes d’Hoffman, Frantz’s Couplet, mm. 16-18
The aria’s range is expansive. While much of the piece sits in a comfortable tessitura, one
phrase of the refrain has the range of a twelfth (D3 to A4) on the word la (Ex 3.50), requiring
sophisticated vowel modification and articulatory freedom, specifically with the repeated [l] of
the word la in the passaggio and upper register to F4 and G4.
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Ex. 3.50
Offenbach, Les Contes d’Hoffman, Frantz’s Couplet, mm. 25
Although Frantz’s Couplet requires musical nuance and technical skill, especially on
notes in or above the passaggio, this is a character piece, so it does not call for perfection. For
example, the refrain mimics an arpeggiated vocalise extending to A4 and can be comfortably
sung in a head voice mix or falsetto for comic effect (Ex. 3.50). The arpeggio’s execution can
vary from singer to singer, and it has become customary to substitute the A4 with a “cracked”
note or an intoned hiccup. While arias like Vašek and Frantz’s provide the opportunity to
encourage and develop vocal and dramatic characterization, the strongest performances will
include equal parts of drama and vocal integrity.

Repertoire B
Don Basilio: “In quegli anni in cui val poco”
(Mozart, Le nozze di Figaro)
Sellem: “Who hears me, knows me…La! come bid…”
(Stravinsky, The Rake’s Progress)

Range: E♭3 to G4
Tessitura: F3 to F4
Range: F#3 to G4
Tessitura: G3 to F#4

Tantzmeister: “Im Gegenteil…”
(Strauss, Ariadne auf Naxos)

Range: E♭3 to B♭4
Tessitura: A3 to G4

Don Basilio’s aria combines patter and legato styles. It is appropriate for buffo and
character tenor types but can also be sung by leggiero and lyric voices. The legato sections are
predominantly triadic (Ex. 3.51), and the patter sections have more stepwise motion and repeated
notes (Ex. 3.52). While the vocal line often moves between the chest voice and mixed voice, the
tessitura sits comfortably, rarely breaching F4. When there are high notes (G4), they are
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sometimes set on syllables that do not carry the primary stress, as seen on the word pazzo, as in
the circled note in Ex. 3.51. Other high notes are also set on the article la. While this may not
affect the execution, it can cause unaccented words and syllables to become accented, disrupting
the flow of the vocal line. Aside from these issues, the patter sections can cause overenunciation.

Ex. 3.51
Mozart, Le nozze di Figaro, “In quegli anni, in cui val poco,” mm. 5-15

Ex. 3.52
Mozart, Le nozze di Figaro, “In quegli anni, in cui val poco,” mm. 30-34
Except for two high notes in the aria’s close, most G4s are set on [a] and [ɔ]. The open
vowels need little modification. The final high notes pose the following challenges: 1) The aria is
long, requiring endurance and repetitive passaggio singing, 2) The note that precedes the high
note is under or near the first passaggio and set on an open vowel, and 3) The last G4 is on a
closed [u] and will need significant modification (Ex. 3.53). The [w] and [j] glides in cuoio can
hinder the resonance of favorable vowels in the second passaggio and head voice.
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Ex. 3.53
Mozart, Le nozze di Figaro, “In quegli anni, in cui val poco,” mm. 108-125
Sellem’s aria is well-suited for the buffo and character tenor types (though leggiero and
lyric voice types can also sing this piece). This aria combines eighteenth-century buffo,
twentieth-century opera, and theatrical styles. Stravinsky’s writing includes syncopated rhythms;
angular, rangy melodies; and odd tonalities, giving the advancing tenor an exciting and fun
challenge (Ex. 3.54 and 3.55).
While Sellem’s aria has the usual pedagogical concerns, such as register balance and
vowel modification, it offers an accessible introduction to the “modern” tenor repertoire. The
melody jumps unpredictably from register to register and requires registration flexibility. Short
notes in the second passaggio and head voice can require quick vowel modification.
Additionally, the syllabic text setting and irregular rhythms can make finding pitch centers
difficult, affecting overall pitch accuracy.
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Ex. 3.54
Stravinsky, The Rake’s Progress, “Who hears me, knows me…,” reh. 69
“The Rake’s Progress” by Igor Stravinsky
© 1951 By Hawkes & Son (London) Ltd. 1959 Renewed by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc.
International Copyright Secured.
All Rights Reserved. For The Sole Use Of Stewart Cramer, The University of Northern Colorado.

Ex. 3.55
Stravinsky, The Rake’s Progress, “La! come bid,” reh. 79
“The Rake’s Progress” by Igor Stravinsky
© 1951 By Hawkes & Son (London) Ltd. 1959 Renewed by Boosey & Hawkes, Inc.
International Copyright Secured.
All Rights Reserved. For The Sole Use Of Stewart Cramer, The University of Northern Colorado.

The Tanzmeister’s buffo aria is the most challenging piece in Group 3b, requiring a high
degree of finesse, musicality, and register balance. While character and lyric tenor types of
varying sizes can sing this role, it is most suitable for a voice that can quickly navigate the chest
and head registers with ease, making it a good fit for lighter, agile buffo types.
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Like much of Strauss’ vocal music, this aria requires excellent German as well as a solid
understanding of register balance and vowel modification. It includes angular melodies, irregular
rhythms, and vocal gymnastics. Though the wordy German text must sound spontaneous like
recitative, the rhythm is strictly set to a march-like beat. Much of the aria is in the chest register
with sporadic jumps to the mixed voice and head voice. Often, there is little preparation for the
register shifts, making timing and pitch accuracy a challenge (Ex. 3.56). The final phrase is one
of the most difficult. It leaps from the mixed voice to a sustained B♭4, then abruptly descends
over an octave on an arpeggio before ending on a B♭3 (Ex, 3.57).

Ex. 3.56
Strauss, Ariadne auf Naxos, Tanzmeister’s aria, mm. 1-15

Ex. 3.57
Strauss, Ariadne auf Naxos, Tanzmeister’s aria, mm. 39-45
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Table 7. Registration: Group 4 (Advanced)
This group is the widest-ranging. It includes the most advanced comprimario arias and covers
many tenor types from the leggiero and lighter high-ranged lyric to heavier, dramatic
character roles. These selections require the highest degree of musicianship, vocal technique,
and acting ability.
Range Elements

Encompasses all registers of the voice, sustained and repeated
notes in the passaggio and upper register, often uses a wide vocal
range, some extending to D5

Song Elements

Dramatic repertoire, wide ranges, flexible forms, advanced
language skills

Target Goals

Advanced technical and musical skills, wide-range, high tessitura
singing.

Common Tenor Types

Character, light lyric with agility, lyric, bel canto, dramatic

Suggested Repertoire
There are six repertoire recommendations that require extensive range and advanced
handling of tessitura and register. These are presented in two groups: Repertoire A and B. The
German pieces have been grouped together.

Repertoire A
Mime: “Wer hälfe mir…
Sorglose Schmiede, schufen wir sonst wohl”
(Wagner, Das Rheingold)
Loge: “Umsonst sucht’ich”
(Wagner, Das Rheingold)
Die Hexe: (The Witch): “Der Lümmel schläft ja…
Hurr, hopp, hopp, hopp”
(Humperdinck, Hänsel und Gretel)
Steuermann: “Mit Gewitter und Sturm…”
(Wagner, Der fliegende Holländer)

Range: E3 to G4
Tessitura: F3 to F4
Range: D3 to G4
Tessitura: F#3 to G♭4
Range: D3 to B♭4
Tessitura: F3 to F4
Range: D3 to B♭4
Tessitura: G3 to G4

The first two pieces in this group are from Wagner’s Das Rheingold. They are
appropriate for character and dramatic tenor types. Both Mime and Loge’s arias are exercises in
conversational storytelling. The characters are frustrated and angry, and it is easy to let these
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emotions disrupt healthy vocal production. While both aria excerpts have a similar range and
tessitura, they require different vocal weights.
Mime’s aria has complex vocal writing. It is appropriate for the advancing tenor who
sings comfortably through the upper register but may not have a particularly beautiful sound.
The vocal line often utilizes triadic, scalar, and repeated note patterns. Example 3.58 is from the
beginning “Wer hälfe mir.” The German text is syllabically set in a quasi-recitative style, and the
rhythms are straightforward, typically following the language’s natural inflection. In this section
and throughout the aria, many of the higher notes in or above the passaggio feel intuitive within
the melodic line, aiding the text declamation and inflection.

Ex. 3.58
Wagner, Das Rheingold, “Wer hälfe mir,” mm. 13-25

Tenors who perform Mime often have sizeable, steely voices. They are comfortable in a
lower tessitura, which relies on excellent chest-mix balance, breath control, and endurance (Ex.
3.59). Though there are few high notes, tenors who sing this repertoire must be able to move
easily between the chest, mixed, and head registers to avoid carrying excess weight into the
second passaggio. Mime’s aria also gives little time to prepare register shifts.
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Ex. 3.59
Wagner, Das Rheingold, “Sorglose Schmiede, schufen wir sonst wohl,” mm. 92-101
Due to the orchestration, Loge requires a heavier voice than Mime and typifies Wagner’s
dramatic comprimario tenor style. Like Mime, Loge’s tessitura centers on the chest voice, but the
range extends into the upper register (Ex. 3.60 to 3.62). Loge’s aria is syllabic but has more
complicated rhythms and longer, higher notes. It is also wordy, making register navigation and
consistent resonance difficult. While the concerns of Loge and Mime’s arias are similar, Loge’s
aria focuses more on singing with penetrating resonance, vocal weight, and endurance in a wider
range.

Ex. 3.60
Wagner, Das Rheingold, “Umsonst sucht'ich,” mm. 45-54

Ex. 3.61
Wagner, Das Rheingold, “Umsonst sucht’ich,” mm. 3-10
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Ex. 3.62
Wagner, Das Rheingold, “Umsonst sucht'ich,” mm. 56-61
Although the Witch and Steuermann’s arias represent two different tenor types (character
and lyric), the arias are predominantly lyrical. As with many German Romantic roles, they
require extended periods of dramatic singing, usually in the passaggio or higher, and are more
appropriate for larger voices with excellent endurance and register balance.
Originally written for mezzo-soprano, the role of the Witch was first sung down an
octave by a tenor in 1910;54 since then, many tenors have been cast in this dramatic character
“skirt” role. As a whole, the role has a medium-high tessitura, but much of the aria sits
comfortably in the dramatic mezzo range, centering on the middle and lower registers (Ex. 3.63).
This is not as comfortable for tenors.

54

This is still in the mezzo repertoire.
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Ex. 3.63
Humperdinck, Hänsel und Gretel, “Der Lümmel schläft ja…,” mm. 1-1255
This role’s vocal quality capitalizes on resonance, endurance, and versatility rather than
beauty of sound. To be heard through the thick orchestra, especially on the lower notes, the
Witch requires a steely production and strong chest voice with a high extension up to a B♭4.
Because of this, endurance is paramount for the role.
The musical effects that underscore the Witch’s character can affect vocal execution. The
melody often moves erratically throughout the range, giving little time to prepare approaching
intervals, balance registers, or modify vowels (Ex. 3.64 and 3.65). Likewise, there are many
instances of short or repeated notes in the second passaggio and the upper register (Ex. 3.66).
Another difficulty is posed by the rapid harmonic rhythm that requires the singer to shift tonality
and tuning with almost every measure. Likewise, the frequent meter changes and irregular
rhythms can distract from technical vocal concerns.

55

There are no rehearsal numbers in this score; refer to p. 164 of this document for the score edition. Start
counting on p. 145 at the 9/8 bar for Examples 3.63, 3.64, and 3.66A.
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Ex. 3.64
Humperdinck, Hänsel und Gretel, “Der Lümmel schläft ja…,” mm. 46-4756

Ex. 3.65
Humperdinck, Hänsel und Gretel, “Hur hopp hopp hopp…,” last four measures, p. 15257

Ex. 3.66
Humperdinck, Hänsel und Gretel, “Der Lümmel schläft ja…,” (A) two measures before
the 9/8 bar, (B) 3 measures before p. 150.58

The Steuermann is a unique Wagnerian role that blends German romantic and Italian
singing styles, requiring more lyric beauty and control than Mime and Loge. Though lyrical in
nature, the lush orchestra still necessitates a sizeable voice.
In his aria, the first four phrases of each verse alternate between a capella and light
orchestral underscoring. The vocal line in the verses is straightforward. Many of the phrases
move through all registers of the modal voice. The vowels in these passages are not always
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Refer to footnote 55
There are no rehearsal numbers in this score; refer to p. 164 of this document for score edition. Start counting at
the first measure of p. 150 for Examples 3.65 and 3.66B.
58
For (A) refer to footnote 55. For (B) refer to footnote 57.
57
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favorable. For example, in the first ascending phrase Sturm aus fernem Meer (Ex. 3.67), all the
vowels, except in aus, are fairly narrow during the register shift from the passaggio to the head
voice, and the G4 is set with a closed vowel in the word Meer.

Ex. 3.67
Wagner, Der fliegende Holländer, “Mit Gewitter und Sturm….” mm. 1-13

The refrain is set almost entirely to [o] vowels (Ex. 3.68). Octave leaps and ascending
stepwise motion are both used to move through the first and second passaggio. This allows the
tenor to focus on resonance by singing on a consistent vowel in this orchestrally robust section.

Ex. 3.68
Wagner, Der fliegende Holländer, refrain of “Mit Gewitter und Sturm,” mm. 18-26

Repertoire B
Iopas: “O blonde Cérès”
(Berlioz, Les Troyens)
Prince Léopold: “Loin de son amie”
(Halévy, La Juive)

Range: F3 to C5
Tessitura: A3 to G4
Range: E3 to D5
Tessitura: G3 to A4
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The last two pieces are the most challenging. This repertoire is well-suited for the
resonant leggiero and bel canto types with stamina and agility. This tenor is in the advanced
stage of development and ready to sing demanding roles. These arias require highly refined vocal
technique and must be sung with great confidence and sensitive musicality.
Iopas’ aria from Les Troyens requires finesse, and a beautiful, even production. As with
much of Berlioz’s music, Iopas’ aria combines two different styles, the Italian bel canto and
French mélodie. The aria’s sensitive vocal writing is ideal for the bel canto tenor types, but larger
voices with the proper facility can sing it healthily.
The A section begins with an ascent to G4 but centers mainly on middle-voice singing
(Ex. 3.69). The section is repeated with embellishments that reach B♭4. The melody in this
section is alternately scalar and triadic. The range is relatively wide, especially the second
iteration of the A section.

Ex. 3.69
Berlioz, Les Troyens, “O blonde Cérès,” mm. 29-42

The B section moves through all the vocal registers, oscillating between the chest voice
and head voice. The piece ends with a downward arpeggiation from the head voice to chest
voice, climaxing with an octave leap to a C5 (Ex. 3.70). The weaving between the upper and
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lower registers requires even breath flow and laryngeal stability through extreme register shifts.
The sustained, exposed C5 at the end must be both strong and beautiful.

Ex. 3.70
Berlioz, Les Troyens, “O blonde Cérès,” mm. 63-67
The final piece is Prince Léopold’s aria from La Juive. The aria is suitable for the
advanced comprimario tenor with a solid understanding of passaggio and high-register singing,
breath, and legato. The simple form consists of a recitative and bel canto-style aria with repeated,
contrasting sections. The secco recitative that begins the piece provides an opportunity to work
on language and inflection in French recitative style without excessive vocal demands (Ex. 3.71).

Ex. 3.71
Halévy, La Juive, “Loin de son amie,” mm. 1-13
The aria is written in a ballata-style with a sparse, “big guitar” accompaniment (Ex.
3.72).59 The vocal range is wide; the tessitura is narrower (Ex. 3.73). While the vocal line
oscillates primarily between the chest voice and mixed voice, it also extends to the highest parts

Anthony Tommasini, “Bel Canto: Audiences Love It, but What Is It?,”
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/11/30/arts/music/30tomm.html?_r=0 (28 November 2008), accessed 29 April 2021.
59
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of the tenor range. The high notes are approached both stepwise and with leaps. The slow tempo
and rubato of the A section add an extra challenge to these phrases.

Ex. 3.72
Halévy, La Juive, “Loin de son amie,” mm. 41-46

Ex. 3.73
Halévy, La Juive, “Loin de son amie,” mm. 26-35 and 36-41

The B section continues the lightly orchestrated, guitar-style accompaniment. The vocal
line has two melody types (Ex. 3.74). Type 1 starts in the lower register and leaps an octave to
the upper register; scalar patterns weave down through the mixed voice back to the chest voice.
Type 2 begins in the chest voice and uses scalar patterns and leaps to move in and out of the
mixed voice and upper register. All of this must be executed with sensitive dynamic shading
throughout all the registers.
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Ex. 3.74
Halévy, La Juive, “Loin de son amie,” mm. 90-98 and 98-106
The high-register singing, especially above A4, makes this aria and Iopas’ the most
difficult of all the groups. In the nineteenth century, exceptionally high notes, such as B4 to D4,
would have been sung with a falsetto-like quality (Ex. 3.75). Today, it is customary to sing these
notes in the modal voice, with a highly cultivated head voice production. To successfully execute
such wide-ranging passages, the tenor must have a consummate mastery of both the muscular
action and acoustic properties of register navigation.

Ex. 3.75
Halévy, La Juive, “Loin de son amie,” mm. 107-112

While the arias listed in this section take many technical considerations into account,
difficulty is based primarily on range and tessitura. Miller states that repertoire choices should be
made judiciously. He cautions that working too much and too early in the upper range may
create bad habits in the developing tenor but continues that the high voice should not be
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avoided.60 Other arias that target tessitura and registration can be found under the consideration
“Range, Tessitura, and Register.”

Consideration 3: Breath Management
Breathing is the foundation of singing; it affects almost every aspect of one’s sound.
Some tenors have a natural ability to efficiently take in the exact amount of breath needed to
shape a beautiful phrase and start in tune with well-balanced resonance and a coordinated onset,
but for many, this skill must be learned. To better understand inhalation and exhalation, each can
be broken down into its own set of skills.

Inhalation Skills
1. Mechanics: Breathing must be accomplished without tension, extraneous noise, or
unwanted movement.
2. Capacity: The amount of breath must meet the demands of the phrase, including
phrase length, shaping, and dynamics.
3. Character: Breathing is not always utilitarian. Sometimes, it matches the expressive
qualities of a piece. For example, a character may need to gasp or sigh audibly.
4. Prephonatory tuning: Shaping the vocal tract to the pitch and vowel that starts the
phrase during inhalation ensures optimal pitch accuracy and resonance upon sound
initiation.

Exhalation Skills
1. Phrasing and Dynamics: Using the breath to sustain and support the artistic needs and
length of the phrase.
2. Onsets and Offsets: The breath flow at the beginning and ending of phonation should
be coordinated in such a way that the phrase starts and ends artistically and efficiently
without tension or unnecessary sound.

60

Richard Miller, Training Tenor Voices (New York: Schirmer, 1993), 129-130.
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3. Articulation: Using the breath for vocal effects, such as staccato, marcato,
ornamentation, and aspirate consonants.

Breath Preparation
Inhalation skills are often affected by the preparation period, or the amount of time before
the breath is taken. Preparation periods vary in length. Generally, the shorter the preparation, the
more difficult it is to breathe well. The most common types of preparation periods are:
1. No preparation: This has no pause between notes or phrases, requiring a quick catch
breath.

Ex. 3.76
Example of no breath preparation
Mozart, Clarice cara…, mm. 1-7 (tenor clef)

2. Short preparation: This has a pause or rest equivalent to one or two beats, allowing for
a short breath.

Ex. 3.77
Example of short breath preparation
Wagner, Das Rheingold, “Sorglose Schmiede, schufen wir sonst wohl,” mm. 92-101

3. Medium preparation: This has a pause or rest equivalent to three or four beats,
allowing for a medium breath.
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Ex. 3.78
Example of medium breath preparation
Berlioz, Les Troyens, “Vallon sonore,” mm. 13-33

4. Long preparation: This has a pause or rest equivalent to four beats or more, allowing
for an ample breath.

Ex. 3.79
Example of long breath preparation
Lully, Persée, “O tranquille sommeil,” mm. 11-28
“Voi colaggiù ridete” includes a combination of short and long pauses and varying breath
types (Ex. 3.80). If no breath is needed, as seen in the circled rests, the short pauses can be
treated as lifts, connecting the two phrases.
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Ex. 3.80
Example of a combination of breath preparations with lift
Mozart, Il sogno di Scipione, “Voi colaggiù ridete,” mm. 26-48 (tenor clef)
“O tranquille Sommeil” has a long pause, providing ample breath preparation for the
second phrase (Ex. 3.79). Some tenors may need a short catch breath at one of the punctuation
marks in the second phrase. This kind of breath is acceptable but should not interrupt the legato
line or sostenuto phrasing.

Assessing Breath Management
This section assesses breath management and will use phrase length, dynamic range, ease
of onset and offset, favorability of pitch-vowel combinations that begin and end the phrase, and
text setting to evaluate the degree of breath management required for a piece. The following
categories will be used to determine an aria’s level of difficulty solely from a breathing
standpoint: beginning, developing, advancing, and advanced. As with most considerations above,
it is difficult to separate out one element of the music. An aria may be easy from a breathing
standpoint and still be difficult overall because of other factors. Each level includes concise
descriptions and repertoire examples, as shown in Table 8.
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Table 8. Breath Management
Phrase Length

Beginning

Short

Developing

Moderate

Advancing

Long with
possibility of
internal
phrasing

Advanced

Long with no
possibility of
internal
phrasing

Dynamics
Little dynamic
variation
required

Natural
(loud high
notes, soft low
notes)

Mostly natural
with some
special effects

Affective
(soft high
notes, loud low
notes)

Onset/Offset
Most phrases
begin and end with
comfortable
consonants and
favorable vowels
Phrases begin and end
with comfortable
consonants, voiced
continuants, and
mostly favorable
vowels

Articulation
Mostly sostenutostyle text setting
with little to no
disruptive text
Sostenuto-style
text setting with
limited patterstyle sections and
some disruptive
text

Phrases begin with a
mixture of favorable
and unfavorable
vowels and
consonants, sometimes
in passaggio or higher

Sostenuto and
patter-style text
settings with a
moderate level of
wordiness

Phrases begin or end
with exposed vowels
and harsh consonants
on sustained notes in
the passaggio or higher

Wordy text that
includes, or
fluidly moves
between,
sostenuto and
patter-style text
settings,
potentially
impeding
the vocal line

The difficulty of executing these skills is proportional to the overall breath required,
including breath preparation and breath type, for the piece.61 Thus, a piece rated as “beginning”
becomes more difficult if the composer only allows short breath preparations or catch breaths.
An advanced piece becomes slightly more manageable if phrases have longer breath preparations
for ample breaths.

61

This has been defined above under Breath Preparation on p. 78-80.
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Additionally, a developing tenor must always be mindful of his inhalation and exhalation
skills.62 For example, if 1) The breath is audible, 2) The shoulders are raising, 3) The breath is
running out, 4) Excess air is being blown out at the ends of phrases, or 5) There is an inability to
efficiently execute coordinated onsets, he should be assigned “beginning” repertoire that allows
ample time for breath preparation. Tenors with more experience and better breath control can be
assigned repertoire from the other categories, based on their specific breath management skills.

Beginning Breath Management
This level is appropriate for the beginning tenor with a basic understanding of breath. He
can sustain straightforward melody lines and phrases. This repertoire utilizes simple, predictable
phrasing with short to moderate phrase lengths, helping to cultivate fundamental breath
management skills and vocal freedom. While the pieces use varied breath preparation lengths
and breath types, they have clear breathing patterns that foster proper breath placement. The arias
offer moderate tempos, different languages and musical styles, accessible melodies, and
sostenuto text settings that allow for comfortable singing and good breath support. Tempo
markings are also added to the examples to help assess how speed may affect the breath.

Suggested Repertoire
King Kaspar: “This is my box”
(Menotti, Amahl and the Night Visitors)
Trouffaldino: “Il est drôle”
(Prokofiev, L'amour des trois oranges
Daniel Buchanan: “When a Woman Has a Baby”
(Weill, Street Scene)

62

Range: C#3 to A♭4
Tessitura: A3 to F4
Range: C3 to G#4
Tessitura: G3-E4
Range: E3 to A♭4
Tessitura: B♭3 to E4

These are listed at the beginning of the Breath Management consideration on p. 77-78.
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While the overall difficulty of King Kaspar’s aria may be challenging for a beginning
tenor, managing the breath in this piece is much easier. Many of the phrases are short and have
time for appropriate breaths after each phrase (Ex. 3.81). There are a few moderate phrases in
this aria, as seen in the brackets, that can easily be divided into shorter phrases with a catch
breath. Most of the onsets and offsets of the phrases are comfortably set in the tenor range and
occur on generally favorable vowels and consonants throughout the piece. The aria also has a
lively pace which will help provide energy and bolster airflow.

Ex. 3.81
Menotti, Amahl and the Night Visitors, “This is my box,” mm. 60-68 (allegretto)
While Trouffaldino’s aria is fairly complex, the phrases are straightforward, offering
varied phrase lengths, breath preparations, and breath types (Ex. 3.82). Many of the onsets are in
the chest voice on comfortable vowels; for the consonants, the range adds ease to the diction.
The final G4 has a forte dynamic which will need breath power and energy but helps the
execution. This is appropriate for the tenor who sings evenly through his modal range but needs
to work on air capacity and phrasing.
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Ex. 3.82
Prokofiev, L'amour des trois oranges, “Il est drôle,” reh. 374… (allegro)
Daniel Buchanan’s aria “When a Woman Has a Baby” adds more demanding challenges
with breath and serves as a good transition piece (Ex. 3.83). It has a similar range but a narrower,
lower tessitura which may help conserve breath. The onsets and offsets have more variation;
some begin with vowels and are placed in higher registrations. Likewise, there are dynamic
changes, and the sustained G4 needs spinning breath energy for the light head voice production.
However, if the tenor cannot sustain the note for its full value, it can be shortened. There are also
places where breaths are not marked, but there is often time to make space for a catch breath.
This piece is perfect for the beginning tenor who has a bigger range but needs work on breath
control.
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Ex. 3.83
Weill, Street Scene, “When a Woman Has a Baby,” mm. 33-52 (andantino)
WHEN A WOMAN HAS A BABY, from the Musical Production “Street Scene,” lyrics by Langston Hughes; Music by Kurt Weill
TRO – © Copyright 1948 (Renewed) Hampshire House Publishing Corp., New York, NY and Chappell & Co., Inc., Los Angeles, CA
International Copyright Secured Made in U.S.A. All Rights Reserved Including Public Performance For Profit Used by Permission

Developing Breath Management
This level is appropriate for the developing tenor with a proficient understanding of
breath management. He can sing legato lines and short to moderate phrase lengths. This
repertoire is not overly complicated but most of the aria has a wide range, extending into the
head voice. These pieces have varied breath preparation lengths, breath types, and more complex
breathing patterns, so more care is needed when deciding where to breathe. They require a high
level of general technique, but a moderate level of breath control.

Suggested Repertoire
Pedrillo: “Im Mohrenland gefangen war”
(Mozart, Die Entführung aus dem Serail)

Range: E#3 to D4
Tessitura: G3 to C4

The Governor of Buenos Aires: Serenade, “My Love” 63
(Bernstein, Candide)

Range: D♭3 to B♭4
Tessitura: G3 to E4

63

This piece has an interjection that can be easily omitted if used for an audition.
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Overall, Pedrillo’s “Im Mohrenland…” is a straightforward piece (Ex. 3.84). The
phrasing is predictable but leaves little to no time for breath preparation; this offers an
opportunity to work on short catch breaths and build breath control, eventually extending from
short to long phrases. The dynamics stay at a low volume throughout the piece, allowing the
singer to use the breath comfortably. Because the piece does not have a high range or tessitura, it
will allow the developing tenor to focus on breath control and cultivate balanced, efficient offsets
without being distracted by strenuous vocal needs.

Ex. 3.84
Mozart, Die Entführung aus dem Serail, “Im Mohrenland…,” mm. 23-37 (not marked)
Stylistically, the Governor’s serenade from Candide is accessible. While there are
sometimes no marked breaths or pauses, the phrase endings can be cut short to allow for ample
breath preparation (Ex. 3.85). As seen in the example, the broad allegretto maestoso tempo and
sostenuto text setting allow for added catch breaths. However, there are no interludes; each
phrase follows the previous one, with no time to rest. Many of the onsets occur in the chest
voice, but the offsets happen in the passaggio or higher, requiring breath control combined with
favorable resonance and registration. The varied ending consonants, [ŋ], [d], and [v], may affect
the comfortable release. Likewise, the wide leap to the B♭4 at the end and the consonant [l] on
the final note can present challenges with the breath. The ascending melody, the fluid, lyrical
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diction, and legato line help move the line forward, provide breath energy, and keep the phrases
connected. This piece works well for the lyric tenor who is transitioning to the advancing
category and working on refining his breathing skills.

Ex. 3.85
Bernstein, Candide, “My Love,” mm. 34-42 (allegretto maestoso)
“Candide” by Leonard Bernstein
© 1955, 1958 By Amberson Holdings LLC. Copyright Renewed.
Leonard Bernstein Music Publishing Company LLC, Publisher. International Copyright Secured.
All Rights Reserved. For The Sole Use Of Stewart Cramer, The University of Northern Colorado.

Advancing Breath Management
This level is appropriate for the advancing tenor with a proficient understanding of breath
management. He can sustain broader lines with more complex phrases and varied phrase lengths.
This repertoire often has more complex breath patterns with varied breath preparation and breath
types, so the tenor must have an excellent sense of when and how much to breathe. The ranges
often extend into the head voice, offering an opportunity to develop higher-level breath support
in a wider range of vocal registers. These pieces also have more musical effects and challenging
text settings, requiring a higher level of vocal technique and breath management.
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Suggested Repertoire
Oberon: “Schreckensschwur”
(Oberon, Weber)
Arturo Bucklaw: “Per poco fra le tenèbre …”
(Lucia di Lammermoor, Donizetti)

Range: D3 to G464
Tessitura: F3 to E♭4
Range: A3 to A4
Tessitura: B3 to F#4

Oberon’s aria has all the elements of the advancing category: a complex melody line,
varied phrase lengths and breath types, challenging text settings, and a relatively wide range (Ex.
3.86). For all the challenges in this piece, three features make the breath more manageable: its
comfortable tessitura, favorable onsets, and easy offsets. This aria has nineteen bars of opening
music, providing ample time to get the mind and breath centered before singing. The molto
agitato and passionato markings and dynamic musical effects require a balance of breath energy
and power without being pushed. This piece is perfect for the budding dramatic tenor type. It
builds solid breath control, especially in the core of the voice, and is good preparation for biggervoice, dramatic roles like the Witch, Loge, or, eventually, Max from Der Freischütz.

Ex. 3.86
Weber, Oberon, “Schreckensschwur,” mm. 48-66 (molto agiatato)

64

This piece includes an optional C3.
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Arturo’s cavatina is a brief, lyrical piece with short or no breath preparations and catch
breaths (Ex. 3.87). The phrases are short and predictable, but the final measures may require
internal phrasing. The phrases are sostenuto, but the syllabic text setting can affect the airflow.
While the onsets and offsets fall mostly in the chest voice, they sometimes use less favorable
phonemes: [i], [l], and [t] which can all affect the breath; the last two onset options, [a] and [f],
encourage more open, freer airflow. The quick eighth-note accompaniment also provides
forward-moving energy. Additionally, the building dynamics, ascending vocal line, and possible
rubato will require nuanced breath control. This cavatina suits the developing lyric and bel canto
types and introduces typical bel canto-style singing in a manageable, accessible manner.

Ex. 3.87
Donizetti, Lucia di Lammermoor, “Per poco fra le tenèbre …,” mm. 6-17 (meno mosso)

Advanced Breath Management
This level is appropriate for the advanced tenor who can sustain extended lines, sing very
complex phrases, and has an expert understanding of vocal technique and breath management.
This repertoire has the broadest range of languages and styles, the most demanding melodies,
and highly complicated text settings. These pieces combine more varied combinations of phrase
lengths, breath preparations, and breath types. They also have the most complex breathing
patterns and expansive ranges, presenting challenges with high-level breath support from the
chest voice to the head voice.
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Suggested Repertoire
Capitano: “Clarice cara…”
(Mozart, insertion aria)
The Magician: “My charming Ma’moiselle…”
(Menotti, The Consul)
The Prince:65 “Ich hatte bei Herrn Dr. Schön das Vergnügen”
(Berg, Lulu)

Range: D3 to E4
Tessitura: A3 to D4
Range: E♭3 to B♭4
Tessitura: G3 to F4
Range: E♭3 to A♭4
Tessitura: G3 to E♭4

Many elements put Clarice cara… in the advanced breathing category. The rapid-fire
enunciation, especially in the mixed voice, will need a great amount of air and constant, nonstop
breath energy (Ex. 3.88). The long sections with little or no breath preparation require expert
breath control (Ex. 3.89). The rapid tempo provides almost no time for catch breaths or
managing onsets and offsets. Both tempo and lack of pauses can obfuscate breath placement and
make internal phrasing more difficult.

Ex. 3.88
Mozart, Clarice cara…, mm. 16-22 (In tempo comodo d’un gran ciarlone, tenor clef)66

65
66

This role is called Der Prinz in the score, but I will refer to it as The Prince.
Translation: In the tempo of a big chatterer.
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Ex. 3.89
Mozart, Clarice cara…, mm. 23-33 (tenor clef)
The Magician’s aria has some of the most visibly confusing phrases in this section (Ex.
3.90). The time changes, lack of breath preparations, and rambling text require the tenor to create
his own breathing patterns. While punctuation can help guide the phrases, the piece will need
internal phrasing and catch breaths. Also, some phrases offer an opportunity to work on onsets
and offsets in the mixed and head voices.

Ex. 3.90
Menotti, The Consul, “My charming Ma’moiselle,” mm. 47-63 (constantly changing)
The Prince’s aria is the most complicated in this category (Ex. 3.91). The rubato
marking, vocal effects, and dynamic changes in the orchestra will need well-managed, nuanced
breath control. Although the piece is sostenuto, the syllabic text setting requires more air for
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articulation. Berg’s use of asymmetrical phrasing and inconsistent breath preparations, breath
types, and phrase lengths can cause confusion with phrasing and breath placement. The angular,
jumpy vocal line can also result in breath inconsistency. Overall, the erratic nature of the piece
provides an opportunity to work on breath stability in a very challenging piece.

Ex. 3.91
Berg, Lulu, “Ich hatte bei Herrn Dr. Schön das Vergnügen,” mm. 1137-1149 (a tempo,
ma poco animando e molto rubato (quarter = ca 88)67

Consideration 4: Stamina
Vocal stamina can be defined as the ability to sing for extended periods without strain.
Building stamina is a cumulative process that takes time and patience and must be incrementally
trained to sing long recitals or entire operas with orchestra. For the developing tenor,
comprimario arias can be an effective tool to build stamina.
Factors for determining the stamina required to sing a piece include the duration of the
piece, the tessitura, expected vocal weight, phrase length, and recovery time. Few arias fit neatly

67

© With kind permission, Universal Edition AG
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into a single category. Some have a short duration but with sustained lines in a high tessitura.
Some last longer but are written primarily in the middle range and have interludes when the
singer can rest. Using the rubric below, the degree of stamina required for a potential aria may be
evaluated. Transitional arias that fall between categories have also been included. See Table 9.

Table 9: Factors for Determining Stamina
Duration
of Piece

Tessitura

Beginning

Short
(1’30”–
2’30”)

Exclusively
mid-range

Developing

Moderate
(2’30” –
4’30”)

Advanced

Long
(4’30” or
more)

Mostly midrange with
some high and
low phrases
Sustained
singing in the
passaggio and
above

Orchestration

Phrase
Length

Recovery
Time

Light

1-3 bar
phrases in a
quick tempo

Long
interludes

Moderate

3-6 bar
phrases in a
moderate
tempo

Short
interludes

Robust

Phrases over
6 bars in a
slow tempo

No
interludes

Beginning Stamina
The tenor who is just starting to build endurance should begin with arias that require very
little stamina.68 These pieces have short durations and may be sung successfully with light vocal
production. They feature short to moderate phrase lengths, a variety of tempos, and time to
recover between phrases, verses, and sections. The melodies are written in a mid-range tessitura
and most of the pieces do not extend above G4.

68

These works are, of course, difficult to find. Arias for high baritone are also generally appropriate for the
developing tenor. Killian’s “Schaut der Herr mich an als König” from Der Freischütz is one such example.
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Suggested Repertoire
Pedrillo: “Im Mohrenland gefangen war”
(Mozart, Die Entführung aus dem Serail)

Range: E#3 to D4
Duration: 2’30”

Morphée: “Tzing Tzing Tzing”
(Offenbach, Orphée aux enfers)
Monostatos: “Alles fühlt der Liebe Freuden”
(Mozart, Die Zauberflöte)
Tenor Solo: “All our days and our nights”
(Purcell, Dioclesian)

Range: E3 to E4
Duration: 1’20”
Range: D3 to E4
Duration: 1’20”
Range: E3 to F4
Duration: 1’00”

David: “Am Jordan Sankt Johannes stand”
(Wagner, Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg)

range: E3 to A4
duration: 1’30”

The first three arias, sung by Pedrillo (Ex. 3.92), Monostatos (Ex. 3.16), and Morphée
(Ex. 3.93), fall squarely in the Beginning Stamina category.

Ex. 3.92
Mozart, Die Entführung aus dem Serail, “Im Mohrenland…,” mm. 23-37

Ex. 3.93
Offenbach, Orphée aux enfers, “Tzing Tzing Tzing,” mm. 22-26
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The second two arias are slightly more challenging and serve as transitional pieces. Both
“All our days and our nights”69 and “Am Jordan Sankt Johannes stand” are short, have moderate
tempos, and higher tessituras (Ex. 3.94 and 3.95).70 In these arias, some phrases may be sung
with intermediary catch breaths at first, then extended to longer phrase lengths. They offer the
opportunity to develop stamina and breath management while also working on stamina in the
mixed voice and head voice.

Ex. 3.94
Wagner, Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg, “Am Jordan Sankt Johannes stand,” mm. 1-10

Ex. 3.95
Wagner, Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg, “Am Jordan Sankt…,” mm. 22-29

Developing Stamina
When a tenor can sing the repertoire in the beginning category with ease, he is ready to
advance to arias that require moderate stamina. These arias have varied durations, lasting from
one minute to three and a half minutes. These arias feature various phrase lengths, but the
breathing patterns are generally clear and provide sufficient breath preparation and recovery time

69
70

Refer to Example 3.14
As the developing tenor advances, the recitative-like lines that follow this section can also be added.
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between phrases, verses, and sections. The ranges extend to A4, and the tessituras are in the
medium-high range, often sitting near the second passaggio. The orchestration for these roles is
moderate to robust, requiring some vocal weight to project over the instruments.

Suggested Repertoire
Capitano: “Clarice cara”
(Mozart, insertion aria)
Alfred: “Täubchen, das entflattert ist”
(Strauss, Die Fledermaus)

Range: D3 to E471
Duration: 1’45”
Range: B3 to A4
Duration: 1’15”

Idamante: “Il padre adorato”
(Mozart, Idomeneo)72
Baron Bensch: “Hä, hä, hä…”
(Busoni, Das Brautwahl)73

Range: E3 to G4
Duration: 3’00”
Range: E3 to G#4
Duration: 1’20”

Pedrillo: “Frish zum Kampfe!”
(Mozart, Die Entführung aus dem Serail)

Range: D3 to B4
Duration: 3’15”

Clarice cara includes varied phrase lengths and continuous patter. Some of the extended
phrases can be sung as one phrase or broken into smaller phrases with catch breaths (Ex. 3.96, m.
5 to the end). This aria requires extended periods of middle-voice and second-passaggio singing
but the orchestration is moderate so it may be sung lightly.

71

This concert aria has some interjections by a baritone character but is often sung as a solo piece.
“Vallon sonore” and “Take a Pair of Sparkling Eyes” are other lyric options that have similar considerations
and tempos and offer other opportunities. “Vallon sonore” is longer, lasting nearly five minutes. “Take a pair…”
offers a lyrical, bel canto-style piece in English with a slightly higher range.
73
The Holy Fool’s Aria is another short, modern option, lasting only a minute and a half. This aria is also a good
for advancing tenors needing to cultivate stamina in the passaggio and head voice.
72
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Ex. 3.96
Mozart, Clarice cara…, mm. 23-33 (tenor clef)
Idamante’s aria “Il padre adorato” has varied phrase lengths, some extending four to six
measures (Ex. 3.97 and 3.98). However, the moderate tempo usually allows for adequate breath
preparation and recovery time or catch breaths between phrases and sections. The aria often
moves through both passaggios into the mixed and head voices.

Ex. 3.97
Short phrases with adequate breaths – Illustrated here in Mozart, Idomeneo, “Il padre
adorato,” mm. 1-8

Ex. 3.98
Longer phrase, possibly requiring catch breath – Illustrated here in Mozart, Idomeneo, “Il
padre adorato,” mm. 19-27
Although “Täubchen, das entflattert ist” has a different singing style, it has many of the
same qualities and considerations as Idamante’s aria but is much shorter (Ex. 3.99). This
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serenade is sung off stage and features a moderately full orchestration, so good resonance and a
more robust sound will help the voice carry.

Ex. 3.99
Strauss, Die Fledermaus, “Täubchen, das entflattert ist,” mm. 14-28
“Hä, hä, hä…” is a brief arietta (Ex. 3.100). The phrase lengths are short, mostly under
three measures, but with time for breaths and adequate recovery. Overall, the tessitura is not
high, but it jumps erratically between the vocal registers. The melody allows advancing tenors to
develop stamina in the passaggio and upper range while working technical elements, such as
register balance and breath energy, and modern features, such as wide intervallic jumps,
changing meters, uneven phrasing, and chromaticism. The orchestra oscillates between soft and
full sounds, so some sections may be sung lightly.

Ex. 3.100
Busoni, Das Brautwahl, “Hä, hä, hä…,” p. 215, reh. 141…
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Pedrillo’s “Frisch zum Kampfe!” and Gastón’s “Ya sabeis que al dar la hora de Lucerna
en el reloj” have similar mid to upper-range tessituras but different musical styles that utilize
moderate to light orchestras. The vocal lines are straightforward. The varying phrase lengths
sometimes require catch breaths to link long phrases. Both have passaggio and high register
singing and often employ extended scalar patterns. Gastón’s aria has quick octave jumps to A4
(Ex. 3.101); Pedrillo’s aria has many G4s and A4s throughout the piece (Ex. 3.102). These arias
offer an opportunity to work on breath power, stamina, and vocal consistency, even when there is
irregular phrasing, patter singing, and varying breath types.

Ex. 3.101
Marques, El reloj de Lucerna, “Ya sabeis que al dar la hora de Lucerna en el reloj,” mm.
18-22

Ex. 3.102
Mozart, Die Entführung aus dem Serail, “Frisch zum Kampfe!,” mm. 55-65
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Advanced Stamina
Arias in this category are for tenors who have solid technical ability and can sing evenly
throughout their full range. This repertoire includes arias with ranges up to D5, and most last
longer than four minutes. Except for the Mozart and Monteverdi, these arias feature a full
Romantic orchestration, requiring a robust vocal quality.

Suggested Repertoire
Loge: “Umsonst sucht’ich”
(Wagner, Das Rheingold)
Arnalta: “Hoggi sarà Poppea”
(Monteverdi, L'incoronazione di Poppea)
Emilio: “Voi colaggiù ridete”
(Mozart, Il sogno di Scipione)

Range: D3 to G4 74
Duration: 4’00”
Range: G3 to A4
Duration: 3’30”
Range: E3 to A4
Duration: 8’30”

Publio: “Quercia annosa su l'erte pendici”
(Mozart, Il sogno di Sciione)
David: “Schumacherei und Poeterei”75
(Wagner, Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg)
Rodrigo: “Eccomi a voi miei prodi”
(Rossini, La donna del lago)76

Range: E3 to B♭4
Duration: 3’15”
Range: D♭3 to B4
Duration: 9’30”
Range: A♭2 to C5
Duration: 7’30”

At first glance, “Umsonst sucht’ich” seems to require moderate stamina (Ex. 3.60 to
3.62). It is not particularly long and has a moderate tempo and mid-range tessitura. Most phrases
are between two to four measures and marked with rests, allowing for sufficient breath
preparation and recovery time. This aria offers dramatic voices an opportunity to cultivate the
vocal power required to carry over a large orchestra in the middle range and builds stamina to
sustain long passaggio passages with sporadic high notes while maintaining a robust vocal
quality.

“Der Lümmel schläft ja…” is also an option for the dramatic voice.
This aria often starts fifteen measures before at “Mein Herr! Der Singer Meisterschlag…” It also includes
interjections by Hans Sachs which can be cut.
76
“O blonde Cérès” and “Loin de son amie” would also fall into this category.
74
75
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“Hoggi sarà Poppea” has a consistently narrow, high tessitura from C4 to G4 (Ex. 103).
Many of the varied phrases have marked breaths and ample recovery time. This piece is specific,
offering the haute-contre an opportunity to build breath power and register stamina for extended
passaggio and high-range singing.

Ex. 3.103
Monteverdi, L'incoronazione di Poppea, “Hoggi sarà Poppea,” mm. 1-10
Emilio’s aria “Voi colaggiù ridete” is not the highest nor the most difficult in this
category, but it is long, lasting over eight minutes (Ex. 3.42 to 3.44).77 Its many marked rests
allow for sufficient breath preparation and recovery time. While the phrase lengths vary, most
are two to four measures. The longer five to six-measure phrases usually occur during melismas.
This aria offers advanced tenors the opportunity to build stamina in long pieces with extended
melismas, sustained phrases, and arpeggios and scales in the high range.
“Quercia annosa su l'erte pendici” is also a lyrical Mozart aria (Ex. 3.104). It has similar
technical qualities as Emilio’s aria but is shorter and higher and does not include melismatic
passages. This is a good option for the advanced tenor who is building stamina for longer legato
arias and working on sustained singing.

77

The aria begins with a twenty-five-measure introduction, lasting nearly one minute, and ends with a short ninemeasure postlude.
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Ex. 3.104
Mozart, Il sogno di Scipione, “Quercia annosa su l'erte pendici,” mm. 15-38 (tenor clef)

The last two arias in this category are technically demanding, requiring the most stamina.
David’s “Schumacherei und Poeterei” from Die Meistersinger is an extended scene, and
Rodrigo’s “Eccomi a voi miei prodi,”78 as listed in the score, is an aria and cabaletta (Ex. 3.105).
Each piece is seven and a half minutes or more. While Rodrigo’s phrases are mostly two to four
measures, David’s can be more inconsistent; both may vary due to ornamentation. There are also
many marked rests, which allow for adequate breath preparation and recovery time, and
flexibility to extend phrases. Again, David’s aria may be a little more challenging, especially
with breath. These arias require advanced register and breath stamina in wide-ranged pieces and
the ability to sustain a consistent vocal quality throughout the range, to B♭4 and C5.

78

Score, p. 88 (PDF: 101), see Chapter IV, p. 168 for score edition.
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Ex. 3.105
Wagner, Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg, “Schumacherei und Poeterei”

Consideration 5: Agility
Building agility is a gradual but vital process. Highlighting its importance, Miller
dedicates an entire chapter to this skill in The Structure of Singing. He offers agility exercises to
increase range, stamina, vocal control, and airflow, as well as even passaggios and balance
registers.79 Factors that determine a piece’s degree of agility are tempo and subdivision, length of
florid passage, and melodic content. See table 10.

Table 10. Agility
Tempo and Subdivisions

Length of passage
Short or ornamental
movement on a single
syllable, or one to two
measure melismas

Melodic type
Single syllables
with steps, skips or
leaps, or scalar
melismas

Beginning

Slow to moderate tempo
with duple or triple
subdivisions

Developing

Moderate tempo with
straightforward triplet or
quadruplet subdivisions

Moderately long melismas,
three to four measures

Scalar with some
leaps

Advanced

Fast tempo with mixed,
complex subdivisions

Extended melismas, four
measures or longer

Variations of
agility, scalar with
multiple leaps

79

Richard Miller, The Structure of Singing (Boston: Schirmer, 2013), 42-45.
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Few arias fit into a single category. Many pieces that include fioritura singing and
melismatic passages have combinations of agility types. Some are lyrical arias with short,
isolated moments of agility. Others feature florid singing but have no melismas. The rubric
above can be used to evaluate the degree of agility required for a potential aria. Transitional arias
that fall between categories have also been included. These arias are rated solely on the difficulty
of agility. Other factors may make them more difficult overall. These categories do not have
summaries, as they adhere closely to their descriptions in the agility rubric but will offer
repertoire suggestions.

Suggested Repertoire for Agility
Suggested Repertoire for Beginning Agility
Tenor Solo: “All our days and our nights”
(Purcell, Dioclesian)

Range: E3 to F4
Tessitura: A3 to D4

King Kaspar: “This is my box”
(Menotti, Amahl and the Night Visitors)

Range: C#3 to A♭4
Tessitura: A3 to F4

Pythie: “Gardez tous un silence extrême”
(Lully, Bellérophon)

Range: E3 to B4
Tessitura: C4 to G4

The Magician: “My charming Ma’moiselle”
(Menotti, The Consul)
Polidoro: “Sposa cara, sposa bella”
(Mozart, La finta semplice)

Range: E♭3 to B♭4
Tessitura: G3 to F4
Range: F#3 to A4
Tessitura: G3 to G4

“All our days and our nights” is an excellent introduction to basic vocal flexibility for the
developing tenor. The piece is set in the mid-range and passaggio. It can be sung at a slow to
moderate tempo and requires mostly eighth-note ornaments that move by step, skip, or narrow
leap on single syllables (Ex. 3.106). While specific vowels do not always fall consistently in the
same register, the [u] is sometimes used in upward transitions to the passaggio, with [ɑ]
following when moving to the top notes.
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Ex. 3.106
Purcell, Dioclesian, “All our days and our nights,” mm. 5-19
Pythie’s aria is appropriate for the haute-contre tenor. It includes two one-measure,
stepwise melismas, one that spans the second passaggio and one purely in head voice (Ex.
3.107). Both melismas are consistently set on the closed [e] vowel.

Ex. 3.107
Lully, Bellérophon, “Gardez tous un silence extrême,” mm. 29-32 and 37-40
Several short melismas also can be found in King Kaspar’s aria (Ex. 3.108). The two
examples illustrate Menotti’s general use of this style in his vocal writing. One moves from the
chest to head voice on [u], and the other is midrange and set on an [a].

Ex. 3.108
Menotti, Amahl and the Night Visitors, “This is my box,” mm. 380-381 and 378-379
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The refrain of Steuermann’s aria also includes a simple melismatic phrase in the refrain
(Ex. 3.109). The melisma includes steps and leaps and moves through all vocal registers. The
short fioritura passage falls on an [o] vowel.

Ex. 3.109
Wagner, Die fliegende Holländer, “Mit Gewitter und Sturm,” mm. 16-18
“Sposa cara, sposa bella” has a very sophisticated vocal line. The melody does not
employ melismas. Instead, it uses florid ornamental movement which also builds flexibility in
the voice (Ex. 3.110). The rests and word articulations disrupt the legato line and provide an
opportunity to work on interruptions in the fioritura passages, breath control, and register
connection. While many higher notes fall on open vowels, there is no consistent vowel-range
correlation.

Ex. 3.110
Mozart, La finta semplice, “Sposa cara, sposa bella,” mm. 65-75 (tenor clef)
The Magician’s aria is not a melismatic piece, but it has one fioritura passage at the end
(Ex. 3.111). The melisma uses different note values, duple and triplet divisions, and has a
fermata. It is sung over a long-held chord, so there is flexibility in its execution. The melisma is
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set with a closed [i]. There is only the one melisma in this piece but because of its complexity, it
could be a transitional piece between beginning and intermediate agility repertoire.

Ex. 3.111
Menotti, The Consul, “My charming Ma’moiselle,” m. 118

Suggested Repertoire for Developing Agility
Oronte: “Un momento di contento”
(Handel, Alcina)

Range: E3 to G#4
Tessitura: (A) A3 to E4 / (B) B3 to F#4

Arbace: “Se cola ne’ fati è scritto”
(Handel, Idomeneo)

Range: E3 to A4
Tessitura: A3 to F#4

Oronte’s aria “Un momento di contento” uses various agility types, straight eighth-note
triplets (Ex. 3.112), long-and-short-note patterns (Ex. 3.113), and mixed rhythm combinations
(Ex. 3.114), lasting three to five measures. The passages navigate through all registers and use
different ornamental movements, note values, melodic and rhythmic variations. The melismas
consistently fall on [a] and [ɔ] vowels.

Ex. 3.112
Handel, Alcina, “Un momento di contento,” mm. 34-38

Ex. 3.113
Handel, Alcina, “Un momento di contento,” mm. 40-45
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Ex. 3.114
Handel, Alcina, “Un momento di contento,” mm. 66-71
Arbace’s aria “Se cola ne’ fati è scritto” is an excellent transition between the moderate
and advanced categories. While the recitative has Adagio and Allegro markings, the aria has a
moderate Andante tempo and employs straightforward beginning melismas and ornamented
fioritura passages that build to the end (Ex. 3.115 and 3.116). The final melisma has different
combinations of rhythms and note values (Ex. 3.117). A rest breaks the five-bar passage into two
phrases, providing a place to breathe and reset between register shifts. Melismas longer than one
beat fall on the [a] vowel; ornamental movement and melismas that are only one beat or less fall
on varied vowels, both open and closed.

Ex. 3.115
Mozart, Idomeneo, “Se cola ne' fati è scritto,” mm. 44-48

Ex. 3.116
Mozart, Idomeneo, “Se cola ne' fati è scritto,” mm. 59-63
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Ex. 3.117
Mozart, Idomeneo, “Se cola ne' fati è scritto,” mm. 143-149

Suggested Repertoire for Advanced Agility
Oronte: “È un folle, è un vile affetto”
(Handel, Alcina)

Range: E3 to A4
Tessitura: A3 to G4”

Rodrigo: “Eccomi a voi miei prodi”
(Rossini, La donna del lago)

Range: A♭2 to C5
Tessitura: (A) G3 to G4 / (B) F3 to F4”

“È un folle, è un vile affetto,” another of Oronte’s arias, employs all categories of agility
and epitomizes the advanced style. The aria is marked Allegro and requires a wide range of
agility. The melismas use both stepwise, scalar movement, and leaps. The fioritura passages are
complex, weaving up and down through all parts of the tenor voice. They have varied note
durations, including dotted quarter notes to sixteenth notes, diverse rhythmic and melodic
patterns, syncopations, and ties.
While some passages are similar, each helps the voice develop differently. Examples
3.118 and 3.119, primarily move from the chest to the head voice in a vocalise-like movement.
This will promote smooth register transitions. Example 3.118 uses longer note values and can
cultivate mixed voice. Example 3.120 employs eighth note leaps and abrupt changes in the
rhythmic patterns. Example 3.121 uses varying types of melismas which require top-down
singing and high register onset. This aria offers the opportunity to work on varied lengths and
styles of melismas.
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Ex. 3.118
Handel, Alcina, “È un folle, è un vile affetto,” mm. 29-31

Ex. 3.119
Handel, Alcina, “È un folle, è un vile affetto,” mm. 16-19

Ex. 3.120
Handel, Alcina, “È un folle, è un vile affetto,” mm. 51-55

Ex. 3.121
Handel, Alcina, “È un folle, è un vile affetto,” mm. 33-39

Ex. 3.122
Handel, Alcina, “È un folle, è un vile affetto,” mm. 51-57

Rodrigo’s aria is from the Romantic period and written in the bel canto style. Agility in
bel canto arias can be wide-ranging with duple or triple subdivisions and fluctuating durations. It
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has the most versatile and advanced fioritura in this section. Some melismas are set to one
syllable, over one beat or measure. Some are short with a narrow range (Ex. 3.123); some are
long and expansive (Ex. 3.124). Strings of fioritura passages are also used (3.125). While some
melismas are in strict time, others are more flexible and set with no accompaniment (Ex. 3.126).
Due to the wide variety of melismatic passages, fioritura styles, and ranges, there does not seem
to be a register-vowel correlation. Therefore, like many of the bel canto arias of Rossini, Bellini,
and Donizetti, this repertoire is best suited for the most advanced, agile tenors with great
confidence and unwavering technical and musical skills.

Ex. 3.123
Rossini, La donna del lago, “Eccomi a voi miei prodi,” mm. 37 and 3580

Ex. 3.124
Rossini, La donna del lago, “Eccomi a voi miei prodi,” mm. 40-43

Ex. 3.125
Rossini, La donna del lago, “Eccomi a voi miei prodi,” mm. 38-4081

80
81

Numbering for Examples 3.123 and 3.124 starts after the double bar where the andante 2/4 section begins.
Numbering for Examples 3.125 and 3.126 starts at measure 1 at the beginning of the piece.
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Ex. 3.126
Rossini, La donna del lago, “Eccomi a voi miei prodi,” mm. 10-19

Consideration 6: Dramatic Presentation
Dramatic presentation is a vital consideration for every singer. The body, voice, and mind
work together, each contributing to a character’s posture, movement, and vocal production. In
real-life situations, the body typically reacts to emotion with some degree of movement. This can
also be true in dramatic singing; however, singers must exert control over their physical reactions
to emotions. For example, an aria depicting excitement may become vocally frenzied or
uncontrolled. Similarly, anger may produce tension or tightness in the neck or jaw.
Understanding the difference between experiencing emotions and portraying them is an essential
skill for every successful performer.
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When assessing dramatic presentation, arias can be divided into three categories: voicecentered, movement-centered, and character-centered. Each has challenges, and the ease with
which tenors perform them depends to some extent on their innate acting style. For example,
some singers have difficulty finding vocal ease when the voice is the main focus; others are
distracted by the demands of movement or physical and vocal characterization. While arias
generally fall into one category, there is often overlap. Ideally, every tenor should acquire the
acting skills to sing all three types of arias.

Table 11. Dramatic Presentation and Aria Types
Description

MovementCentered

Characteristics
The voice is the primary mode of communication. These arias may
convey a wide variety of emotion, but they do not require a high degree
of physical activity.
Movement is essential for communication. These characters tend to be
very active, and their arias rely on physical movement to tell the story.

CharacterCentered

Physical appearance and vocal color are essential for communication.
Singers must alter their physical and vocal persona to play the role.

VoiceCentered

The Voice-Centered Aria
These arias may all be sung with very little movement because the emotion is primarily
conveyed with the voice.

Suggested Repertoire
Hylas: “Vallon sonore”
(Berlioz, Les Troyens)
Pedrillo: “Im Mohrenland gefangen war”
(Mozart, Die Entführung aus dem Serail)
Triquet: Couplet, “Kakoi pre krasnïi etot den”
(Offenbach, Les contes d’Hoffman)
Oronte: “È un folle, è un vile affetto”
(Handel, Alcina)
Vašek: “To-to mi v hlave lezí”
(Smetana, Prodaná nevěsta)

Range: F3 to G4
Tessitura: B♭3 to F4
Range: E#3 to D4
Tessitura: G3 to C4
Range: G3 to G4
Tessitura: A3 to E4
Range: E3 to A4
Tessitura: A3 to G4
Range: E3 to G#4
Tessitura: F3 to F#4
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Hylas’ “Vallon sonore” is the least complicated of the voice-centered arias. The piece is
nostalgic and serene, and the lush sostenuto phrasing requires two things: a beautiful, round tone
and the ability to depict a lovely pastoral scene. This type of aria is one of the most exposed and
often described as the “park and bark” or stand and sing.
Pedrillo’s aria “Im Mohrenland…” is superficially simple but must convey two separate
ideas: its literal translation and the subtext of the scene. While the words describe a girl who is
held captive by the Moors and later rescued by a knight, Pedrillo must convincingly use this as a
signal for Blondchen and Konstanze to be ready for their escape. In most productions, Pedrillo is
a very active character, but this piece, which uses a soft dynamic and a light tone, relies on his
vocal quality and inflection to tell the story.
Triquet also has a very simple aria. Unlike Pedrillo, Triquet’s Couplet has only one
meaning. This piece relies on its poetic lyrics, beautiful melody, and charming accompaniment.
Because Triquet is often an “older” character, he must sing with a sweet yet mature tone. This
piece is a perfect example of a voice-centered character aria.
“È un folle, è un vile affetto” is a vocal display aria that reflects Oronte’s triumphant love
with a fast tempo, complex melismas, and wide range. The rushing, punctuated accompaniments
and showy fioritura passages provide forward energy, drama, and perpetual motion. This piece
provides an opportunity to work on free, exciting singing; vocal conditioning; and breath control
in a highly animated, virtuosic aria. Because of the vocal demands, little overt action is required.
Vašek’s “To-to mi v hlave lezí” expresses intense distress at possibly being murdered by
the girl he loves. The minor key offers an opportunity to explore dark emotions and vocal color.
The moderately slow tempo allows the body and vocal mechanism to relax despite the obsessive
sentiment. The piece builds with heightened dynamics to the climax which can be used to show
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his anxiety and release tension. This aria requires beautiful singing, especially in the upper range,
so it is crucial that the negative emotion stay divorced from the singing.

The Movement-Centered Aria
Body mapping is an essential tool for understanding movement, especially for buffo and
character tenor roles.82 For example, if the character is a hunchback, the singer should find a
posture indicative of a hunched back that still allows free, expressive singing. Unnatural, forced
body use can impact vocal quality and breath, causing long-lasting effects.
Body awareness, or kinesthesia,83 can help identify and correct unproductive body
movements.84 In What Every Singer Needs to Know About the Body, Zeller recommends
connecting expressive gestures and vocal production,85 particularly for roles requiring dramatic
acting, extreme movement, or unnatural posture.86 Because some body movements can also be
related to emotion or feelings, body mapping and kinesthesia can help divorce movement from
emotion, so the singer remains in control of their voice while still giving an expressive, physical
performance.87 For arias that require extensive movement, inclusive awareness is crucial to keep
track of the surrounding environment, other musicians, or the conductor while performing.

82

Melissa Malde et al., What Every Singer Needs to Know About the Body, 166-167.
The perception of the body and how it moves.
84
Malde et al, What Every Singer Needs to Know About the Body, 5.
85
Ibid., 170.
86
Ibid., 5-6.
87
Ibid., 169.
83
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Suggested Repertoire
Henrik: “Later”
(Sondheim, A Little Night Music)
Samuel’s Death Aria, “They say I did not kill them…”
(Rorem, Three Sisters Who Are Not Sisters)
Don Basilio: “In quegli anni…”
(Mozart, Le nozze di Figaro)

Range: B#3 to B4
Tessitura: G3 to F4
Range: G3 to A4
Tessitura: G3 to F4
Range: E♭3 to G4
Tessitura: F3 to F4

Frantz: Couplet, “Jour et nuit…”
(Offenbach, Les contes d’Hoffman)

Range: D3 to A4
Tessitura: A3 to G4

Pedrillo: “Frisch zum Kampfe!”
(Mozart, Die Entführung aus dem Serail)

Range: D3 to B4
Tessitura: F#3 to A4

Steuermann: “Mit Gewitter und Sturm”
(Wagner, Der fliegende Holländer)

Range: D3 to B♭4
Tessitura: G3 to G4

“Later” is a morose cross-over piece. While centering on Henrik’s overwhelming
frustration, this song oscillates between lyrical and speech-like text settings, includes a sustained
B4, and requires the tenor to act like he is playing the cello while singing. Although the vocal
production does not always need to be warm and beautiful, there must be a balance of attention
between the cello and the voice. The playing must look realistic, but it should never affect the
vocal production.88
Generally, arias like Don Basilio’s are sectionalized, have a moderate length, and use
dramatic movements to depict a moralistic or narrative tale. While the movements help tell the
story, they can also be used as physical markers to assist with memorization. Strong gestures can
also cultivate vocal freedom, add buoyancy, and increase energy, especially for longer pieces and
on high notes.
Frantz and Pedrillo both have very physical arias that use movement to mirror their
personality and character. Pedrillo’s aria reflects dueling emotions, shifting between courage and

88

Pedrillo may also need to “play” the guitar during “Im Mohrenland.”
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cowardice. In many productions, Pedrillo moves around with specific, structured staging, often
kneeling or sitting then changing positions. In contrast, Frantz may need more flexible, fluid
movement to portray his inebriated state. His aria may require stumbling, dancing, or falling.
Both arias provide an opportunity to work on creative physical humor while singing arias that
require significant vocal technique, dynamic singing, and characterization. Body mapping and
kinesthesia can also help the singer stay in control of their movements, allowing them to be
emotional and expressive during their performance.89
The Steuermann’s aria is often staged on a ship, complete with sea-like rocking. The
singer may need to do activities such as pull ropes, turn the helm, or climb to the crow’s nest. His
body must be stable and aligned, so he can sing with a beautiful, clear tone and navigate from the
chest voice to the head voice with ease. Some productions require him to stand on the mast, so
mental fortitude may also be a factor. In the studio, this aria provides the opportunity to create a
scene in the imagination and cultivate a kinesthetic sense of how the body would move on the
set.

The Character-Centered Aria
This category includes roles that require intense physical transformations. Some roles
will need costume pieces to create specific physical features. Even when a costume does much of
the work, kinesthesia, and inclusive awareness are key to developing a convincing performance.
This is especially true when the arias are excerpted and no costuming is available. Tenors must
find a way to suggest the physical attributes of the characters without adverse effects on their
singing. Likewise, vocal characterization is often required.

89

Malde et al., What Every Singer Needs to Know About the Body, 169.
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Suggested Repertoire
Demo: “Son gobbo, son Demo”
(Cavalli, Il Giasone)
Mime: “Wer hälfe mir…
Sorglose Schmiede, schufen wir sonst wohl”
(Wagner, Das Rheingold)

Range: F3 to G4
Tessitura: B3 to F4
Range: E3 to G4
Tessitura: F3 to F4

Arnalta: “Hoggi sarà Poppea”
(Monteverdi, L'incoronazione di Poppea)

Range: G3 to A4
Tessitura: C4 to G4

Die Hexe (The Witch): “Der Lümmel schläft ja…
Hurr hopp, hopp, hopp”
(Humperdinck, Hänsel und Gretel)

Range: D4 to B♭5
Tessitura: F4 to F5

Frantz: Couplet, “Jour et nuit…”
(Offenbach, Les contes d’Hoffman)

Range: D3 to A4
Tessitura: A3 to G4

Two characters relying heavily on posturing are Mime and Demo. Mime is a tortured
dwarf that may have abnormal body positions and an affected walk. This cannot cross the line to
parody or comedy because Mime is a serious, evil character. Likewise, Demo is a hunchback. If
the singer does not have the benefit of a costume, it may require an awkward stance that would
accurately resemble a hunched-back. For both characters, finding a stance that is convincing yet
allows efficient singing can be a challenge.
In production, Arnalta and the Witch may use costuming to transform into a female
character. Facial and body prosthetics, heavy makeup, or even masks may need to be used. Like
Demo and Mime, a costume can change a singer’s normal stance or affect their voice. Costume
effects, especially ones that need to be put on the face, and hair pieces may sometimes be
distracting. The singer might spend much of the performance worrying about their costume
which can affect their confidence and, possibly, their vocal production.
Even when arias are presented in concert or recital settings without costumes, there is still
a risk of hindered vocal production. Singing with inefficient alignment or bad posturing can
substantially affect the ability to breathe or create a consistent airflow. It can also be distracting
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for the audience if the characterization is not done in a compelling, organic manner. Although,
this can be an opportunity to use imagination and allow the singer to take risks and rely on
movement, expression, and vocal color to enhance their performance when creating a character
without the use of costumes and makeup.
Physical transformation enhances the performer’s appearance, but vocal characterization
may also be necessary. Roles such as Mime, the Witch, Arnalta, or Frantz may use an affected
vocal production. For example, the Witch and Mime may need a very sharp, forward sound that
is brighter than the singer’s natural resonance. Similarly, when singing Arnalta, pressure may
build up in the voice from trying to sustain a comically feminine vocal color, especially in the
upper range, for a full show. For Demo and Frantz, manufacturing vocal effects such as
stuttering or singing in an intoxicated manner may cause vocal stress, tire the voice, or adversely
affect the technique. While vocal characterization can add dimension and nuance to the overall
performance, it should never affect the vocal integrity or impede one’s singing.
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CHAPTER IV
COMPRIMARIO TENOR TYPES AND PRACTICAL
ARIAS FOR THE STUDIO
The private studio is often where a tenor’s journey begins. For the teacher, finding
appropriate pieces that will promote vocal discoveries, cultivate healthy singing habits, and
provide concrete learning opportunities can be challenging. This chapter offers a wide range of
comprimario repertoire organized by the tenor types and evaluates each piece according to the
considerations as listed in Chapters 2 and 3.
The following sections include five components: 1) a concise description of tenor types
and their repertoire, 2) a chronological list of aria suggestions, 3) aria information, such as
musical period, language, difficulty level, range, tessitura, designation (recitative, aria, couplet,
0F

etc.) and structural form, duration, and sentiment, 4) a concise description of the aria, and 5)
reference information, including character name, location in the opera (act and scene numbers),
other tenor types, technical consideration, score information (edition and page numbers), and
performer references and recordings for each aria.90
The last component is a graded assessment. Using the information from Chapter 3 as
criteria, each piece is given an “Overall Difficulty” level based on the following: language,
inflection, text setting style, register navigation, breath management, stamina, agility, and
dramatic presentation. The levels, from easiest to most difficult, are: beginning, developing,

90

For the performance recording, (A) designates audio recordings and (V) is for video recordings. If the title of
the recording and opera are the same, only the label, date, ensemble, and conductor will be listed. If it is different,
the name of the album will also be included.
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advancing, and advanced. While some averages sit squarely in one level, others may lie between
two, giving it a mixed rating, such as beginning-developing or developing-advancing.91 To allow
for length and consistency of format, the repertoire information and assessments start on the
following page.

91

All scores in the following section have been checked and are active as of 1 June 2021. Only links to the scores
will be provided in the footnotes.
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The Baroque and Haute-Contre Tenor Types
During the Baroque period, the declamatory recitative and arioso evolved into melodic
arias with syllabic and melismatic text settings. 92 In early Baroque vocal music, the range and
1F

tessitura typically stay in the chest and middle voice; in the late Baroque, ranges expanded into
the head voice. Early Baroque pieces are often fluid, sometimes employing melodies and
rhythms that feel free and “improvised.” Pieces from the mid to late baroque tend to be
straightforward, formal, and have more predictable phrasing and tuneful melodies. The vocal
line also became more sophisticated; phrase lengths and ornamentations increased and stronger
technical skills, such as breath management, agility, and stamina, were required.

Suggested Repertoire
Early Baroque 93
“Perch’a lo sdegno” (L’Orfeo)
“Hoggi sarà Poppea” (L'incoronazione di Poppea)*
“Perch’io torni a penar” (Il Giasone)
“Son gobbo, son Demo” (Il Giasone)

Monteverdi
Monteverdi
Cavalli
Cavalli

p. 123
p. 124
p. 125
p. 126

Mid-Baroque
“Gardez tous un silence extrême” (Bellérophon)*
“Come away, fellow sailors” (Dido and Aeneas)
“All our days and our nights” (Dioclesian)
“When a cruel long winter” (The Fairy Queen)

Lully
Purcell
Purcell
Purcell

p. 127
p. 128
p. 129
p. 130

Handel

p. 131

Handel
Handel
Handel
Handel
Lully

p. 132
p. 133
p. 134
p. 135
p. 136

2F

Late Baroque
“Stay, Shepherd stay…Shepherd, what art thou pursuing”
(Acis and Galatea)
“È un folle, è un vile affetto” (Alcina)
“Semplicetto! A donna credi?” (Alcina)
“Un momento di contento” (Alcina)
“Apollo comes, to relieve your care” (Semele)
“O tranquille sommeil” (Persée)*

92

While some arias in the mid-to late Baroque were through-composed, the binary, ternary (da capo), and rondo
forms were widely used.
93
Haute-contre pieces are denoted with an asterisk (*).
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“Perch’a lo sdegno” from L’Orfeo (Monteverdi, 1607)
Period Language
Early
Italian
Baroque

Level

Range

Beginning

D3-D4

Tessitura Designation Duration
G3-C4

Recitative

1'45”

Mood
Serious,
reverent

Character: Apollo, God of archery, music, and dance
Other types: all voice types
Considerations: legato singing, phrasing, breath management, register balance
Performers: Andrew Goodwin, 94 Raúl Giménez, Emilio Pons, Guy de Mey
3F

This recitative is straightforward and can be used to cultivate free articulation, consistent
resonance, and idiomatic declamation in a comfortable range. The secco recitative uses scalar
motion and repeated note patterns. It is less concerned with vocal registration.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Pacing depends on language comprehension
Natural, idiomatic pronunciation of Italian language
Syllabic, declamatory recitative
Easy, does not go above chest mix
Easy, based on speech patterns
Easy, short piece with limited range and tessitura
None required
Straightforward holy pronouncement

Score Information
Edition: Tutte le opere di Claudio Monteverdi, Vol.11, Vienna: Universal Edition, 1930 95
Location: Act V, pp. 145-146 (PDF: 149-150)
4F

94
95

(V/A) Pinchgut Opera, 2013: Egeo, Andrew Goodwin; Conductor, Erin Helyard
https://ks.imslp.net/files/imglnks/usimg/2/21/IMSLP310353-PMLP21363-monteverdi_orfeo2.pdf
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“Hoggi sarà Poppea” from L'incoronazione di Poppea (Monteverdi, 1643)
Period

Language

Level

Range

Early
Baroque

Italian

Developingadvancing

G3-A4

Tessitura Designation
ThroughC4-G4
composed
arioso

Duration

Mood

3’30”

Comic,
rejoicing

Character: Arnalta, an old nurse
Other types: haute-contre, high-voiced buffo or character tenor
Considerations: varying styles, declamation, phrasing, breath management, upper-range singing
Performers: Alexander Oliver, 96 Thomas Michael Allen97
This is a travesty (cross-dressing) role for the haute-contre or high-voiced buffo tenor
type. 98 It has a consistently narrow, high tessitura, and several four-note melismas. The piece
7F

moves fluidly between opposing tempos, recitative and arioso, and legato and patter, sometimes
shifting from phrase to phrase. It offers the haute-contre an opportunity to work on comic
characterization, dramatic presentation, text declamation, and breath and requires breath energy
and advanced register stamina, especially in the second passaggio and upper range.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Pacing depends on language comprehension
Natural, idiomatic pronunciation of the Italian language
Syllabic, declamatory recitative
Advanced navigation, high-lying tessitura above second passaggio
Easy, based on speech patterns
Advancing, moderately long piece in high, narrow tessitura
Beginning, ornaments and short melismas
Proclamatory, comic, must convince as female

Score Information
Edition: Tutte le Opere di Claudio Monteverdi, Vol.13, Vienna: Universal Edition, Ed. UE 9608,
(1931), Plate XIII 99
Location: Act II, Scene 6; pp. 226-229 (PDF: 28-31)
8F

96

(A) Deutsche Grammophon (2006): Das Monteverdi-Ensemble Des Opernhauses Zürich, Nikolaus Harnoncourt
(V) Théâtre des Champs-Élysées, Rene Jacobs (2004)
98
This is a female role played by a male. It is also referred to as a travesti or skirt role.
99
https://ks4.imslp.info/files/imglnks/usimg/9/91/IMSLP56258-PMLP69659Monteverdi_Poppea_SV308_Act3.pdf
97
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“Perch’io torni a penar” from Il Giasone (F. Cavalli, 1649)
Period
Early
Baroque

Language

Level

Range

Tessitura

Designation

Duration

Italian

Developing

E3-G4

A3-F4

Strophic aria

2'30”

Mood
Sensitive,
suffering

Character: Egeo, King of Athens
Other types: light lyric, lyric, bel canto
Considerations: legato singing, phrasing, breath management, register balance
Performers: Andrew Goodwin, 100 Raúl Giménez, Emilio Pons, Guy de Mey
9F

This simple aria offers opportunities for technical work and Italian diction. The smooth
melodies use stepwise movement and scalar patterns to move from the chest to the head voice,
which allows a developing tenor to learn passaggio navigation while solidifying the middle and
upper register. The sostenuto phrasing and simple melismatic passages develop proper breath
management and build basic agility. The light basso continuo accompaniment is not
overpowering and will be unlikely to cause over-singing.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Lyrical aria style melody underscores simplicity of text
Naturally inflected
Sostenuto setting promotes legato, connected diction
Gentle melismas guide voice through the registers, small leaps
Varied phrases can be used to work and build breath control
Moderate; varying phrase lengths allow for building phrasing
ability
Moderate tempo, melismas foster flexibility on single syllables
Voice and mien convey sincere emotion

Score Information
Edition: Giasone, di dramma musicale. Ricordi: Milan, Italy, 1941101
Location: Act III, Scene 3a; pp. 151-156102

100

(V/A) Pinchgut (2013): Orchestra of the Antipodes, Erin Helyard
This is a printed score.
102
Scene number as listed in the score.
101
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“Son gobbo, son Demo” from Il Giasone (F. Cavalli, 1649)
Period

Language

Level

Range

Tessitura

Early
Baroque

Italian

Developing

F3-G4

B3-F4

Designation
Throughcomposed
aria10103

Duration

Mood

1’30”

Comic,
proud

Character: Demo, a hunchback dwarf
Other types: buffo, character, light lyric, lyric
Considerations: language, style versatility, breath management, agility, dramatic presentation
Performers: Gian PaoloFagotto, 104 Mario Cecchetti,12 105 Krystian Adam, Filippo Adami
1F

F

Demo has two unnatural characteristics: stuttering and a visible deformity (hunchback).
His music employs lyrical melodies and melismatic passages. The tessitura lies comfortably in
the middle range and moves to the passaggio and head voice. Rhythmically, the piece is
straightforward with a moderate tempo, with some sporadic moments of syncopation. The
stuttering effects must be well-practiced, so they are effortless and unforced. This aria offers
opportunities to work on breath management, diction, and dramatic presentation. The light early
baroque accompaniment is not overpowering and will accommodate most voice types.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Text fluctuates between legato singing and character affects
Natural and unnatural, stuttering enhances text
Sostenuto and wordy settings guided by text translation
Voice movement through registers not always straightforward
Wordy texts affect sostenuto, varied phrase lengths build control
Moderate, most needed on melismas and long run-on phrases
Vocal mobility and agility needed for varied melody styles
Comic and egotistical, a stuttering humpback dwarf

Score Information
Edition: Giasone, di dramma musicale. Ricordi: Milan, Italy, 1941106
Location: Act I, Scene 2a; pp. 31-34107

103

While this piece has interjections from another character, this can easily be sung as a solo.
(V) Innsbruck Festival (1988): Concerto Vocale, René Jacobs
105
(A) Naxos (2005): Camerata Mediterranea, Sergio Vartolo
106
This is a printed score.
107
Scene number as listed in the score.
104
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“Gardez tous un silence extrême” from Bellérophon (Lully, 1679)
Period

Language

Level

Range

Tessitura

MidBaroque

French

Developing

E3-B4

C4-G4

Designation
Throughcomposed
recitative +
arioso

Duration

Mood

1'45”

Prophetic,
mystical

Character: c, Oracle of Delphi (also referred to as a high priestess)
Other types: haute-contre, high-voiced tenor
Considerations: word declamation, phrasing, passaggio and upper-range singing
Performers: Cyril Auvity 108
13F

La Pythie is another travesty role for the haute-contre. The basso continuo
accompaniment is perfect for the light, high-voiced tenor. Emerging with disheveled hair, she
sings this piece which has three sections: a slow, brief recitative, a quick-paced arioso, and
another slow, brief ending recitative.109 The arioso’s sostenuto vocal line is simple and primarily
syllabic with several passing melismas in the upper register. The varied tempos provide
opportunities to sing in French at different speeds. While the slower section has a varied text, the
words in the faster section are repeated. This aria also provides an opportunity for vocalise-like
navigation in head and mixed voices, which is key to singing high-lying repertoire.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Recitative and arioso styles, melismas and sections informed by text
Natural inflection
Sostenuto text settings in slow and fast tempos
Recitative can wander, arioso more straightforward
Varied, predictable phrases determined by text setting style
Little stamina required, very manageable phrasing
Melismas traverse second passaggio
Proclamatory, stylized, often exaggerated female character

Score Information
Edition: Chefs-d’Œuvre classiques de l’Opéra français, Paris: Théodore Michaelis, n.d.(ca.1880).
Plate T.M. 747 110
Location: Act III, Scene 5; pp. 187-190 (PDF: 199-202)
14F

108

(A) Aparté (2011): Les Talens Lyriques, Christophe Rousset
This is referred to in the score in the stage directions at the top of p. 199.
110
https://ks.imslp.net/files/imglnks/usimg/6/6a/IMSLP152477-SIBLEY1802.17312.952e39087012936458score.pdf
109
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“Come away, fellow sailors” from Dido and Aeneas (Purcell, 1680s)
Period
MidBaroque

Language

Level

Range

Tessitura

English

Beginning

C3-G4

B♭3-E♭4

Designation
Single verse
song

Duration
0’45”

Mood
Bawdy,
lively

Character: First Sailor
Other types: most tenor types, best for buffo, light lyric or character tenors
Considerations: legato phrasing, register shifts, exploration of upper range
Performers: John Mitchinson, 111 Patrick Powers 112
15F

16F

This brief, one-verse shanty is well-suited for a beginning tenor with a mastery of basic
skills. The piece is tuneful, mostly syllabic, and naturally inflected. While the piece sits
comfortably in the voice, the register shifts can be used to cultivate smooth navigation. Likewise,
the short notes above the second passaggio help with comfortable range expansion. This folk-like
tune also provides an opportunity to build confidence while working on British diction, energy,
and vocal ease.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Accessible, British pronunciation preferred
Natural inflection, sometimes clipped phrase
Sostenuto setting with simple, easy text
Simple song style, pleasant treatment in all registers
Phrase lengths can be shortened or lengthened to accommodate breath
Little stamina required, short piece with varied phrasing
Agility not required, basic vocal mobility helpful
Vigorous exhortation to fellow sailors, somewhat suggestive

Score Information
Edition: London: Novello, Ewer & Co., n.d.(ca.1892). Plate 8015 113
Location: Act III, No. 28; pp. 49-50 (PDF: 49-50)
17F

111

(A) L'Oiseau-Lyre (2012): English Chamber Orchestra, Anthony Lewis
(A) Universal International Music B.V. (1986): English Chamber Orchestra, Raymond Leppard
113
https://ks.imslp.net/files/imglnks/usimg/1/17/IMSLP36466-PMLP05472-Purcell-Z626vsNov.pdf
112
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“All our days and our nights” from Dioclesian (Purcell, 1690)
Period

Language

Level

Range

Tessitura

Designation

Duration

Mood

MidBaroque

English

Beginningdeveloping

E3-F4

A3-D4

Binary
song

1'00”

Nostalgic,
joyful

Character: Tenor Soloist114
Other types: most tenor types, best for light lyric voices
Considerations: legato phrasing, register shifts, exploration of upper range
Performers: Paul Elliott, 115 Richard Edgar-Wilson, 116 Ian Bostridge
19F

20F

“All our days and our nights” has a simple melody and is an excellent introduction to
vocal flexibility. It is comfortably set in the mid-range with a few notes in head voice. The piece
can be sung at a slow to moderate tempo and requires mostly eighth-note passing and neighbor
movement on single syllables. The text is straightforward with many repeated lines. The last line
is sung four times, affording an opportunity to work on varied musical and poetic interpretations
of the repeated text. The light orchestration makes this accessible for lighter tenors but can be
sung by most tenor types with moderate agility.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Easy, British pronunciation preferred
Legato line creates flow for naturally inflected text
Syllabic sostenuto text setting can sound wordy
Allows brief, comfortable high voice expansion
Predictable and easy phrases guide breath patterns
Little stamina required
Light mood encourages vocal mobility and buoyancy
Repeated text poses dramatic challenges

Score Information
Edition: London: Novello, n.d. Plate 11233117
Location: No. 16; pp. 42-43 (PDF 48-49)
114

This is from a masque.
(A) Purcell Edition Vol. 2, Erato Classics (1988): English Baroque Soloists, Conductor: John Eliot Gardiner
116
(A) Purcell: Dido & Aeneas / King Arthur / Dioclesian / Timon of Athens / 3 Odes. Deutsche Grammophon
(1995): The English Concert, Trevor Pinnock
117
https://ks.imslp.net/files/imglnks/usimg/5/52/IMSLP251571-SIBLEY1802.24417.e15e39087011211309score.pdf
115
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“When a cruel long winter” from The Fairy Queen (Purcell, 1692)
Period

Language

Level

Range

Tessitura

Designation

Duration

Mood

MidBaroque

English

Developing

D3-G4

(A): E3-C4
(B): B3-E4

Binary
song

3'00”2118
2

Pensive,
melancholy

Character: Phoebus, a Greek god
Other types: most tenor types, best for light lyric voices with agility
Considerations: legato phrasing, register shifts, exploration of upper range
Performers: Sir Peter Pears, 119 Martyn Hill 120
23F

24F

Phoebus’ song has two contrasting sections with slightly different tessituras. The A
section is slow and wandering. The B section is quick-paced with a straightforward melody. Both
sections have significant melismas. The uncomplicated text is not repetitive but does have a
rhyming pattern that will aid in learning the piece. The piece’s folk-like quality and register
shifts are similar to the sailor’s song, also promoting vocal ease, energy, and range expansion.
The contrasting tempos provide an opportunity to work on English diction and melismatic
singing at varying speeds.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Legato arioso and aria styles, British pronunciation preferred
Naturally inflected
Syllabic and melismatic settings of sostenuto text settings
Tuneful melody moves comfortably through the different registers
Contrasting rubato and strict tempos vary the breath management
Easy, manageable phrases in different singing styles
Slow and fast-tempo melismas, general vocal mobility needed
Voice and mien convey contrasting emotions

Score Information
Edition: London: Novello and Co., n.d.(ca.1915). Plate 14056 121
Location: Act IV, No. 34; pp. 102-104 (PDF: 105-107)
25F

118

The intro is eleven measures long.
(A) Decca (1957): Boyd Neel Orchestra, Anthony Lewis
120
(A) Deutsche Grammophon, Berlin (1982): English Baroque Soloists, John Eliot Gardiner
121
https://ks.imslp.net/files/imglnks/usimg/4/44/IMSLP154934-PMLP237007-Purcell__The_Fairy_Queen_VS_Sibley.1802.17365.pdf
119
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“Stay, shepherd, stay…Shepherd, what art thou pursuing” from Acis and Galatea (Handel,
1718)
Period

Language

Level

Range

Late
Baroque

English

Developing

F3-A4

Tessitura Designation Duration

Mood

Recitative +
da capo aria

Empathetic,
advising

B♭3-F4

4'45”

Character: Damon, a shepherd
Other types: principally suited to high, light tenors with agility
Considerations: legato phrasing, vocal buoyancy, register shifts, upper register onsets
Performers: Mark Dobell, 122 David Galliver 123
27F

28F

This piece is appropriate for lyric types of varying vocal size with agility. The sections
offer different singing styles. The recitative is slow and requires downward register shifts
approached from the head voice. The top-down movement allows onsets exploration in head
voice and brings the high facility into the middle range. The aria has an upbeat tuneful melody
with contrasting melismas: one is short with eighth notes; the other is four measures with lilting
sixteenths. Ornaments can be added in the da capo. Despite its high notes, the tessitura is
manageable.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Simple recitative, aria has repeated text, British pronunciation preferred
Natural inflection
Primarily syllabic sostenuto text setting, some melismatic movement
Mostly comfortable tessitura, florid movement through higher parts
Breath control varies with syllabic and melismatic vocal writing
Varied phrase lengths require easy to advancing levels of stamina
Florid melody needs vocal mobility, some short and long melismas
Empathetic but bracing demeanor

Score Information
Edition: Leipzig: Edition Peters, n.d. Plate 11433124
Location: Act I, No. 5; pp. 25-28 (PDF: 25-28)125
122

(A) Coro (2019): The Sixteen, Harry Christophers
(A) Saland Publishing (2009): Philomusica of London, Sir Adrian Boult
124
https://imslp.simssa.ca/files/imglnks/usimg/c/cb/IMSLP39716-PMLP44359-Handel--Acis_and_Galatea-vocal_score,_K_6208.pdf
125
The recitative starts on p. 25. The aria starts on p. 26.
123

132

“È un folle, è un vile affetto” from Alcina (Handel, 1728)
Period

Language

Level

Range

Tessitura

Designation

Duration

Mood

Late
Baroque

Italian

Advanced

E3-A4

A3-G4

Da capo aria

4'00”

Passionate,
triumphant

Character: Oronte, Morgana’s lover
Other types: any tenor type with excellent agility
Considerations: melismatic singing, breath, single vowel modification, register shifts
Performers: Luigi Alvla, 126 Kobie van Rensburg 127
30F

31F

This quick-paced, wide-ranging aria has exciting fioritura. The melismas are complex
with varied note patterns and durations that move through most of the tenor range. The weaving
passages necessitate register navigation and vowel modification. The varied lengths and styles of
melismas cultivate stamina, breath energy, and phrasing skills. The repeated text allows for focus
on pitch accuracy and technical facility. An optional secco recitative precedes the aria. The da
capo format provides opportunities for ornamentation and cadenzas. While it can be sung by
varying vocal sizes, the aria requires great speed and freedom in all parts of the voice.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Quick-paced articulation, even the wordy parts must be legato
Natural inflection must not be affected by melodic changes
Melismatic sostenuto text setting, music adds stress
Voice navigates quickly throughout range of the piece
Demanding, excellent breath control required
Advancing, varied phrase lengths and melismas determine stamina
Complex melismas with varied patterns and lengths
Voice, movement, and facial expression must convey fiery emotion

Score Information
Edition: Georg Friedrich Händels Werke. Band 86, Leipzig: Deutsche Händelgesellschaft, 1868.
Plate H.W. 86 128
Location: Act II, Scene 10; pp. 88-92 (PDF: 96-100)129
32F

126

(A) Decca Music Group Limited (1962): London Symphony Orchestra, Richard Bonynge
(A) Deutsche Grammophon (2009): Il Complesso Barocco, Alan Curits
128
https://ks.imslp.net/files/imglnks/usimg/1/1f/IMSLP19072-PMLP44865-HG_Band_86.pdf
129
An accompanying recitative can be found before the aria on p. 88.
127

133

“Semplicetto! A donna credi?” from Alcina (Handel, 1728)
Period Language
Level
Range
Late
Italian
Advancing F3-G4
Baroque

Tessitura

Designation

Duration

A3-F4

Da capo aria

6'00”

Mood
Passionate,
triumphant

Character: Oronte, Morgana’s lover
Other types: most tenor types with excellent agility
Considerations: melismatic singing, breath, single vowel modification, register shifts
Performers: Luigi Alvla, 130 Kobie van Rensburg 131
34F

35F

This spirited da capo aria features a graceful melody with varied melismas. The
melismatic passages are moderate in speed and length, with opportunities for internal breaths.
Ornamentation is appropriate in the da capo. The light orchestration is suitable for most voice
sizes with moderate agility, but with a duration of over five minutes, endurance is a factor.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Repeated texts with varied iterations
Natural Inflection, triple meter highlights word stresses
Syllabic and florid text setting, including melismas
Voices moves freely through all parts of modal voice
Different phrase lengths, requires expert breath control
Advanced, stamina requirement changes based on melodic style
Voice must be very flexible, secure with melismas
Thorny text contrasts with sweet music posing acting challenges

Score Information
Edition: Georg Friedrich Händels Werke. Band 86, Leipzig: Deutsche Händelgesellschaft, 1868.
Plate H.W. 86 132
Location: Act I, Scene 8; pp. 38-41(PDF: 46-49)133
36F

130

(A) Decca Music Group Limited (1962): London Symphony Orchestra, Richard Bonynge
(A) Deutsche Grammophon GmbH (2009): Il Complesso Barocco, Alan Curits
132
https://ks.imslp.net/files/imglnks/usimg/1/1f/IMSLP19072-PMLP44865-HG_Band_86.pdf
133
A four-bar recitative can be included from p. 37, starting at “Lui solo adora…”
131

134

“Un momento di contento” from Alcina (Handel, 1728)
Period Language
Late
Italian
Baroque

Level
Range
Developing
E3-G#4
- advancing

Tessitura
(A) A3-E4
(B) B3-F#4

Designation Duration
Da capo aria
4'00”
(+ recitative)

Mood
Contentment,
solace

Character: Oronte, Morgana’s lover
Other types: most tenor types with excellent agility
Considerations: melismatic singing, breath, single vowel modification, register shifts
Performers: Luigi Alvla, 134 Kobie van Rensburg 135
34F

35F

Following his lover’s slow repentant aria, Oronte’s “Un momento di contento” is the
perfect response. This is the most peaceful of his pieces. Its sweet, sostenuto vocal line and
moderate tempo spin a variety of melismatic passages that afford challenges but do not
overwhelm the voice. The straightforward melody also offers an opportunity to add ornaments in
the da capo. While emotionally different, the musical character of the A and B sections is
similar, giving fluidity. Like “Semplicetto!,” the light orchestration is suitable for most voice
sizes with moderate agility, and its brief recitative and shorter duration may make it a little more
accessible. The two recordings demonstrate how different tempos can affect the piece.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Repeated texts with varied iterations
Natural Inflection
Syllabic and florid text setting, including melismas
Sostenuto line requires easy production, attention to vocal weight
Changing phrase lengths require solid breath control
Moderate to advancing stamina based on melodic style
Voice must be flexible, sostenuto and melismatic singing
Voice and mien reflect tenderness and compassion

Score Information
Edition: Georg Friedrich Händels Werke. Band 86, Leipzig: Deutsche Händelgesellschaft, 1868.
Plate H.W. 86 136
Location: Act III, Scene 1; p. 112-114 (PDF: 120-122)
36F

134

(A) Decca Music Group Limited (1962): London Symphony Orchestra, Richard Bonynge
(A) Deutsche Grammophon GmbH (2009): Il Complesso Barocco, Alan Curits
136
https://ks4.imslp.info/files/imglnks/usimg/a/ab/IMSLP423329-PMLP44865Un_momento_di_contento_dall_Opera_Alcina_1735_.pdf
135

135

“Apollo comes, to relieve your care” from Semele (Handel, 1743)
Period
Late
Baroque

Language

Level

Range

Tessitura

English

Beginning

F#3-F#4

A3-D4

Designation
Arioso-style
recitative

Duration
1'00”

Mood
Godly love,
inspiring

Character: Apollo, a Greek god
Other types: most tenor types
Considerations: melismatic singing, breath, single vowel modification, register shifts
Performers: Paul McMahon, 137 Knut Schoch 138
39F

40F

This accompanied arioso employs combinations of stepwise and leaping motion. Because
it is from the late Baroque, the style is more developed than the Early Baroque recitative,
offering second-passaggio singing. The vocal line is straightforward and melodic with a syllabic
text. The arioso’s gentle character and comfortable range promote sostenuto phrasing and vocal
ease. This piece also offers the opportunity to work on lyrical arioso style and declamation while
cultivating free articulation and consistent resonance in the chest voice and mixed voice.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Arioso requires attention to inflection, British pronunciation preferred
Natural inflection, reflecting idiomatic language
Legato sostenuto-style with theatrical declamation
Moves comfortably between chest and mixed voices
Easy phrasing determined by the language
Little stamina required, can build phrases
Voice must be mobile but no fioritura passages
Voice and mien reflect reverent quality

Score Information
Edition: London: Novello, Ewer & Co., n.d. (1877) 139
Location: Act III, Scene 9 (Final Scene), No. 75; p. 192 (PDF: 206) 140
41F

38F

137

;;

(A) Australian Broadcasting Corporation (2003): Pinchgut Opera, Antony Walker
(A) Naxos (2008): Frankfurt Baroque Orchestra, Joachim Carlos Martini
139
https://ks.imslp.net/files/imglnks/usimg/3/3a/IMSLP81354-SIBLEY1802.12879.a919-39087011360361.pdf
140
In the score it is listed as “Scene the last [sic].”
138

136

“O tranquille sommeil” from Persée (Lully, 1770)
Period
Late
Baroque

Language
French

Level
Developing
-advancing

Range

Tessitura

Designation

Duration

G#3-A4

B♭3-A4

Ternary aria

4’00”

Mood
Tranquil,
lullaby

Character: Mercure (Mercury), messenger of the gods
Other type: haute-contre, leggiero, light lyric and lyric with a high extension
Considerations: language, breath management, register navigation, upper range singing
Performers: Rockwell Blake, 141 Colin Ainsworth,142 Cyrille Dubois, Robert Getchell
42F

This aria typifies French Baroque vocal music and is best suited for the haute-contre or
light, high tenor. The composition is straightforward and structured. The serene tempo and long
phrases cultivate breath control, stamina, and sostenuto phrasing. The syllabic text and relaxed
pace will give time for the subtleties of French diction. Although the vocal line stays mostly
within an octave, the piece sits high in the voice, centering mainly on head voice and mixedvoice singing. This aria also provides an opportunity to concentrate on important elements of
high-voice singing, such as register navigation, vocal weight, muscle balance, laryngeal position,
and vocal ease. A short recitative can be included before the aria.143
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Relaxed tempo and repetitions make French accessible
Smooth, natural inflection
Legato sostenuto text setting keeps language connected
High level of technique needed to sustain in high register
Sostenuto line and high tessitura require great breath control
Moderate stamina needed for varied phrase lengths
Agility not necessary
Voice and mien convey serene emotion

Score Information
Edition: Pierre Gouin, Montréal: Les Éditions Outremontaises, 2006 144
Location: Act III, Scene 2; solo song
43F

141

(A) EMI (1995): Monte Carlo Philharmonic Orchestra, Patrick Fournillier
(V) EuroArts5417 (2004): Tafelmusik Baroque Orchestra, Hervé Niquet
143
Recitative is included in the score after the aria.
144
https://ks.imslp.net/files/imglnks/usimg/1/1f/IMSLP131535-WIMA.2bb0Lully_Persee_O_tranquille_sommeilA_solo.pdf
142

137

The Leggiero Tenor Type
Most leggiero repertoire was written after the Classical period. While leggiero roles
typically extend into the head voice, period and style often define the range; the tessitura can
vary. High notes in these arias can extend to B♭4; in the Romantic period, some extended past
D5. While C5 became a trademark of this repertoire, the ability to sing a high C does not define
the leggiero voice. Likewise, the repertoire is diverse. It can include patter or legato singing
styles but typically focuses on sostenuto melodies, longer phrases, and upper-register writing.
While principal leggiero roles usually fit into three categories (comic, romantic, or a combination
of both), secondary leggiero roles can be wider-ranging and less distinct. Therefore, dramatic
presentation and acting skills can be a significant consideration.

Suggested Repertoire
“Quercia annosa su l’erte pendici” (Il sogno di Scipione)
“Voi colaggiù ridete” (Il sogno di Scipione)
“O blonde Cérès” (Les Troyens)
“Chi il bel sogno di Doretta?” (La Rondine)

Mozart
Mozart
Berlioz
Puccini

p. 138
p. 139
p. 140
p. 141
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“Quercia annosa su l’erte pendici” from Il sogno di Scipione (Mozart, 1772)
Period

Language

Level

Range

Tessitura

Designation

Duration

Mood

Classical

Italian

Developing
-advancing

E3-B♭4

A3-G4

Modified
da capo aria

3’15”

Thoughtful
counsel

Character: Publio, Scipione’s adopted father
Other types: lyric types with agility
Considerations: style versatility, register navigation, phrasing, vocal flexibility
Sample Performers: Claes-Håkon Ahnsjö, 145 Jeremy Ovenden 146
4F

45F

This quasi-da capo aria is set in 6/8 with an energetic tempo similar to a gigue. The range
is wide, but the tessitura mostly stays comfortably within an octave. The piece is structured with
regular phrasing, recurring melodic figures, ritornello-like sections, and a repeated text. Due to
the quick-fire enunciation, experience with Italian will be helpful. While there are no extended
melismas, the constantly-moving melody often includes three notes for one syllable, offering the
opportunity to work on vocal flexibility and legato while singing in a fast tempo. The aria has
light orchestration, so it can be sung by voices of varied size and color.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Rapid, repetitive text needing varied musical iterations
Natural inflection
Sostenuto text setting with prominent marcato feel
Generally comfortable register transitions, some leaps
Varied prep time, some longer phrase lengths are challenging
Moderate, the driving momentum, buoyant vocal line energize breath
Vocal mobility needed for constantly moving melody
Voice and mien reflect fatherly character and stoic wisdom

Score Information
Edition: Mozarts Werke, Serie V: Opern, Bd.3, No.7 (pp.fm, 1-126), Leipzig: Breitkopf &
Härtel, 1880. Plate W.A.M. 126 147
Location: No. 7, pp. 68-74 (PDF: 10-16)
46F

145

(A) Mozart/The Early Operas, Deutsche Grammophon (1980): Mozarteum-Orchester Salzburg, Leopold Hager
(A) Mozart: An Italian Journey, Signum Records (2011): Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment, Jonathan
Cohen.
147
https://ks.imslp.net/files/imglnks/usimg/5/5c/IMSLP25381-PMLP56957-Mozart_Sogno_K.126_No.6--12.pdf
146

139

“Voi colaggiù ridete” from Il sogno di Scipione (Mozart, 1772)
Period

Language

Level

Range

Tessitura

Classical

Italian

Developing
-advancing

E3-A4

G3-G4

Designation
Modified
sonata form
aria

Duration

Mood

8’30”

Wise
counsel

Character: Emilio, Scipione’s father
Other Types: lyric types with agility
Considerations: stamina, phrasing, register medium navigation, vocal flexibility and agility
Performers: Thomas Moser, 148 Jeremy Ovenden149
47F

This not the highest nor the most difficult piece, but it is long and stately, lasting over
eight minutes. This aria has a repetitive text, manageable phrase lengths, and though the range
extends to an A4, the tessitura is moderate. There are melismatic passages, but in the regal
tempo, they do not require extreme agility. At over eight minutes long, the principal difficulty
posed by this aria is stamina, both vocal and dramatic. The contrasting sections provide some
emotional and stylistic variation. The orchestration is not heavy, so this can be sung by large or
small lyric tenors with agility.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Repeated text and melodic ideas pose memorization challenges
Natural inflection
Sostenuto syllabic and melismatic text settings
Melismas and ornaments often move to higher register
Proficient control for varied phrasing and breath preparation types
Advanced; long aria, requires considerable mid-range stamina
Requires versatility, ranges from syllabic to very florid
Voice and mien convey paternal character

Score Information
Edition: Mozarts Werke, Serie V: Opern, Bd.3, No.7 (pp.fm, 1-126), Leipzig: Breitkopf &
Härtel, 1880. Plate W.A.M. 126 150
Location: No. 6; pp. 59-67 (PDF: 1-9)
49F

148

(A) Mozart/The Early Operas, Deutsche Grammophon (1980): Mozarteum-Orchester Salzburg, Leopold Hager
(V) Astrée (2000): Freiburger Barockorchester, Gottfried von der Goltz
150
https://ks.imslp.net/files/imglnks/usimg/5/5c/IMSLP25381-PMLP56957-Mozart_Sogno_K.126_No.6--12.pdf
149

140

“O blonde Cérès” from Les Troyens (Berlioz, 1858)
Period

Language

Level

Range

Tessitura

Romantic

French

Advanced

F3-C5

A3-G4

Designation Duration
Modified
4’30”
strophic aria

Mood
Sentimental,
grateful

Character: Iopas, Tyrian poet to Didon’s (Dido’s) court
Other types: bel canto, light lyric and lyric with high extensions and agility
Considerations: register navigation, register stamina, high register singing, second formant
Performers: Cyrille Dubois, 151 Juan Diego Florez,152 Frans Vroons
5F

56F

This serenade perfectly blends the French mélodie aesthetic, rubato bel canto style, and
tranquil tempo into a light Romantic tenor aria. The fluid, sensitive melody requires a floating,
even tone through all parts of the voice. Most of the florid singing is either ornamental or short
melismatic passages. The wide range and long phrases need substantial breath control, register
balance, and vocal stamina. The lilting accompaniment and vocal line gracefully build to the
high C. While there are moments of full orchestra, it never overpowers the voice and allows the
sound to be gentle and warm.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Repeated verses, varied refrains with slightly changing melodies
Naturally inflected
Always legato and sostenuto, even in faster wordy sections
Advanced skills for nuanced dynamics and high-range singing
Absolute control for musical sensitivity, phrasing, and high notes
Advanced, register and breath stamina are integral
Vocal flexibility, florid ornaments, and movement to head voice
Voice and mien convey heartfelt, sincere emotion

Score Information
Edition: Paris: Choudens, n.d. (after 1889). Plate A.C. 987–988153
Location: Act III, Scene 1; pp. 316-320 (PDF: 325-329) 154
54F

151
(A) Ascanio's purse under exclusive licence to Parlophone Records Limited, a Warner Music Group Company
(2017): Orchestre Philharmonique de Strasbourg, Conductor: John Nelson
152
L’amour, Decca Music Group Limited (2014): Orchestra del Teatro Comunale di Bologna, Roberto Abbado
153
https://ks4.imslp.info/files/imglnks/usimg/d/d8/IMSLP98121-PMLP27866-Berlioz__Les_Troyens_CompleteVS.pdf
154
This score is Les Troyens à Carthage.

141

“Chi il bel sogno di Doretta?” from La Rondine (Puccini, 1917)
Period

Language

Level

Range

Tessitura

Romantic

Italian

Developing

C3-G4

F3-F4

Designation
Throughcomposed
arietta

Duration

Mood

2’00”

Sentimental,
narrative

Character: Prunier, a poet
Other types: varying tenor types with lyrical, sweet quality
Considerations: word declamation, register navigation, musicality, Romantic era sensibility
Performers: William Matteuzzi, 155 Max René Cosotti, 156 Leonardo di Lisi 157
58F

59F

60F

This arietta is an introduction to Magda’s aria by the same name. It offers an expansive
but accessible Romantic melody that reflects Puccini’s recitative-style vocal writing. The piece
moves fluidly through all the vocal registers and includes quick but subtle register shifts that
allow a lighter head mix and a sensitive quality throughout the whole voice. While vocal artistry
and language mastery are primary features of the piece, the sostenuto phrases require absolute
register control, consistent resonance, and perfectly placed vowels to achieve the necessary
warm, balanced “Italian” tenor sound.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Easy, always reflects the natural pronunciation and cadence
Natural inflection
Sostenuto text setting with tempered rubato and perfect diction
Must have flexible navigation and evenly balance registers
Breath control for musical nuances, mezza voce, and longer phrases
Moderate stamina needed
Needs fluid vocal mobility but not melismatic
Singer must “play” the piano while singing

Score Information
Edition: Milan: Casa Musicale Sonzogno, 1917. Plate M. 2022 S 158
Location: Act I (rehearsal 9); pp. 17-20 (PDF:17-20)
61F

155

(A) Warner Classics (2010): London Symphony Orchestra, Antonio Pappano
(A) Warner Fonit (1999): RAI Milano, Conductor Gianluigi Gelmetti
157
(A) Kicco Music (2011): Orchestra Cittàlirica, Gabriele Bellini
158
https://ks.imslp.net/files/imglnks/usimg/0/0c/IMSLP23368-PMLP53325-Puccini__La_Rondine_(vocal_score).pdf
156
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The Buffo Tenor or Spieltenor Type
The word buffo is often associated with the agile, light-voiced Classical period tenor, but
these roles are wide-ranging, spanning through the twenty-first century. The repertoire includes
legato and patter styles but focuses more on language than beautiful singing and finesse over
vocal power. The ranges and tessituras vary, often extending into the head voice to B♭4. Much
like the character tenor, buffo tenor roles are typically secondary characters that provide comedy,
conflict, or interest to the scene but may not be significant to the overall plot. While many buffo
arias require fundamental technical skills, including but not limited to register balance, stamina,
and breath control, vocal versatility and acting ability is equally or more important.

Suggested Repertoire
Clarice cara mia sposa, K. 256
“Alles fühlt der liebe Freuden” (Die Zauberflöte)
“In quegli anni cui val poco” (Le nozze di Figaro)
Triquet’s Couplet, “Kakoi pre krasnïi etot den” (Eugene Onegin)
Frantz’s Couplet, “Jour et nuit” (Les contes d’Hoffman)
“Tzing Tzing Tzing” (Orphée aux enfers)
“Im Gegenteil” (Ariadne auf Naxos)
“My charming Ma’moiselle” (The Consul)
“If Eve Had Left the Apple on the Bough” (Eileen)
Calatrava’s Canción, “¡Pin pon!” (La calesera)
“Ich hatte bei Herrn Dr. Schön das Vergnügen” (Lulu)
“Who hears me, knows me …La! Come bid”
(The Rake’s Progress)
“This is my box” (Amahl and the Night Visitors)

Mozart
Mozart
Mozart
Tchaikovsky
Offenbach
Offenbach
Strauss
Menotti
Herbert
Alonso
Berg

p. 143
p. 144
p. 145
p. 146
p. 147
p. 148
p. 149
p. 150
p. 151
p. 152
p. 153

Stravinsky

p. 154

Menotti

p. 155
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Clarice cara mia sposa, K. 256 (Mozart, 1776)
Period

Language

Level

Range

Tessitura

Classical

Italian

Advancing

D3-E4

A3-D4

Designation
Throughcomposed
aria

Duration
1’45”

Mood
Catalogue
aria,
comic

Character: Capitano (the captain Facenda), brother of Laurina
Other types: leggiero, light lyric, character
Considerations: word declamation, patter style, breath management, dramatic presentation
Performers: Rolando Villazón, 159 Marcel Reijans 160
63F

64F

This insertion aria has all the elements of comedic, patter-style operatic singing: syllabic
text, repeated note patterns, and quick-paced rhythms. It is short with a fast tempo, requiring
extended middle voice and passaggio singing. The melody is repetitive and constantly moving,
so the ability to take quick breaths without disrupting the rhythm, legato declamation, and
precise word articulation are key requirements of the piece. Forward placement and free
articulatory movement help to move swiftly through words. The moderate orchestration is
comfortable for most and allows a light, present vocal production.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Tongue-twisting articulation from beginning to end
Rapid articulation resulting in natural and unnatural inflection
Continuous, legato patter-style singing
Long stretches of patter in chest and mixed voices
Advanced skills for internal phrases, catch breaths, and articulation
Substantial stamina for constant airflow, long phrases, and diction
Does not focus on agility
Two characters should be sung with different, distinct vocal colors

Score Information
Edition: Mozarts Werke, Serie VI: Arien, Duette, Terzette und Quartette, Bd.1, No.15 (pp.1-6
(113-118)) Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel, 1882. Plate W.A.M. 256 161
Location: concert aria (insertion aria)
65F

159

(A) Mozart: Concert Arias, Deutsche Grammophon (2014): London Symphony Orchestra, Antonio Pappano
(A) Mozart: Concert Arias Complete, Brilliant Classics European Sinfonietta (2013): European Sinfonietta, Ed
Spanjaard
161
https://imslp.org/images/6/63/PV-Mozart_Werke_Breitkopf_Serie_06_KV256.jpg
160

144

“Alles fühlt der Liebe Freuden” from Die Zauberflöte (Mozart, 1791)
Period

Language

Level

Range Tessitura Designation Duration

Classical

German

Beginning

D3-E4

G3-D4

Strophic
aria

1’20”

Mood
Resentful,
lustful

Character: Monostatos, head servant of Sarastro
Other types: leggiero, light lyric, character
Considerations: word declamation, patter style, breath management, dramatic presentation
Performers: Franz Grundheber, 162 Andreas Stein, 163 Günter Wewel, Ragnar Ulfung
6F

67F

This character aria is an excellent choice for the beginner. It has a light, homophonic
accompaniment and lieder-like style. The simple vocal line is primarily stepwise scales and
triadic movement. The piece has a limited range, set mainly in the middle voice with a syllabic,
repetitive text. The lustful, resentful tone must be conveyed at a suppressed dynamic level.
Attention must be given to the inherent racism of the text. Because of its quick pace, the German
diction may be one of the most challenging considerations of the piece.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Articulation and word interpretation are integral
Mostly natural with word and syllabic stresses in the music
Includes patter-style text setting and legato sections
Primarily in chest voice
Moderate breath control for varied phrases and precise articulation
Modest stamina, short piece with limited range and easy tessitura
Does not rely on agility
Complex emotions of being an abomination to the girl he desires

Score Information
Edition: London: Novello, n.d., (ed. Berthold Tours/English text by Natalia Macfarren) 164
Location: Act II, Scene 3; pp. 95-96 (PDF: 95-96)
8F

162
(V) Die Zauberflöte, Arthaus Musik (1971): Chor und Philharmoniker der Staatsoper Hamburg, Horst Stein (In
this recording, Monostatos is sung by a baritone.)
163
(A) Die Zauberflöte, EMI (1996): Chor und Orchester der Bayerischen Staatsoper München, Wolfgang
Sawallisch
164
https://ks4.imslp.info/files/imglnks/usimg/8/8f/IMSLP91762-PMLP20137-The_Magic_Flute_Vocal_Score.pdf
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Triquet’s Couplet,165 “Kakoi pre krasnïi etot den” from Eugene Onegin (Tchaikovsky,
1881)
Period

Language

Level

Range

Tessitura

Designation

Duration

Mood

Romantic

Russian or
French

Developing

G3-G4

A3-E4

Recitative +
strophic aria

3’15”

Sentimental,
endearing

Character: Triquet, an elderly French tutor
Other types: light lyric tenor, lyric, character
Considerations: legato, phrasing, breath management, head voice expansion
Performers: Heinz Zednik (French), 166 Michel Sénéchal (Russian) 167
69F

70F

This sensitive couplet requires a sweet, “older” tone and strong acting ability. 168 The
71F

piece comprises a short recitative, a simple aria, and straightforward accompaniment. The
melody is tuneful and easy to sing. It is repetitive and lays mainly in the middle range with G4s
in the refrain. The moderate tempo and syllabic text make the French (or Russian) slightly less
challenging. The predictable, sostenuto phrasing offers the opportunity to work on consistent
breath, legato line, and even word stress. The orchestration is never overpowering and
comfortable for voices of all sizes. The language may vary from production to production.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Unhurried, poetic texts need to match the sweet, beautiful melody
Legato lines help shape the naturally inflected language
Syllabic sostenuto text setting promotes fluid, connected diction
Comfortable melodies with jumps to head voice
Relaxed tempo, predictable phrases form easy breathing patterns
Moderate; easy phrase lengths and comfortable tessitura
Does not require agility, voice must move gracefully
Voice and mien convey sweet elderly adoration

Score Information
Edition: Moscow: P. Jurgenson, n.d. (1897). Plate 24050–24072169
Location: Act II, Scene 1, pp. 141-144 (PDF: 24-27)
165
The optional recitative starts on p. 168, m. 58. The recitative has German and Russian; the couplet has Russian
and French. The Russian is in Cyrillic script.
166
(A) Orfeo (1955/2016): Orchester der Wiener Staatsoper, Seiji Ozawa
167
(A) Deutsche Grammophon, Berlin (1988): Staatskapelle Dresden, James Levine
168
Generally, a couplet is a simple strophic song that is often found in opera comique.
169
https://ks4.imslp.info/files/imglnks/usimg/9/97/IMSLP21001-PMLP05601-Tchaikovsky-Op24.2vsRG.pdf
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“Tzing Tzing Tzing” from Orphée aux enfers (Offenbach, 1874)
Period

Language

Level

Range

Tessitura

Designation

Duration

Mood

Romantic

French

Beginning

E3-E4

G3-D#4

Strophic,
song

1’20”

Narrative,
lullaby

Character: Morphée, god of sleep
Other types: light lyric, character tenor
Considerations: middle voice singing, French declamation, dramatic presentation
Performers: Ivor Morris 170
74F

This short song with chorus is part of a larger group of couplets and requires very little
stamina. The moderate tempo and easy-to-sing, mid-range melody allow more focus on French
pronunciation than technical elements of the piece. Because the song acts as a lullaby, it requires
energized, pianissimo singing and quiet but precise enunciation. It also provides an opportunity
to work on imaginative characterization, connected marcato articulation, and light vocal color.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Connected diction mirrors the musical aesthetic
Naturally inflected
Legato text setting with emphasized diction
Primarily chest voice with possible light mixed voice
Basic breath management skills; overall, very manageable
Little stamina
No agility
Sings lullaby while wafting sleep-inducing poppies

Score Information
Edition: Paris: Heugel, n.d. (1874). Plate H.4425 171
Location: Act II, No. 10; p. 110-12 (PDF: 126-128)
75F

170

(A/sung in English) JAY Productions Ltd (1989): English National Opera Orchestra, Mark Elder
https://ks4.imslp.net/files/imglnks/usimg/8/8f/IMSLP247810-SIBLEY1802.23760.499739087011151273score.pdf
171
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“In quegli anni cui val poco” from Le nozze di Figaro (Mozart, 1786)
Period

Language

Level

Range

Tessitura

Classical

Italian

Developing

E♭3-G4

F3-F4

Designation
Sectionalized
aria

Duration
4'00”

Mood
Moralistic
narrative

Character: Don Basilio, a music teacher
Other types: light lyric, lyric, character
Considerations: style versatility, declamation, stamina, register balance, dramatic presentation
Performers: Luigi Alva, 172 Yves Saelens, 173 Heddle Nash, Heinz Zednik
76F

7F

Don Basilio is a typical ensemble role. He has one aria that is usually cut; it sits mainly in
the middle range with some high notes at the end. The piece shifts between sostenuto and patter
sections, so understanding how legato will affect both singing styles will be key to maintaining
vocal consistency. Overall, the aria offers the opportunity to work on register balance, vocal
weight, and vocal stamina. This piece is longer than many leggiero arias, so it can be physically
and vocally demanding. While the orchestra is primarily strings and winds, at times, the voice
may need a fuller sound with forward resonance to carry over the instruments.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Text delivery and singing ability are equally important
Mixed inflection usually determined by musical effects
Sostenuto and patter style sections
Each section tends to have own tessitura
Adjustable phrasing helps breath control
Moderate to advancing; moderately long piece, mostly
comfortable tessitura
Vocal mobility but not fioritura
Physical gestures and movement help tell tale

Score Information
Edition: transcribed by Michael Bednarek 174
Location: Act IV, Scene 7, No. 25; sheet music
78F

172

(V) Hardy (HCD, 1956): RAI Milano, Nino Sanzogn,
(A) Accent (2000): La Petite Bande, Sigiswald Kuijken
174
Transcribed aria, http://mbednarek.byethost7.com/nozze/nozze25.pdf
173
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Frantz’s Couplet, “Jour et nuit” from Les contes d’Hoffman (Offenbach, 1881)
Period

Language

Level

Range

Tessitura

Romantic

French

Developing

D3-A4

A3-G4

Designation
Recitative +
strophic
couplet

Duration

Mood

3’15”

Comic,
inebriated

Character: Frantz, a servant
Other types: leggiero, light lyric, character tenor
Considerations: language, register navigation, phrasing, dramatic presentation
Performers: Carl Ghazarossian, 175 Hugues Cuénod, 176 Michel Sénéchal, Robert Tear
80F

81F

Frantz’s Couplet is unpretentious and comical. It has a strophic form with simple, light
82F

accompaniment. The vocal line is straightforward and syllabic but wordy with unnatural
inflection. The tessitura of the piece is not high, usually centering on the chest voice and mixed
voice. The many breaks and rests in the vocal line offer time to breathe or build longer phrases.
They also provide onset conditioning for vowels and consonants in all parts of the voice. The
refrain extends to A4 and has detailed dynamics, requiring finesse in the upper register. While
this is a buffo aria, vocal quality should never be sacrificed.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Word declamation determines singing style
Unnatural inflection and broken words with separated syllables
Interrupted legato text with some patter-style effects
Affected diction can affect register navigation and high range
Requires nuanced breath control, especially in mixed and head voice
Moderate, varied breath preparations giving time for adequate breath
Needs vocal mobility, some melodic jumps, no melismas
Must balance inebriated characterization and technical needs

Score Information
Edition: New York: Schirmer, 1911. Plate 24030 177
Location: Act IV, No. 17;178 pp. 178-181 (PDF: 10-14) 179
83F

7

175

84F

(V) Den Nye Opera (2011): Conductor, Marc Soustrot
(A) Decca (1971): Suisse Romande Choir & Orchestra, Richard Bonynge
177
https://ks4.imslp.net/files/imglnks/usimg/8/83/IMSLP44122-PMLP06710-OffenbachContesdHoffmannVSa4fe.pdf
178
Placement can vary, depending on how the director structures the acts.
179
There is a recitative before the aria that starts at Frantz’s vocal entrance on p. 177.
176
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“Im Gegenteil” from Ariadne auf Naxos (R. Strauss, 1916)
Period

Language

20th
Century

German

Level

Range

AdvancingE♭3-B♭4
advanced

Tessitura

Designation

Duration

Mood

A3-G4

Throughcomposed
arietta

1’20”

Persuasive
reassurance

Character: Tanzmeister, the dance master
Other types: leggiero, light lyric, lyric, character
Considerations: breath management, modern style, registration balance, dramatic presentation
Performers: Heinz Zednik, 180 Peter Schreier, 181 Andreas Conrad, Christian Baumgärtel
85F

86F

This aria requires finesse, excellent musicianship, and strong vocal technique, especially
excellent range navigation. The tempo is steady and march-like. The syncopated rhythms must
be sung with confidence so the wordy text can be delivered with a natural, conversational style.
The melody frequently jumps between registers and must be carefully navigated. The
orchestration is ever-changing, rarely giving melodic reinforcement, requiring penetrating
resonance for moments of thick orchestral writing. While it is well-suited for a lighter, agile
voice, it can be sung by many tenor types.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Recitative-like singing requiring legato execution
Rhythm and melody guide the unnatural and natural inflection
Primarily sostenuto text setting with patter elements
Voice must move freely to and from all registers
Manageable, needs breath control for vocal nuances and high notes
Moderate, varied phrase lengths, allows for sufficient breath
Vocal mobility for easy register navigation, no melismas
Passionate but lighthearted encouragement for his troupe

Score Information
Edition: Berlin: Adolf Fürstner, 1916. Plate A. 6368 F 182
Location: Vorspiel; pp. 39-41 (PDF: 37-39)
87F

180

(V) Deutsche Grammophon (2007): Wiener Staatsoper, Karl Böhm
(A) EMI (1969): Philharmonia Orchestra, Rudolf Kempe
182
https://ks.imslp.info/files/imglnks/usimg/7/7e/IMSLP36988-PMLP82221-StraussR-Op060.1vs.pdf
181
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“If Eve Had Left the Apple on the Bough” from Eileen (Herbert, 1917)
Period

Language

Level

Range

Tessitura

Designation

Duration

Mood

20th
Century

English

Beginningdeveloping

A3-F4

F3-D4

Strophic
song

2’40”

Pompous,
witty

8F

Character: Sir Reginald “Reggie” Stribling, a British Knight
Other types: buffo, character, and lighter lyric tenor types
Considerations: breath management, modern style, registration balance, dramatic presentation
Performers: Joe Corbett 183
89F

This number is a vaudeville-style song from an early American operetta. 184 It is an
90F

excellent introduction for beginning tenors wanting to sing light opera arias. The vocal line is
straightforward with a comfortable range and tessitura. The piece’s overall simplicity allows for
healthy singing and vocal ease. For the tenor wanting to add a high note, an ossia is indicated in
the score that includes an optional G4. Likewise, the witty, if sexist, text is also beneficial for
work on mid-Atlantic diction and dramatic presentation.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Rhythms and melodies reflect subtleties of the language
Easy, natural inflection with nuanced enunciation
Sostenuto text setting, turn-of-the-century pronunciation
Stays below second passaggio
Beginning-level control, good for training the breath
Moderate; predictable phrasing, allows for sufficient breaths
Does not require agility
Comic piece needing clever, parlor-style sophistication

Score Information
Edition: New York: M. Witmark & Sons, 1917185
Location: Act II, No. 10; pp. 79-82 (PDF:87-90)

183

New World Records (2012): Orchestra of Ireland, David Brophy
Harry Forbes, “Eileen (Victor Herbert Renaissance Project Live!),”
http://www.harryforbes.com/2017/04/eileen-victor-herbert-renaissance.html (2017), accessed 2 May 2021.
185
https://ks4.imslp.info/files/imglnks/usimg/8/87/IMSLP280527-PMLP31051-eilee00herb_bw.pdf
184
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“¡Pin pon!” from La calesera (Alonso, 1925)186
Period

Language

Level

Range

Tessitura

Designation

Duration

Mood

20th
Century

Spanish

Developing

F2-G4

B♭3-E♭4

Sectionalized
canción

2’45”

Comic,
narrative

Character: Calatrava, the Marquesa’s majordomo
Other types: buffo, character, and lighter lyric tenor types
Considerations: breath management, modern style, registration balance, dramatic presentation
Performers: Luís Varela187
Calatrava’s Canción is a quintessential buffo song with patter. In this comic piece,
Calatrava is disguised as an eighteenth-century “bass” opera singer and is required to sing on the
spot, so he enthusiastically creates an aria. The tessitura sits in a generally comfortable speaking
range but has a low F2 that may be beyond the range of most tenors. The wide range may also be
difficult for the beginner who does not have full range stability. Also, the aria has extended
middle-range singing and a higher tessitura at the close. This piece provides an excellent
opportunity to work on Spanish, as well as character vocal styles and stamina in the middle and
lower end of the tenor range.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Sections and phrases move between text setting styles
Mixed, musical affects and patter influence inflection
Sostenuto and patter-styles, both need to be legato
Requires a low, character-style F2 and head-voice singing
Control for quick patter, dynamics, and high notes
Moderate stamina, some long patter phrases
Not a concern, needs some mobility for register jumps
Dramatically acts out an “aria” about fighting a gypsy at a castle

Score Information
Edition: La Calesera: zarzuela en tres actos. Instituto Complutense de Ciencias Musicales,
Madrid: 2008 188
Location: Act II, No. 10; pp. 160-175
91F

The scene starts at Pedro García’s entrance at “He aquí los nuevos cómicos...”
(V) Live performance (2000): Orquesta Sinfónica Ciudad de Oviedo, José Fabra
188
This is a full score edition, so the pagination will be different than in the vocal score.
186
187
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“Ich hatte bei Herrn Dr. Schön das Vergnügen” from Lulu (Berg, 1937)
Period
20th
Century

Language
German

Level

Range

Advancing

E♭3-A♭4

Tessitura

Designation

Duration

Mood

G3-E♭4

Throughcomposed
arietta

1’00”

Unusual,
infatuated

Character: The Prince (Der Prinz)
Other types: character tenor
Considerations: serialist style, vocal mobility, breath management, phrasing, musicality
Performers: Gert Henning-Jensen, 189 Ezio di Cesare 190
69F

70F

The Prince’s arietta is written in serial style. The vocal line is complicated and has
difficult rhythms. The syllabic text setting text is wordy, at times, making it a challenge to sing
legato. The irregular phrasing, vocal effects, and dynamic changes require nuanced breath
control. Overall, this erratic nature of the piece provides a tenor who is technically stable, a good
musician, and a strong actor, the opportunity to work on an atonal piece with a very niche place
in the repertoire.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Words are set to complicated rhythms, not instinctive
Much of the inflection feels unnatural
Syllabic, declamatory text setting
Advanced, melody moves erratically through the voice
Some long phrases and wordy text, needs skilled breath control
Moderate tessitura, varied phrase lengths and breath preparations
Voice needs to move through the registers with ease
Must communicate obsessive infatuation and dreams of marriage

Score Information
Edition: Vienna: Universal Edition, 1936. Plate U.E. 10745191
Location: Act I, Scene 3, pp. 134-137 (PDF: 128-131)

189

(A) Chandos (1997): Danish National Radio Symphony Orchestra, Ulf Schirmer
(A) Oehms (2010): Palermo Orchestra Sinfonica del Teatro Massimo, Stefan Anton Reck
191
https://ks4.imslp.info/files/imglnks/usimg/8/87/IMSLP280527-PMLP31051-eilee00herb_bw.pdf
190
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“My charming Ma’moiselle” from The Consul (Menotti, 1950)
Period

Language

Level

20th
Century

English

Advancingadvanced

Range

Tessitura

Designation

Duration

Mood

E♭3-B♭4

G3-F4

Throughcomposed
excerpt

3’45”6’00”192

Strange,
bold

Character: Nika Magadoff, a magician
Other types: leggiero, light lyric, character
Considerations: patter and modern styles, musicality, register balance, dramatic presentation
Performers: John Horton Murray, 193 Norman Kelley
126F

This aria is best suited for advancing tenors with excellent technical skills and range
navigation. While the piece generally sits in a comfortable part of the voice, the middle section
has a higher tessitura. The wandering vocal line is complex and verges on atonality. The syllabic
text is wordy with varying inflection; depending on the sentiment, different singing styles,
complicated rhythms, and changing meters are employed to reflect the speech patterns. The
orchestration is not heavy, so light to dramatic voices can sing this role. The role focuses on
strong acting skills, clear diction, characterization, and technical singing over lyric beauty.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Wordy vocal line alternates between recitative and aria styles
Character’s odd speaking style creates unnatural speech patterns
Alternating sostenuto and patter styles, reflects text sentiment
While comfortable, melody moves erratically through vocal registers
Irregular phrasing, some long phrases with no internal phrasing
Advancing; moderately length, long phrase, chest voice singing
Vocal mobility needed to move from chest voice to head voice easily
Physicality and vocal color reflect mysterious, dramatic character of
a flashy magician

Score Information
Edition: Vocal Score. New York: G. Schirmer, 1950
Location: Act II, Scene 2; pp. 162-171194
While 3’45” represents the end of the aria at the long melisma, the piece can extend past this point.
(A) Chandos (1999): Spoleto Festival Orchestra, Richard Hickox
194
This is a printed score.
192
193
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“Who hears me, knows me …La! Come bid” from The Rake’s Progress (Stravinsky, 1951)
Period

Language

Level

Range

Tessitura

Designation

Duration

20th Century
Neoclassical

English

Advancing
-advanced

F#3-G4

G3-F#4

Recitative +
strophic aria

3’30”

Mood
Comic,
auction
scene

Character: Sellem, an auctioneer
Other types: leggiero, light lyric, lyric, character
Considerations: language, register navigation, musicality, modern style, dramatic presentation
Performers: Peter Bronder, 195 Steven Cole 196
92F

93F

This aria combines twentieth-century opera and theatrical styles to mimic auctioneer
calling. The piece starts with a modern recitative and arioso singing. 197 The aria is divided into
94F

surging 2/4 and legato 3/4 sections with interspersed recitatives. The angular vocal line has
irregular phrasing, challenging rhythms, wordy text, and spoken dialogue. While there are no
melismas, agility is necessary to jump weightlessly between vocal registers without preparation.
The piece also requires clear articulation, a strong sense of pitch, and a very high level of acting
and musicianship skills. The piece uses chamber orchestra, so tenors of varied vocal size can
sing the role.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Sections oscillate between recitative, arioso, and aria styles
Mixed, the rhythms and compositional style influence inflection
Mixed text setting styles reflect purpose of delivery
Angular melodies move fluidly through the registers
Control for precise diction, nuanced vocals, and register shifts
Moderate; manageable range, varied phrasing allows time for breaths
Voice needs mobility, easy movement from register to register
Balances comedy with assertive auctioneer charisma

Score Information
Edition: Boosey & Hawkes, London, New York, 1951
Location: Act III, Scene 1; pp. 181-194198
195

(A) Deutsche Grammophon (1999): London Symphony Orchestra, John Elliot Gardiner
(V) Aix-en-Provence Festival (1992): Orchestre de l'Opera National de Lyon, Kent Nagano
197
The first recitative begins before “Who hears me, knows me.”
198
This is a printed score.
196
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“This is my box” from Amahl and the Night Visitors (Menotti, 1951)
Period
20th
Century

Language

Level

Range

Tessitura

English

Developing

C#3-A♭4

A3-F4

Designation
Modified
strophic aria

Duration
1’30”

Mood
Comic,
mysterious

Character: King Kaspar, one of the three kings
Other types: leggiero, light lyric, lyric, character
Considerations: declamation, register navigation, musicality, modern style, dramatic presentation
Performers: Ike Hawkersmith, 199 John Dobson, 200 Nico Castell
95F

96F

This short character aria is an excellent introduction to twentieth-century repertoire for
the developing tenor. While “modern,” the piece is tonal with straightforward rhythms that
include subtle syncopations and accents. The vocal line blends smooth and angular writing, short
melismas, and mostly syllabic, naturally inflected texts. The melody has a moderately wide
range, but it is comfortably set in the voice. While many tenors can sing this piece, it best suits
the buffo and character types, offering the opportunity to work on text declamation,
characterization, and stylized singing that reflects the peculiar delight Kaspar takes in showing
off his treasures.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Aria style singing with declamatory moments
Mostly natural, rhythms and melody cause subtle variations
Mixed setting styles, can change by phrase or within a phrase
Very manageable navigation
Moderate breath control to shape phrases and add dynamics
Not demanding, predictable phrasing, allows for sufficient breaths
Some short melismas, requires some vocal mobility
Character must be physically and vocally peculiar yet entertaining

Score Information
Edition: Schirmer, 1997201
Location: One act opera; pp. 39-42
97

199

(A) Amahl and the Night Visitors / My Christmas, Naxos (2008): Nashville Symphony Orchestra, Alastair
Willis
200
(A) Sony Classical (1987): Covent Garden, David Syrus
201
This is a printed score.
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The Character Tenor Type
The character tenor type has some of the most diverse arias of the tenor repertoire,
ranging from Baroque to twenty-first-century opera. There are many similarities between the
buffo and character tenor. Typically, both are secondary roles that capitalize on vocal versatility,
word declamation, and acting ability over beautiful singing. The character tenor range and
tessitura also vary, extending to A4, sometimes higher. Unlike the buffo, the character voice
generally has a steelier, weightier production, even in the passaggio and upper register, and often
requires more power than finesse. Character tenors are generally colorful, providing comedy,
conflict, or interest to a scene but may not be significant to the overall plot. Physical and vocal
characterization with penetrating resonance is the focus of this tenor type.

Suggested Repertoire
“Frish zum Kampfe!” (Die Entführung aus dem Serail)
“Im Mohrenland gefangen war”
(Die Entführung aus dem Serail)
“Wer hälfe mir…Sorglose Schmiede…“ (Das Rheingold)
Stuttering Aria, “Ma... ma... ma... matička” (Prodaná nevěsta)
“To-to mi v hlave lezí” (Prodaná nevěsta)
Holy Fool’s Aria, “Lejtes’, lejtes’, slëzy gor’kie”
(Boris Godunov)
“O Colombina, il tenero fido Arlecchin” ( I Pagliacci)
Witch’s Aria, “Der Lümmel schläft ja…”
The Witch’s Ride, “Hurr hopp, hopp, hopp”
(Hänsel und Gretel)
“Hä, hä, hä…” (Das Brautwahl)
“Il est drôle” (L'amour des trois oranges)
“When a Woman Has a Baby” (Street Scene)
Serenade, “My Love” (Candide)
Samuel’s Death Aria (Three Sisters Who Are Not Sisters)
“Later” (A Little Night Music)
98F

Mozart

p. 157

Mozart

p. 158

Wagner
Smetana
Smetana

p. 159
p. 160
p. 161

Mussorgsky

p. 162

Leoncavallo

p. 163

Humperdinck

p. 164

Busoni
Prokofiev
Weill
Bernstein
Rorem
Sondheim

p. 165
p. 166
p. 167
p. 168
p. 169
p. 170
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“Frisch zum Kampfe!” from Die Entführung aus dem Serail (Mozart, 1782)
Period

Language

Level

Classical

German

Developingadvancing

Range Tessitura

Designation

Duration

Mood

D3-B4

Sectionalized
aria

3’15”

Courage,
cowardice

F#3-A4

Character: Pedrillo, Belmonte’s servant
Other types: light lyric, lyric, buffo tenors with ample resonance and power
Considerations: language, mix of singing styles, register navigation, dramatic presentation
Performers: Kurt Streit, 202 Heinz Zednik 203
10F

10F

“Frisch zum Kampfe!” is a fast-paced character aria that uses dynamics, diction, and
range to reflect Pedrillo’s courage and cowardice. The timid sections have softer singing, a lower
tessitura, and jumpy intervals. The brave sections are more straightforward with a wider, higher
range; louder dynamics; and scalar patterns. The vocal line also uses both legato phrasing and
patter articulation. This aria allows work on vocal conditioning, breathing control, register
stamina, and animated, emotional singing. Forward resonance and clean diction will help cut
through moments of full orchestra. Strong acting skills are also required.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Musical qualities help guide the nuances of the text
Mostly natural inflection, music often accents correct stressing
Sostenuto-style text setting and pattering phrases, always connected
Varied, two distinct tessituras reflect two distinct emotions
Varied types of control, light middle range and dramatic higher range
Moderate to Advancing; varied phrase lengths, long patter phrases
with catch breaths, long high notes
Vocal mobility, ability to move fluently throughout the modal voice
Physicality and vocal color must convey courage and cowardice

Score Information
Edition: Leipzig: C.F. Peters, n.d. (ca.1880) Plate 6445 745a 204
Location: Act II, No. 13; pp. 88-91 (PDF:94-97)
102F

202

(A) Sony Classical (1992), Wiener Symphoniker, Bruno Weil
(A) Decca Music Group Limited (1987), Wiener Philharmoniker, Georg Solti
204
https://ks.imslp.info/files/imglnks/usimg/5/5d/IMSLP447657-PMLP15322-EL-unl-2177.pdf
203

158

“Im Mohrenland gefangen war” from Die Entführung aus dem Serail (Mozart, 1782)
Period

Language

Level

Range

Classical

German

Beginning

E#3-D4

Tessitura Designation
G3-C4

Strophic
romanze 205

Duration

Mood

2’30”

Anticipation,
planning

103F

Character: Pedrillo, Belmonte's servant
Other types: buffo, light lyric, lyric
Considerations: language, sostenuto, breath, phrasing, singing, soft dynamics
Performers: Kurt Streit, 206 Wilfried Gahmlich, 207
104F

105F

This romanze is excellent for beginning tenors. It has an uncomplicated lieder-like
quality and a mid-voice range and tessitura. The moderate tempo, strophic form, and simple,
stepwise melody allow focus on text declamation and pronunciation. The legato line cultivates
breath management and sostenuto singing, and phrases can be divided with catch breaths if
necessary. The piece offers the opportunity to work on narrative singing with softer dynamics
and dramatic presentation, requiring a sweet sentiment with comic subtexts and nuanced acting.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Three strophes pose memorization challenge
Strophic text with natural inflections
Syllabic sostenuto text settings
Easy navigation, set very comfortably in the voice
Little or no breath preparation, catch breaths throughout the piece
Moderate; long phrases, internal phrasing will probably be necessary
Not a concern
Subtext conveyed physically, belying the calm vocal serenade

Score Information
Edition: Leipzig: C.F. Peters, n.d. (ca.1880) Plate 6445 745a 208
Location: Act III, Scene 1; pp.128-130 (PDF:34-36)
106F

205
Strophic songs with simple melodies, phrase structure, harmonies. (J. Sage, “Romance,” Grove Music Online
(2001). Accessed 4 May. 2021, https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.23725.)
206
(A) Sony Classical (1992): Wiener Symphoniker, Bruno Weil.
207
(A) Teldec Classics International (1985): Mozart-Orchester Des Opernhauses Zürich, Nikolaus Harnoncourt
208
https://ks4.imslp.net/files/imglnks/usimg/a/ad/IMSLP447658-PMLP15322-EL-unl-2178.pdf
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Stuttering Aria, “Ma... ma... ma... matička” from Prodaná nevěsta (Smetana, 1866)
Period

Language

Level

Range

Tessitura

Designation

Duration

Mood

Romantic

Czech

Developingadvancing

G3-A4

C4-E4

Modified
strophic aria

2’30”

Simple,
anxious

Character: Vašek, the stuttering son
Other types: lyric types with acting ability
Considerations: language, style versatility, register navigation, dramatic presentation
Performers: Miroslav Kopp, 209 Oldřich Kovář, 210 John Vickers (E), Karl-Ernst Mercker (G)211
107F

108F

This aria’s upbeat tempo and major key treat Vašek’s stutter with a sympathetic, comic
sentiment. The straightforward melody has a syllabic text and repeated patterns. The rhythms are
generally clear with subtle syncopations. The aria is wordy, so for singers unfamiliar with Czech,
this may be a challenge.212 The tessitura sits mainly between the chest voice and mixed register.
109

High notes are added for effect, allowing work on middle-range singing, register balance, and
expansion into the head voice. The romantic orchestration requires ample resonance and a fullbodied sound. The aria should be sensitively portrayed to not deride those with a stutter.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Disruptive stuttering effect through the aria
Mixed, stuttering disrupts the natural inflection
Interrupted sostenuto style with some patter stuttering
Straightforward navigation, lower ossia offered at climax to A4
Different text and singing styles require different breath control
Moderate; manageable phrasing, generally allows sufficient breath
No agility necessary
Stuttering must seem authentic and concerned, not pathetic

Score Information
Edition: Prague: SNKLHU, n.d. (1954). Plate H 531 213
Location: Act II, Scene 2; pp. 144-148 (PDF: 14-17)
10F

(V) Supraphon (1981): Česká filharmonie, Zdeněk Košler.
(A) Supraphon, (1959): Orchestr Národního Divadla, Zdeněk Chalabala.
211
(E) is for English; (G) is for German.
212
Singing in Czech: A Guide to Czech Lyric Diction and Vocal Repertoire by Timothy Cheek is a valuable
resource. (Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2014)
213
https://ks4.imslp.info/files/imglnks/usimg/d/d4/IMSLP61820-PMLP33865-Act_II.pdf
209
210
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“To-to mi v hlave lezí” from Prodaná nevěsta (Smetana, 1866)
Period

Language

Level

Range

Tessitura

Designation

Duration

Mood

Romantic

Czech

Developingadvancing

E3-G#4

F3-F#4

Modified
strophic aria

2’30”

Frustration,
distraught

214
1F

Character: Vašek, the stuttering son
Other types: lyric types with acting ability
Considerations: language, style versatility, register navigation, dramatic presentation
Performers: Aleš Voráček, 215 Oldřich Kovář, 216 John Vickers (E), Karl-Ernst Mercker (G)
12F

13F

Vašek’s second aria is dark, heavy, and emotionally driven. The somber tone and slow
pace allow for sostenuto singing and legato phrasing, even with the mild stuttering. Although the
range is relatively wide, the tessitura is lower, giving the high notes angst and power. The
syllabic vocal line is uncomplicated and includes stuttering but no patter. It has repeated patterns
and subtle rhythms and syncopations. This aria calls for a beautiful production, musical nuance,
and vocal expression, especially in the upper register. While the orchestra is not heavy, ample
resonance and vocal size is expected.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Mild stuttering does not disrupt the legato line
Mostly natural inflection with moments of subtle stutter
Sostenuto text setting, line must always feel connection
Vocal consistency from chest voice to head voice
More breath for longer phrases, dynamics, and upper range
Moderate; phrases are moderate in length, varied breath
preparations
Agility is not a concern
Focus is on his suffering character not the stutter

Score Information
Edition: Prague: SNKLHU, n.d. (1954). Plate H 531 217
Location: Act III, Scene 1; pp. 208-211 (PDF: 1-4)
14F

214

The intro and postlude can be shortened.
(A) Harmonia mundi (2012): BBC Symphony Orchestra, Jiri Belohlavek
216
(A) Supraphon (1996): Orchestr Národního Divadla, Zdeněk Chalabala
217
https://ks4.imslp.info/files/imglnks/usimg/d/d4/IMSLP61820-PMLP33865-Act_II.pdf
215
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The Fool’s Aria, “Lejtes’, lejtes’, slëzy gor’kie” from Boris Godunov (Mussorgsky, 1872)
Period

Language

Level

Range

Tessitura

Designation

Romantic

Russian

Developingadvancing

E3-A4

C4-A4

Throughcomposed aria

15F

Duration Sentiment
2’00”

Sorrowful,
lamenting

Character: The Holy Fool (Yuródivïy) or Simpleton
Other types: haute-contre, leggiero, light lyric, lyric with acting ability
Considerations: language, sostenuto phrasing, register stamina, passaggio and high range singing
Performers: Andrey Popov, 218 Anton Grigoriev, 219 Peter Schrier (G)220
16F

17F

The Holy Fool can be sung by different tenor types of varying size and quality but is best
suited for tenors with a secure head voice. The modern melody is angular with short sostenuto
phrasing. As the vocal line moves through the different parts of the voice, register balance and
vocal weight are vital for comfortable high-tessitura singing. The orchestra is not heavy, but the
voice needs adequate resonance if sung with a lighter, mixed register. This aria is a very
profound moment; the Holy Fool weeps for his country, so commanding stage presence, vocal
conviction, and musical sensitivity are paramount.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Pulses in music guide to the important stresses
Natural inflection
Syllabic sostenuto text setting
High tessitura, upper range needs resonant head voice
Considerable control for legato phrasing and high-range singing
Moderate, phrasing is adjustable to allow for more breaths
Voice must move easily but does not require florid singing
Voice and mien convey reverent, solemn demeanor

Score Information
Edition: Complete Collected Works (Полное собрание сочинений) Vol.I, series 3 Moscow:
Muzgiz, 1927. Plate Г.M. 5701-04 И.M 221
Location: Act IV, Scene 2 (sometimes at the end of the opera); pp. 418-419 (PDF: 113-114)
18F

218

(V) The Metropolitan Opera (2010), Valery Gergiev
(A) Sony Classics (1963): Orchestra and Chorus of the Bolshoi Theatre, Alexander Melik-Pashaev
220
(G) means sung in German.
221
https://ks.imslp.info/files/imglnks/usimg/1/1a/IMSLP61628-PMLP06116-Mussorgsky-BorisLammVSa4.pdf
219
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“Wer hälfe mir…Sorglose Schmiede, schufen wir sonst wohl“ from Das Rheingold
(Wagner, 1854 – premiered with Der Ring des Nibelungen in 1876)
Period

Language

Level

Range

Tessitura

Romantic

German

Developing
-advancing

E3-G4

F3-F4

Designation
Throughcomposed
excerpt

Duration

Mood

4’30”

Bemoaning,
narrative

Character: Mime, a Nibelung
Other types: dramatic with strong acting ability
Considerations: language, style versatility, musicality, register balance, dramatic presentation
Performers: Peter Klein, 222 Paul Kuen 223
19F

120F

This piece is appropriate for advancing tenors who can sing securely throughout their
modal voice to G4.224 The vocal production does not need to be big or particularly beautiful but
must be consistent and even with considerable resonance. Overall, Mime’s aria is complex and
melodically unpredictable, and the orchestra rarely doubles the melody. The text is primarily
syllabic and often follows natural inflection and speech patterns. It uses irregular rhythms, mixed
meters, and some polyrhythmic affects between the voice and accompaniment. This aria also
requires strong acting skills and body awareness due to the dramatic nature of Mime’s character.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Dynamic, expressive German is vital to both the recitative and aria
Mixed natural and unnatural inflection, highlights character’s speech
Sostenuto and patter-style setting mirror text sentiment
Advancing, must move from register to register freely
Understanding of breath control for expressive, artful singing
Developing to advancing; varied phrase lengths and breath
preparations, allows time for breaths
Vocal mobility needed for musical ornaments and ease of movement
Animated physicality and expressive gestures give life to the story

Score Information
Edition: Mainz: B. Schott's Söhne, 1899. Plate 26520 225
Location: Scene 3; pp. 9-15 (PDF:123-129)
12F

222

OperaPrima (2013): Orchestra of the Royal Opera House Covent Garden, Rudolf Kempe
ZYX Music GMBH & Co. KG (2011): Das Orchester Der Bayreuther Festspiele, Joseph Keilberth
224
The piece indicates one very quick A♭4 grace note.
225
https://ks.imslp.net/files/imglnks/usimg/2/2d/IMSLP16446-Rheingold.pdf
223
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“O Colombina, il tenero fido Arlecchin” from I Pagliacci (Leoncavallo, 1892)
Period

Language

Level

Range

Tessitura

Designation

Duration

Mood

Romantic

Italian

Advancing

E3-A4

A3-F4

Modified
strophic aria

2’00”

Sentimental,
ardent

Character: Beppe, an actor (also Arlecchino, in the opera’s Commedia dell'arte)
Other types: bel canto and character types with lyric sensitivity
Considerations: language, phrasing, breath control, register balance, upper-register singing
Performers: Ernesto Gavazzi, 226 Florindo Andrealo, 227 Toby Spence, John Mark Ainsley
)163F ((

164F

165F

Beppe’s serenade optimizes the late romantic, verismo style. The piece is relatively short,
utilizing a nuanced level of passaggio and upper-range singing with sudden high notes. It
requires an expressive voice that can sing smooth, sustained phrases. The phrases are generally
long, but there are places that provide ample recovery time; still, skilled breath control is needed.
The legato vocal line has graceful melismas that promote easy, legato phrasing. While the piece
does not have a heavy orchestration, it requires a great degree of musicality, a ringing tone, and a
pleasing sound, as well as a proficient command of the language.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Rubato language, changes pacing throughout
Natural inflection that mimics spoken language
Sostenuto text setting, needs to be connected, can be wordy
Even navigation in all areas of the voice, especially in the head voice
Advanced control for upper range singing, phrasing, and dynamics
Advancing; many long phrases, needs internal phrasing and lots of
rubato
Florid movement, easy melisma-like writing
Ardent, commedia-styled mien; often sung while playing a guitar

Score Information
Edition: New York: G. Schirmer, 1906. Plate 18934228
Location: Act II, Scene 2; pp. 166-169 (PDF: 172-175)229
1

226

(A) Philips (1993): Philadelphia Orchestra, Riccardo Muti
(A) Philips (1984): Coro & Orchestra del Teatro alla Scala, Milano, Georges Prêtre
228
https://ks.imslp.net/files/imglnks/usimg/1/1d/IMSLP142292-PMLP08597-Leoncavallo__Pagliacci_ItEnVS_Sibley.1802.16386.pdf
229
Introduction can be shortened to a couple of measures.
227
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The Witch’s Aria, “Der Lümmel schläft ja…” The Witch’s Ride, “Hurr, hopp, hopp,
hopp” from Hänsel und Gretel (Humperdinck, 1893)
12F

Period

Language

Level

Range

Tessitura

Designation

Duration

Mood

Romantic

German

Advanced

D3-B♭4

F3-F4

Throughcomposed
excerpt + song

3’45”

Comical,
devious

Character: Die Hexe (The Witch)
Other types: dramatic with strong acting ability
Considerations: character vocals, phrasing, musicality, stamina, registration balance
Performers: Peter Schreier 230
123F

The Witch is a travesty role for dramatic character tenor. This selection has two parts,
and each can be sung separately. The first is an extended legato section with sostenuto phrasing;
the second is shorter with angular, declamatory writing. The aria has a low tessitura, so a steely
voice is needed to carry over the large orchestra. Though the tessitura is low, the final note is an
extended B♭4 that must sound triumphant. The wordy vocal line is syncopated with changing
meters. It uses different singing styles and can move sporadically through the different registers.
Strong acting skill, vocal characterization, and body awareness are required for this role.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Clear enunciation will help resonance, especially in low range
Mostly natural, musical effects can cause unnatural inflection
Mostly sostenuto but wordiness may disturb the legato line
Range is generally comfortable with wide leaps and low notes
Needs consistent airflow and breath control for musical nuances
Moderate, varied phrase lengths with time for sufficient breaths
Vocal mobility needed to move fluidly through vocal registers
Physicality, expressive gesturing, and vocal color convey character

Score Information
Edition: Mainz: B. Schotts Söhne, n.d. [1897]. Plate 25827 231
Location: Act III, Scene 1; pp. 145-152 (PDF: 46-53)
125F

230

Brilliant Classics (2012): Staatskapelle Dresden, Otmar Suitner
https://ks.imslp.net/files/imglnks/usimg/4/45/IMSLP52475-PMLP11392Humperdinck_Haensel_und_Gretel_3.Bild_vs_Schott.pdf
231

124
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“Hä, hä, hä…” from Das Brautwahl (Busoni, 1912)

122F

Period

Language

Level

Range

Tessitura

20th
Century

German

Developing
- advancing

E3-G#4

G3-E♭4

Designation
Throughcomposed
arietta

Duration

Mood

1’20”

Confident,
smarmy

Character: Baron Bensch, a man wanting to wed Albertine
Other types: lyric and character tenors that can act
Considerations: musicality, phrasing, vocal mobility, registration balance
Performers: Pär Lindskog232
This brief arietta is written in a witty style and flowery language, showing off Bensch’s
character. The melody wanders between romantic and early twentieth-century writing. The
tessitura is comfortable, but the angular melody jumps erratically between the vocal registers,
adding sporadic high notes. Also, melodic slides and vocal affects are used to color the piece.
Although the piece includes modern features, like changing meters, uneven phrasing, and
chromaticism, the rhythms are fairly straightforward. The orchestra oscillates between soft and
full sounds, so some sections which offers an opportunity to work with dynamics.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Sophisticated and modern, arioso-style vocal writing
Mostly natural, vocal effects give dramatic stresses
Legato, declamatory with fluid conversational quality
Uses immediate movement between all parts of modal voice
Nuanced control for irregular phrases, sporadic register shifts
Moderate; short note durations, manageable phrases with many
breaths
Vocal weight over agility
Ennobled mien and brash vocal color underscore his character

Score Information
Edition: Berlin: Harmonie, 1912. Plate 509.233
Location: Act II, Scene 13; pp. 218-221 (PDF: 224-227)

232
233

(A) Teldec (1999): Berlin Staatskapelle; Daniel Barenboim
https://ks.imslp.net/files/imglnks/usimg/6/6f/IMSLP297975-PMLP482927-Busoni_Brautwahl.pdf
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“Il est drôle” from L'amour des trois oranges (Prokofiev, 1921)
Period
20th
Century

Language
French or
Russian

Level

Range

Tessitura

Advancing

C3-G#4

G3-E4

Designation
Quasistrophic aria

Duration
2’15”

Mood
Desperate,
parched

Character: Trouffaldino, the court jester
Other types: buffo tenors with resonance and lyric tenors who can act
Considerations: phrasing, breath control, register unity, musicality, dramatic characterization
Performers: Georges Gautier,234 Barry Banks 235
B70F

While not long, this aria is dramatic and requires proficient technical and musical ability.
The rhythms are not overly complicated but can be challenging, especially with the changing
meters and tempos and rests. The phrasing is straightforward but varied, generally offering
sufficient breaths. The melody line requires sostenuto singing and moves freely from one register
to another, often jumping up to the head voice. Parts of the aria center on the passaggio and in
the head voice for longer note values at loud dynamics. This is appropriate for the tenor who
sings evenly through his modal range but needs to work on breath management and phrasing.
Most importantly, the piece must be sung with strong conviction and presence.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Dramatic text setting, often dictated by tempo
Mostly natural, vocal line can feel unpredictable
Mixed: sostenuto, patter, and sometimes recitative-like
Needs register consistency, sustained notes around second passaggio
Wordy text, long-held high notes, dramatic singing need lots of air
Moderate, Phrasing, text setting, and rests allow sufficient breaths
Voice must easily move through the modal voice
Frenzied physicality and vocal color emphasize hopeless situation

Score Information
Edition: Moscow: A. Gutheil, 1922. Plate A 10921 G236
Location: Act III, Tableau 3: Au désert; pp. 179-184 (PDF: 181-186)

234

(A) Erato, (2006): Choeurs et Orchestre de l'Opéra national de Lyon, Kent Nagano
(V) TDK (2005): Orchestra and Choir de l'Opéra National de Paris, Sylvain Cambreling
236
https://ks4.imslp.info/files/imglnks/usimg/c/c9/IMSLP247502-SIBLEY1802.23829.a11039087011153493score.pdf
235
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“When a Woman Has a Baby” from Street Scene (Weill, 1946)
Period

Language

Level

Range

Tessitura

Designation

Duration

Mood

20th
Century

English

Developing

E3-A♭4

B♭3-E4

Modified
strophic arietta

1’40”

Comic,
nervous

Character: Daniel Buchanan, a nervous neighbor
Other types: buffo, light lyric and lyric with strong acting skills
Considerations: crossover styles, breath, upper range exploration, dramatic presentation
Performers: Tyler Clarke, 237 Remo Lota, 238 Harry Nicoll, Chris Ortiz, Dean Anthony
127F

128F

This character piece is an amusing alternative to “Lonely House,” the most frequently
excerpted aria from Street Scene. The aria is fun to learn and perform, and because it is sung by a
secondary role, there is less pressure for vocal perfection. Generally, the piece has a comfortable
range with forte high notes. The vocal line is written in a straightforward, popular style with
subtle variations of inflection and text-setting styles. As is typical of Weill, a ringing tone is
required, but it must sound colloquial and not overly operatic.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Requires quasi-operatic singing with colloquial diction
Mostly natural, some unnatural emphasis guided by music
Sostenuto with some chatty, idiomatic language
Tessitura moves higher as aria progresses
Does not need nuanced control, longer-held high notes in second half
Moderate, varied phrase lengths, allows time for sufficient breath
Agility not a concern in this piece
Audience sees the nervousness of soon-to-be father as a comic moment

Score Information
Edition: New York: Chappell Music Co, 2011239
Location: Location: Act I, No. 4: pp. 37-44

237

(V) Madrid (2018): Teatro Real, Tim Murray
(A) Masterworks Broadway (Original: Sony, 1948/1988): Original Broadway Cast Recording, Maurice
Abravanel
239
This is a printed score.
238
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Serenade, “My Love” from Candide (Bernstein, 1956)
Period
20th
Century

Language

Level

Range

Tessitura

English

Advancing

D♭3-B♭4

G3-E4

Designation
Strophic
serenade

Duration
2’00”

Mood
Infatuated,
captivated

Character: The Governor of Buenos Aires
Other types: robust voice that can sing with dynamic sensitivity and character
Considerations: sostenuto phrasing, breath management, register balance, dramatic acting
Performers: William Olvis,2407 Niccolai Gedda241
This extravagant serenade is a duet with Cunegonde, but it can be easily excerpted for an
audition. Marked at the beginning with allegretto maestoso and largamente all’Italiana, the
piece is lush and sostenuto, begging for a parlor-style sentiment. While the phrasing is
straightforward, there are few rests, but the sometimes-wordy text setting allows for catch
breaths. The simple rhythms and triple meter move the piece forward. The lyrical melody line is
constantly moving, mixing steps and leaps through vocal registers. The ending includes three
G4s and a long-held fortissimo B♭4. The orchestration is full and needs a robust, confident voice.
Likewise, strong acting skills and expressive, pronounced enunciation are also required.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Music and phrasing mirror the flowery text
Mostly natural, some rhythms and notes give unnatural stress
Syllabic sostenuto text setting, always connected and legato
Starts comfortable, builds higher and higher to end
Broad phrase, building tessitura, moderate tempo need lots of air
Moderate to advancing; tessitura raises through piece, phrases are
often elided
Must have vocal mobility for register shifts, no melismas
Needs passionate, melodramatic acting and singing

Score Information
Edition: Boosey and Hawkes, 1955 (renewed, 1994)242
Location: Act II, Scene 1, pp. 154-157
240

(A) Sony (2018): Candide Orchestra, Samuel Krachmalnick
(A) Deutsche Grammophon (2018): London Symphony Orchestra, Leonard Bernstein
242
This is a printed score.
241
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“They say I did not kill them…” from Three Sisters Who Are Not Sisters (Rorem, 1968)
Period

Language

Level

Range

Tessitura

Designation

Duration

Mood

20th
Century

English

Advancing
-advanced

G3-A4

G3-F4

Throughcomposed
aria

2’30”

Dark comic,
devious

Character: Samuel, a young boy (brother)
Other types: this is best suited for buffo and character tenor with strong acting skills
Considerations: patter and modern styles, musicality, register balance, dramatic presentation
Performers: John Horton Murray, 243
129F

Samuel’s aria is musically and psychologically complicated; he sings of being a murderer
but ends up being murdered. The bizarre text is often wordy and percussive, reflecting his state
of mind. The undulating vocal line mixes angular, sostenuto, and sensitive singing styles. The
moderate tempo provides stability against the fluctuating meters, abrupt rhythms, and accented
syncopations. The fluid tonalities and fanatical mood allow exploration of different sounds and
unconventional vocal colors. The accompaniment is always changing and usually independent of
the melody. Many tenor types can sing this aria because it is accompanied by piano; it is best
suited for those who can fully embody Samuel’s peculiar character in their acting and their voice.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Poetic languages, dark and odd, needs clear enunciation
Modern writing style affects odd word stressing and timing
Sostenuto with patter moments
Erratically moving melody, must navigate all registers with ease
Advanced, musically nuanced, long notes in mixed and upper range
Unpredictable phrasing, sometimes long with no internal phrasing
Vocal mobility needed to move easily from register to register
Intense aria ends with exaggerated on-stage death scene

Score Information
Edition: American Arias, Tenor Series: Boosey & Hawkes, 2004244
Location: Short Chamber Opera; pp. 67-71

243
244

(A) A Childhood Miracle & Three Sisters Who Are Not Sisters, Newport Classics (1995)
This is a printed aria anthology.
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“Later” from A Little Night Music (Sondheim, 1973)
Period

Language

Level

Range

Tessitura

20th
Century

English

Developing
-advancing

B#3-B4

G3-F4

Designation Duration
Modifiedstrophic song

3’15”

Mood
Distraught,
lamenting

Character: Henrik Egerman, a young man in his twenties
Other types: most tenor types that can sing with cross-over sensibility with acting skills
Considerations: crossover vocal styles, vocal exploration, register stability, dramatic presentation
Performers: Mark Lambert, 245 Brendan O'Hea, 246 Mark Heller 247
130F

13F

132F

Henrik’s “Later” expresses extreme frustration. The minor key and slow tempo allow
exploration of his gloomy character. The vocal line generally sits comfortably in the voice,
building in volume and energy to the high notes, allowing tension and anxiety to release in the
upper range. While naturally inflected, the song swings from legato to wordy. Henrik
accompanies himself on the cello as he sings; this must seem realistic. Overall, the piece relies
on emotion and declamation over vocal perfection; the tone quality must not be overly operatic
and can be somewhat secondary to character and execution, especially on the sustained B4.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Legit, crossover vocal style with colloquial sounding diction
Natural, follows natural cadence of text
Sostenuto with wordy patter
Generally comfortable in modal range with long-held B4
Energized breath for wordy diction, dynamics, and high notes
Moderate; varied phrase lengths and breath preparation, allows for
breaths
Voice needs free movement in chest, mixed, and head registers
The score requires playing cello while singing

Score Information
Edition: Warner Brothers Publications, 1974248
Location: Act I, Scene 1; pp. 43-47
245

(A) Original Broadway Cast Recording, Sony Music Entertainment (1973): Orchestrator: Jonathan Tunick
(A) Tring (1996): Royal National Theatre Production, Jo Stewart
247
Take me to the World (recital), Etcetera Records (1996)
248
This is a printed score.
246
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The Bel Canto or “Italian” Tenor Type
The bel canto tenor has qualities of the lyric and leggiero types, so vocal size and timbre
can vary. The repertoire is diverse, centering on evenness of tone, register balance, and beautiful
singing. It typically includes two or more of the following elements: consummate legato,
sensitive rubato phrasing, melismatic passages, or extended passaggio and upper-register
singing. As with the leggiero, period and style often define the range and tessitura. Generally,
Classical period arias can extend to B♭4 and Romantic period arias to C5. Because the bel canto
type tends to have bigger, fuller voices than the leggiero, access to notes above C5 may not come
as easily. The main considerations for this type are sostenuto, breath control, stamina, and
exquisite dynamic control in all parts of the range.

Suggested Repertoire
“Eccomi a voi miei prodi” (La donna del lago)
“Loin de son amie” (La Juive)

Rossini
Halévy

“Täubchen, das entflattert ist” (Die Fledermaus)
Strauss II
Gastón’s Racconto, “Ya sabeis que al dar la hora de Lucerna en el reloj”
Marqués
(El reloj de Lucerna)
“Alli viene Tomillo” (La Bruja)
Chapí
Gilbert and
“Take a Pair of Sparkling Eyes” (The Gondoliers)
Sullivan

p. 172
p. 173
p. 174
p. 175
p. 176
p. 177
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“Eccomi a voi miei prodi” from La donna del lago (Rossini, 1819)
Period

Language

Level

Range

Romantic

Italian

Advanced

A♭2-C5

Tessitura
249

G3-G4
F3-F4

13F

Designation Duration
Cavatina

7’30”

Mood
Romantic,
triumphant

Character: Rodrigo, betrothed to Elena/chief of the Highlanders
Other types: leggiero, light lyric, lyric with high extension
Considerations: breath management, legato phrasing, register balance, upper register singing
Performers: Michael Spyres, 250 Ramon Vargas, 251 Maurizio Pollini, Paolo Washington
134F

135F

Reminiscent of Don Ramiro in Cenerentola, this aria employs a three-section form and
men’s chorus. 252 The vocal line has a wide range with extreme high and low notes, long fioritura
136F

passages, and repeated melodic figures. It requires excellent control, range navigation, vocal
flexibility, and musical sensitivity. Breath and vocal weight are also vital to navigating between
the lower and upper registers and during melismas. The romantic accompaniment is suited for
the leggiero and light lyric, but it can be sung by fuller bel canto types with high extensions.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Word setting can be challenging with complex melody
Natural inflection affected by ornaments and melismas
Sostenuto text setting, always legato and connected
Advanced; navigates full tenor range, very low to very high
Very nuanced breath control, long phrases and high-register singing
Advanced, long aria requires excellent physical and vocal endurance
Advanced; ornamental, long melismas – single and multi-word
Vocal-centered, focus should be on expressive, virtuosic singing

Score Information
Edition: Paris: Carli, n.d Plate Numbers: 1577, 1620, 1183, 1604, 1621, 1557, 1575, 1556, 1619,
1595, 1542, 1623, 1545, 1622, 1190, 1625, 1603, 1544.253
Location: Act I, Scene 3; pp. 88-99 (PDF: 101-111)

249

This aria has different tessituras for the recit and aria (G3-G4) and cavatina and cabaletta (F3-F4) sections.
(V) Live Performance (2011): Orchestra and Chorus of Teatro Comunale of Bologna, Michele Mariotti
251
(A) Opera Arias: Rossini / Donizetti, Claves Records (2011): English Chamber Orchestra, Marcello Viotti
252
The form is introduction, cavatina, and cabaletta.
253
https://ks4.imslp.info/files/imglnks/usimg/a/a4/IMSLP107834-PMLP83289-Rossini__La_donna_del_lago_(vs_Carli).pdf
250
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“Loin de son amie” from La Juive (F. Halévy, 1835)
Period

Language

Level

Romantic

French

Advanced

Range Tessitura
E3-D5

G3-A4

Designation
Binary,
recitative +
aria

Duration

Mood

4’30” 254

Sentimental,
adoring

50F

Character: Prince Léopold, prince and general of the Empire
Other types: bel canto, light lyric and lyric with high extensions and agility
Considerations: register navigation, register stamina, high register singing, second formant
Performers: Georges Liccioni, 255 Juan Diego Flórez 256
51F

52F

This aria is suitable for the advanced comprimario tenor with a high extension. It
comprises a secco recitative and aria with repeated, contrasting sections. Its style combines
Italian bel canto and French mélodie and requires a beautiful vocal production, musicality, and
evenness throughout all registers. While an agile voice is beneficial, most of the florid singing is
ornamental or short melismatic passages. Sostenuto phrasing in the second passaggio and highregister require excellent breath control and vocal stamina, especially for the high D5 at the end.
Light, high tenors can sing this aria, but it is also performed by robust, agile voices.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Simple recitative, tessitura in aria can present language challenges
Natural but moves between rubato and metered rhythms
Changes in accompaniment make sostenuto setting more marcato
High register singing
Moderate tempo, rubato and high-register need absolute control
Advanced, voice must sustain buoyancy for phrasing, rubato, and
high range
Primarily syllabic with florid and melismatic ornaments
Voice and mien convey hopeful, loving quality

Score Information
Edition: Paris: Henry Lemoine, n.d. (c. 1878). Plate 4304. HL 257
Location: Act I, No. 3; pp. 53-59 (PDF: 18-20)258
53F

254

This time includes the recitative.
(A) La troupe de l'Opéra de Paris: Georges Liccioni (recital), Malibran (2014)
256
(A) Universal International Music B.V. (1989): Philharmonia Orchestra, Antonio de Almeida
257
https://ks4.imslp.info/files/imglnks/usimg/f/fc/IMSLP26452-PMLP58788-Halevy_Juive_vs_Kalmus_Act1.pdf
258
The piece continues as a duet with Rachel on p. 21.
255
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“Täubchen, das entflattert ist” from Die Fledermaus (Strauss II, 1874)
Period

Language

Level

Range

Tessitura

Romantic

Italian

Developing
-advancing

B3-A4

D4-G4

137F

Designation

Duration

Mood

Short
serenade

1’15”

Romantic,
serenade

Character: Alfred, an Italian opera singer
Other types: lyric and character tenors with a lyric quality
Considerations: breath management, legato phrasing, register balance, upper register singing
Performers: Josef Protschka, 259 Giuseppe Zampieri 260
138F

139F

This brief piece opens the opera. Because Alfred is seducing Rosalinda with his serenade,
three things are integral to the piece: a beautiful “Italian” vocal quality, legato singing, and
balanced registers. Its high, narrow tessitura sits in the mixed and head voice, and the melody
moves far enough into the chest voice that nuanced register navigation and vowel modifications
are necessary. The moderate tempo and rests allow for adequate breath and recovery time
between the phrases. The aria is sung off stage and features a moderately full orchestration,
requiring ringing resonance, precise enunciation, and a robust sound.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Exaggerated Italian-style enunciation and singing
Natural inflection enhanced by moments of rubato
Sostenuto text setting, always legato and connected
Narrow, high tessitura that capitalizes on full head voice singing
Constant energized breath for expressive, beautiful singing
Moderate; short aria, flexible internal phrasing offers sufficient
breath
Lyrical singing that requires agile movement to head voice
Off stage, requiring extroverted and extravagant vocal production

Score Information
Edition: Freidrich Schreiber, n.d. [1875]. Plate F.S.No. 23422.261
Location: Act I, Scene 1; p. 12-13 (PDF: 18-19)

259

Teldec Classics International (1998): Berliner Philharmoniker, Nikolaus Harnoncourt
Andromeda (2014): Vienna State Opera Chorus and Orchestra, Herbert von Karajan
261
https://ks.imslp.net/files/imglnks/usimg/4/4d/IMSLP294769-PMLP06836-diefledermausope00stra.pdf
260
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“Ya sabeis que al dar la hora de Lucerna en el reloj” from El reloj de Lucerna (Marquès,
1884)
Period

Language

Level

Romantic

Spanish

Developing

Range Tessitura Designation Duration
14

E3-A4

A3-E4

Modifiedstrophic
racconto

3’30”

Mood
Narrative
tale

Character: Gastón, a watchmaker
Other types: lyric and character tenors with a lyric quality
Considerations: breath management, legato phrasing, register balance, upper register singing
Performers: Antoni Comas 262
142F

Gastón’s racconto is stylistically versatile. It employs romantic Italian and Spanish-style
singing and incorporates march and dance rhythms throughout the piece. The vocal line moves
fluidly between sostenuto and patter section. For the most part, the melody is set between the
mixed and chest voice, adding several mariachi-style octave jumps to A4. Although the piece is
not long, balancing extended middle-range singing with upper register navigation can be
challenging. Because of the full orchestra and fluctuating dynamics, tenors with moderate to
robust voices, clear resonance, and even register navigation are the best fit for this aria.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Sectionalized, mixes aria and declamatory singing styles
Mostly natural, wordy sections can muddy inflection
Mixed style, fluidly combines sostenuto and patter
Singing between first and second passaggio, jumps to high notes
Sophisticated breath control, especially for patter and high notes
Long patter sections, several A4s require moderate stamina
No melismas but voice needs mobility
Needs different “characters” with distinct vocal colors and physicality
to tell his story

Score Information
Edition: Madrid: Zozaya, n.d.(ca.1884). Plate Z. 1050-1064 Z. 263
Location: Act I, Scene 3; pp. z 1052/1-6 (PDF: 39-44)
143F

262

(V) Teatre Principal de Palma (2018): Conductor: José María Moreno
https://ks4.imslp.info/files/imglnks/usimg/c/ca/IMSLP553729-PMLP218696Marques_El_reloj_vs_Zozaya_EMn.pdf
263
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“Alli viene Tomillo” from La Bruja (Chapí, 1887)
Period

Language

Level

Range

Tessitura

Romantic

Spanish

Developing

D3-G4

A3-E4

145

Designation Duration
Racconto
with chorus

2’00”

Mood
Earnest,
prayer

Character: Tomillo, a young shepherd
Other types: light lyric, lyric, character tenors with a lyric quality
Considerations: breath, phrasing, register navigation, upper register exploration
Performers: Carlos Munguía 264
146F

This racconto is a solo with chorus. Although the piece sounds beautiful and serious, it is
a humorous moment when Tomillo prays to God that his wife will stop bearing so many
children. The piece has an Italianate, Donizetti-like quality with Spanish flair. The vocal line
weaves through the different registers and has a few short G4s, but it has a generally comfortable
range with a narrow tessitura. The phrasing is straightforward, but the sostenuto line is often
interrupted by strong accents and staccato notes. The short note values can also make the text
wordy. The orchestra is not heavy, so varied vocal sizes and types can sing it, as long as they are
comfortable with extended passages in the second passaggio. Agile voices may navigate and
sustain this piece more comfortably.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Romantic Italian-style enunciation and singing
Natural inflection
Sostenuto setting with wordy texts
Overall comfortable with some mixed and head voice singing
Moderate control, sensitive singing with long-held G4 at the end
Moderate, varied phrases allow for internal phrasing and breaths
Not florid but voice needs to move freely
Must balance comedic moment with earnest, genuine character

Score Information
Edition: Madrid: Pablo Martín, n.d. [1887]. Plate P.M. 7550. 265
Location: Act II, No. 9B; pp. 113-118 (PDF: 62-65)
147F

264
265

(A) Digital World Music (2013): Orquesta Sinfónica, Benito Lauret
https://ks4.imslp.info/files/imglnks/usimg/c/c2/IMSLP310651-PMLP501956-Chapi_-_Bruja_-_VS_bdh.pdf
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“Take a Pair of Sparkling Eyes” from The Gondoliers (Gilbert and Sullivan, 1889)
Period

Language

Level

Range

Tessitura

Designation

Duration

Mood

Romantic

English

Developing

G♭3-A♭4

A♭3-F4

Strophic
romance

3’15”

Romantic,
witty

Character: Marco, a Venetian gondolier
Other types: light lyric, lyric, character
Considerations: breath, legato phrasing, musicality, register navigation, upper-register singing
Performers: Richard Lewis, 266 Derek Oldham, 267 Brian Gilligan 268
148F

149F

150F

This song is characteristic of the lyric tenor and akin to the Duke’s “Questo a quella”
from Verdi’s Rigoletto. The piece emulates the bel canto style and calls for a beautiful, Italianate
vocal production that sings evenly through all registers, especially in the mixed and head voice.
The lyrical melody is accessible with predictable phrasing and requires musical sensitivity, as
with other Romantic opera ballatas. 269 The ascending and descending scales and leaps to the
15F

upper registers require ample vocal technique. The orchestra is light, so it may be sung by many
lyric tenor types of varying size. The piece should not be overacted, or it loses itself in parody.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Witty text with British, or elevated, pronunciation
Naturally inflected with expressive declamation
Sostenuto setting but can be wordy
Voice must navigate all registers evenly and musically
Nuanced control, long-held mixed voice notes, high notes at end
Moderate, predictable phrasing allows breaths and internal phrases
Some florid ornaments, voice must float fluidly through the registers
Voice and mien are romantic with a parlor-style sentiment

Score Information
Edition: London: Chappell & Co., n.d. (after 1911). Plate 18844 270
Location: Act II, No. 3; pp. 143-145 (PDF: 149-151)
152F

266

(A) The Best of Gilbert and Sullivan, EMI (1988): Por Arte Orchestra, Sir Malcom Sargent
(A) The Very Best of Gilbert and Sullivan, Memoir Records (1992): D'Oyly Carte Opera Company, Harry
Norris
268
(V) The Gondoliers (2009): Festival Productions Ireland Conductor, Aidan Faughey
269
One movement strophic song (Scott Balthazar, Historical Dictionary of Opera, Scarecrow Press, 2013, 33)
270
https://ks4.imslp.info/files/imglnks/usimg/d/d3/IMSLP395720-PMLP48461-Gondoliers.pdf
267
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The Lyric Tenor Type
The lyric repertoire is one of the most homogenous and universal, ranging from Baroque
to twenty-first-century opera. This tenor type is similar to the bel canto, focusing on sostenuto
singing, register balance, and vocal control. However, the voice generally sits slightly lower and
has a little more heft. While lyric tenors sometimes sing in patter style, they rely on beautiful
legato line over word declamation. The lyric tenor must have an even production through all
vocal registers and ringing high notes between G4 and B♭4. This type requires a warm, romantic
color with plenty of nuance. While much of the repertoire uses melodic and dynamic subtleties,
lyric arias also require power and finesse.

Suggested Repertoire
“Sposa cara, sposa bella” (La finta semplice)
“Il padre adorato” (Idomeneo)
“Se cola ne’ fati è scritto” (Idomeneo)
“Per poco fra le tenèbre…” (Lucia di Lammermoor)
“Mit Gewitter und Sturm…” (Der fliegende Holländer)
“Vallon sonore” (Les Troyens)
“Am Jordan Sankt Johannes stand” (Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg)
“Schumacherei und Poeterei” (Die Meistersinger von Nürnburg)

Mozart
Mozart
Mozart
Donizetti
Wagner
Berlioz
Wagner
Wagner

p. 179
p. 180
p. 181
p. 182
p. 183
p. 184
p. 185
p. 186
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“Sposa cara, sposa bella” from La finta semplice (Mozart, 1768)
Period

Language

Classical

Italian

Level
Developingadvancing

Range

Tessitura

Designation

Duration

F#3-A4

G3-G4

Rondo aria

5’00”

Mood
Imploring,
admiration

Character: Polidoro, the brother of Cassandro and Giacinta
Other types: leggiero, buffo, light lyric, lyric character
Considerations: style versatility, stamina, agility, phrasing, registration, dramatic presentation
Performers: Anthony Rolfe Johnson 271
153F

This piece demonstrates Mozart’s youthful style. 272 It combines lyrical, giocoso, and
154F

patter techniques, foreshadowing Don Basilio’s aria. Often sung by buffo and character types, it
is suitable for lyric tenors who can act. The vocal line is generally set in a comfortable part of the
voice, with notes above the passaggio adding vocal drama. The aria is structured, separating the
slow legato and quick patter sections, and the phrases are predictable and balanced. The light
orchestration swells to support upper range singing. Overall, Polidoro’s aria is straightforward
and practical, allowing work on vocal stamina, legato, register balance, and diction.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Sensitive aria-style singing with contrasting emotions
Natural inflection, vocal affects in quicker-paced section
Mixed: sostenuto, patter, and marcato sections depending on emotion
Manageable, needs confident navigation through register shifts
Sostenuto has more breath preparation; needs more breath for patter
Lengthy aria with little recovery time requires ample stamina
Some florid singing, opportunity for ornaments, no melismas
Voice and mien carry dual emotions toward different characters to
whom the aria is being sung

Score Information
Edition: Madrid: Pablo Martín, n.d. (1887). Plate P.M. 7550 273
Location: Act II, Scene, 6 (No. 17); pp.119-124 (PDF: 25-30)
15F

271

(A) Brilliant Classics (2012): Mozarteum-Orchester Salzburg, Leopold Hager
Lisa Simeone, “Mozart's 'La finta semplice' from the Salzburg Festival,”
https://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=11488099 (2007), accessed 1 June 2021.
273
https://ks4.imslp.info/files/imglnks/usimg/8/88/IMSLP25577-PMLP57334Mozart_Simplice_K51_Act_2_Scene_I--VI.pdf
272
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“Il padre adorato” from Idomeneo (Mozart, 1781)
Period

Language

Level

Range

Tessitura

Designation

Duration

Mood

Classical

Italian

Developing

E3-G4

G3-F4

Binary
aria

3’00”

Confusion,
despair

Character: Idamante, Idomeneo’s son
Other types: bel canto tenors, light lyric tenors, and character tenors with lyric voices
Considerations: legato, phrasing, breath management, evenness of register
Performers: Jeremy Ovenden, 274 Peter Schreier 275
69F

70F

This aria mirrors all of Idamante’s emotions: joy, sadness, and confusion. It uses a
repeated binary form with alterations. Overall, it is very comfortable. The tempo is moderately
fast, and the melody is nicely placed in the voice. It has both major and minor keys; it is florid
but not melismatic. The dramatic sentiment offers both sostenuto and declamatory texts. The
orchestration is not overpowering, so it is comfortable for voices of all sizes. For developing
tenors wanting to sing Mozart, this is a great introductory piece that will be challenging but not
too difficult. The aria is preceded by an expressive recitative (Ah, qual gelido orror).
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Repeated text with opera seria sentiment
Natural inflection with emotional stressing
Text settings style influenced by drama, always legato
Generally comfortable, octave jumps to head voice
Short phrases offer breaths, longer phrases need internal phrasing
Mostly moderate: mixed phrasing, breath preparations not always
predictable
Not melismatic but voice needs flexibility
Repetitive text and music need varied interpretation of emotions

Score Information
Edition: Leipzig: Edition Peters, No.1127, n.d. Plate 5668276
Location: Act I, No. 7; pp. 44-48 (PDF: 48-52)277
274
(A) Mozart: An Italian Journey, Signum Records (2011): Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment, Jonathan
Cohen.
275
(A) Deutsche Grammophon (2003): Rundfunkchor Leipzig & Staatskapelle Dresden, Karl Böhm
276
https://ks.imslp.net/files/imglnks/usimg/1/18/IMSLP630119-PMLP39830-Idomeneo_VSPeters_Complete.pdf
277
The recitative starts on p. 44.
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“Se cola ne’ fati è scritto” from Idomeneo (Mozart, 1781)
Period

Language

Level

Classical

Italian

Developingadvancing

Range Tessitura Designation Duration
E3-A4

Da capostyle aria

A3-F#4

7’00”278

Mood
Prayerful,
pleading

Character: Arbace, a young shepherd
Other types: light lyric, bel canto
Considerations: breath, phrasing, register navigation, vocal flexibility, agility, stamina
Performers: Kenneth Tarver, 279 Kurt Equiluz, 280 Kurt Streit
156F

158F

57

This aria is an excellent transition between the moderate and advancing categories. This
opera seria-style piece is long, including a dramatic recitative with a moderate tempo and an
upbeat aria. The range is expansive with a comfortable tessitura for tenors that understand
register navigation. The legato vocal line employs florid ornamental movement and fioritura
passages that vary in length and difficulty. There are also several wide leaps ranging from
sevenths to a ninth. Due to its length and phrasing, breath, stamina, and agility are significant
considerations; tempo affects all these elements, making some easier and some more difficult.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Typical opera seria-style recitative and aria
Natural inflection
Text setting is consistently sostenuto throughout aria
Generally comfortable, flourishes through breaks, leaping shifts
Advanced control for phrasing, agility, and register navigation
Advanced, short and long sustained phrases, long held notes
Ornamental and florid movement with varied melismatic passages
Voice-centered, relies on sensitive phrasing and beautiful singing

Score Information
Edition: Leipzig: Edition Peters, No.1127, n.d. Plate 5668 281
Location: Act III, No. 19; pp. 132-141 (PDF: 136-145)

278

Tempos vary from recording to recording. Times range from six to eight minutes, so the average time is seven.
(A) Harmonia mundi (2009): Freiburger Barockorchester, René Jacobs
280
(A) Operas Vol.3 (La clemenza di Tito, Die Zauberflöte, Idomeneo, Die Entführung aus dem Serail), Teldec
Classics International (1980): Zurich Opera Orchestra, Nikolaus Harnoncourt
281
https://ks.imslp.info/files/imglnks/usimg/1/18/IMSLP630119-PMLP39830-Idomeneo_VSPeters_Complete.pdf
279
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“Per poco fra le tenèbre…” from Lucia di Lammermoor (Donizetti, 1835)
Period

Language

Level

Range

Tessitura

Designation

Duration

Mood

Romantic

Italian

Developing
-advancing

A3-A4

B3-F#4

Cavatina282

0’50”

Hope,
celebration

Character: Arturo Bucklaw, arranged to marry Lucia
Other types: bel canto types
Considerations: language, sostenuto phrasing, breath control, mixed and head voice singing
Performers: Jose Careras, 283 Dmitry Voropaev 284
69F

70F

Arturo’s cavatina is a short, lyrical piece. The phrases are very manageable and
predictable. The vocal line reflects a typical bel canto aria with building dynamics, ascending
vocal line, and the possibility to sing with rubato. The syllabic sostenuto-style text is naturally
set. The melody has one A4 near the end on an [i] vowel, and the tessitura also is narrow,
frequently moving to the second passaggio. The orchestra is sometimes loud, soft, or silent, so
the singer must be conscious of the accompaniment. This piece is an accessible introduction to
bel canto-style singing.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Intuitive, straightforward text setting
Legato line shapes natural inflection of the language
Syllabic sostenuto text setting promotes fluid, connected diction
Comfortable with narrow, high tessitura; has an A4 near the end
Nuanced breath for sensitive phrasing, rubato, and build to high note
Moderate; varied phrases, some internal phrasing, rising tessitura
Does not require agility, voice must move gracefully
Vocal beauty, sensitivity to bel canto style, and diction are paramount

Score Information
Edition: New York: G. Schirmer, 1898. Plate 14047285
Location: Act II, No. 8, pp. 96-97 (PDF: 110-111)
This is a cavatina as denoted in the score’s table of contents.
(A) HRE (1970): San Sebastian Opera Orchestra and Chorus, Rafael Frühbeck de Burgos – This recording is
particularly interesting because Alfredo Kraus sang Edgardo, and Carreras was the comprimario role.
284
(A) Mariinsky (2011): Mariinsky Orchestra & Chorus, Valery Gergiev
285
https://ks4.imslp.info/files/imglnks/usimg/d/dc/IMSLP409318-PMLP51145donizettiluciadilammermoorschirmervocalscore.pdf
282

283
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“Mit Gewitter und Sturm…” from Der fliegende Holländer (Wagner, 1841)
Period

Language

Level

Range

Tessitura

Romantic

German

Advancing

D3-B♭4

G3-G4

Designation
Modified
strophic aria

Duration
3’00”

Mood
Nostalgic,
lovesick

Character: Steuermann, the steersman on Daland’s ship
Other types: bel canto, lyric character, dramatic
Considerations: sostenuto phrasing, breathing, high-register stamina, register navigation
Performers: Fritz Wunderlich, 286 Graham Clark, 287 Thomas Moser, Anton Dermota
160F

16F

This aria blends German romantic and Italian singing styles. The orchestration is not
heavy, but tenors who sing this will need a sizeable lyric voice with ample register control and
resonance. The melody and rhythms are straightforward, and the phrases are structured and
predictable. For the advancing tenor, the aria is set in a comfortable range with a fair amount of
mixed-voice singing and high notes. The moderate tempo and mostly syllabic writing make the
German text accessible. This aria also allows work on sostenuto phrasing, breath control,
appropriate use of rubato, and upper range expansion.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina

Musical sensitivity and phrasing give life to text
Naturally inflected, some recitative-like singing required
Sostenuto text setting, must always be legato
Sing evenly through all registers, especially above second passaggio
Expert control for long phrases, dynamics, and high-register singing
Advancing; long phrases with internal phrasing, language gives time
for breaths
Agility
Easy agility, voice must move easily through registers
Dramatic Presentation Sustain a beautiful tone while actively moving around the set
Score Information
Edition: Berlin: Adolph Fürstner, 1909. Plate A. 5777 F 288
Location: Act I, Scene 1; pp. 28-31 (PDF: 28-31)
162F

286

(A) Berlin Classics (2009): Staatskapelle Berlin, Franz Konwitschny
(V) Deutsche Grammophon (1986): Orchester der Bayreuther Festspiele, Woldemar Nelsson
288
https://ks.imslp.info/files/imglnks/usimg/3/3c/IMSLP162134-PMLP21289-Wagner__Der_Fliegende_Hollander_VS_IArchUNC.pdf
287
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“Vallon sonore” from Les Troyens (Hector Berlioz, 1858)
Period

Language

Level

Range

Tessitura

Designation

Duration

Mood

Romantic

French

Developing

F3-G4

B♭3-F4

Modifiedstrophic aria

5’00”

Sentimental,
reflective

Character: Hylas, a young sailor
Other types: bel canto
Considerations: breathing, sostenuto phrasing, stamina, register balance, musicality
Performers: Stanislas de Barbeyrac,289 Ryland Davies,290 Toby Spence, John Mark Ainsley
)163F ((

Composed a little over a decade after Berlioz’s Nuit d'été, Hylas’ aria reflects the Italian and
French song styles. The orchestra is large but not heavy, so a diverse range of tenors of varying
vocal sizes can sing this piece. The aria is strophic, which generally makes memorization more
difficult for non-native speakers. However, the repetitive melody and predictable phrasing allow
the singer to focus on the text, making the French text easier to learn. The range and tessitura are
comfortably set for developing and advancing tenors, allowing work on register balance. The
legato vocal line’s graceful melismas promote smooth register transitions and vocal ease, and the
sostenuto phrasing helps cultivate breath control.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Vocal line highlights the beauty of the language
Natural inflection
Sostenuto setting, diction must always be connected
Comfortable range with smooth register shifts
Advanced control for even tone and phrase shaping
Advanced with long, sustained phrases and no internal phrasing
Subtle florid movement
Voice-centered, relies on musical nuance and beautiful tone

Score Information
Edition: Paris: Choudens, n.d. (1892). Plate A.C. 11,258 291
Location: Act V, Scene 1 (Act III, Les Troyens à Carthage); pp. 231-238 (PDF: 1-8)
16F

289

(A) Erato (2017): Orchestre Philharmonique de Strasbourg: John Nelson
(A) Philips (2002): Royal Opera House, Covent Garden: Sir Colin Davis
291
https://ks4.imslp.net/files/imglnks/usimg/8/8e/IMSLP86466-PMLP27866-Berlioz-TroyensVS1892a3.pdf
290
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“Am Jordan Sankt Johannes stand” from Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg (Wagner, 1867)
Period
Romantic

Language
German

Level
Developing

Range
E3-A4

Tessitura
292

Designation

Duration

Mood

(S) G3-D4
(R) D3-F4

Strophic
song and
recitative

1’40”
with
recitative

Pride,
excitement

Character: David, Hans Sachs' apprentice
Other types: light lyric, lyric, character tenors with a lyric quality
Considerations: diction, middle range with upper register exploration, characterization
Performers: Gerhard Unger,293 Topi Lehtipuu294
David’s simple Sprüchlein, or short piece, is folk-like and emulates a hymn tune; the
orchestra is not overbearing and reminiscent of a church organ.295 The phrasing is predictable,
and the tempo makes the German accessible and easy to sing. It allows for breaths, and most of
the song is comfortably set. An A4 is added near the end on a louder dynamic, giving it power
and freedom. After the song concludes, David erupts in wordy, speech-like singing for sixteen
measures. The two sections offer a simple song style and complex Wagnerian recitative.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Language changes for different sections
Mostly natural inflection, becomes wordy in recitative section
Sostenuto and recitative text settings, marcato feel in song section
Comfortable with upper extension, recitative has a higher tessitura
Easy in the song, more breath energy needed for recitative
Moderate, phrases are predictable in song, allows for breath
Agility not necessary, but must be able to jump to head register
Youth and exuberance energize the song, bursting into the recitative

Score Information
Edition: Mainz: B. Schott's Söhne, n.d. Plate 19875a 296
Location: Act III, Scene 1; pp. 291-293 (PDF: 9-11)
170F

292

Two tessituras are given, one for the song and one for the recitative. Recitative included on pp. 10-11.
(A) EMI (1951): Orchester der Bayreuther Festspiele, Herbert von Karajan
294
(A) Glyndebourne (2013): London Philharmonic, Conductor: Vladimir Jurowski
295
Arthur Groos, “Constructing Nuremberg: Typological and Proleptic Communities in Die Meistersinger. 19thCentury Music, 16, no. 1 (1992): 24-26. Accessed 3 June 2021. www.jstor.org/stable/746617.
296
https://ks4.imslp.info/files/imglnks/usimg/a/a3/IMSLP333377-SIBLEY1802.25071.f76e39087011185503Act_III.pdf
293
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“Schumacherei und Poeterei” 297 from Die Meistersinger von Nürnburg (Wagner, 1867)
167F

Period

Language

Level

Range

Tessitura

Designation

Duration

Mood

Romantic

German

Advanced

D♭3-B4

F3-G4

Throughcomposed aria

9’30”

Catalogue aria,
narrative

Character: David, Sachs's apprentice
Other types: light lyric, lyric, character tenors with a lyric quality
Considerations: breath, phrasing, register navigation, upper register exploration
Performers: Horst Laubenthal, 298 Topi Lehtipuu 299
168F

169F

This amusing aria lasts over nine minutes and is technically demanding; it is like singing
multiple arias in one piece, allowing for varying excerpts. The vocal line is wide-ranged,
constantly navigating the aria’s full range. The melody has a wordy, recitative-like text setting
and includes ornamentation yet must be sung with consummate legato. Although most phrases
are not long, this piece requires a great deal of breath, energy, and stamina. Fortunately, it allows
for adequate breath and recovery time and gives flexibility to extend phrases. While the orchestra
is not heavy, most tenors that sing this role typically have moderate to large-sized lyric voices
with a sweeter tone. The voice must also be able to move evenly throughout all registers.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Vocal line blends aria and recitative-style singing
Mostly natural but melody and rhythms give other stresses
Text can be wordy but always maintain legato connection
Moves quickly through modal registers in varying styles and dynamics
Expert breath for irregular phrasing, sensitive singing, high register
Advanced, long aria with varied phrase lengths and breath types
Agility required for ornaments, vocal flourishes, varied melismas
Expressive gestures and vocal color help convey Guild’s regulations

Score Information
Edition: Mainz: B. Schott's Söhne, n.d. Plate 19875a 300
Location: Act I, Scene2; pp. 37-56 (PDF: 41-60)
170F

Recitative starts at “Mein Herr! Der Singer Meisterschlag…” Cuts may be needed for character interjections.
(A) Deutsche Grammophon (1976): Deutschen Oper Berlin, Eugene Jochum
299
(V) Glyndebourne (2011): London Philharmonic/Glyndebourne Chorus, Vladimir Jurowski
300
https://ks.imslp.info/files/imglnks/usimg/2/2c/IMSLP333376-SIBLEY1802.25071.88fc39087011185503Act_I-II.pdf
297
298
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The Dramatic Tenor Type
The dramatic tenor repertoire is written for the most unique of the tenor types, and ranges
from Romantic to twenty-first-century opera. This music is very demanding, usually employing a
heavy orchestra and long phrases. Dramatic types typically have a large, steely voice and sing
with excellent musicality and nuance, even in the upper register. While there is some crossover
with the character tenor, the dramatic type generally has more sophisticated music, stronger
technical abilities, and a higher level of control. Overall, both have similar ranges and tessituras,
often extending to notes between G4 and B4, but the dramatic type may sit in the passaggio and
upper register for longer periods. Dramatic presentation and text declamation are also very
important, and text setting can vary. For example, German operas may have more recitative-like
text settings; others, such as French, Russian, and Italian, may be less declamatory. As with
English opera, some tend to fall in the middle, combining both styles. These arias require power
and finesse, and because dramatic voices tend to be unwieldy when young, patience is often the
most important attribute of this tenor type. Most roles for dramatic tenor are leading roles, but
two examples have been included from the comprimario repertoire.

Suggested Repertoire
“Schreckensschwur…” (Oberon)

Weber

p. 188

“Umsonst sucht’ich” (Das Rheingold)

Wagner

p. 189
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“Schreckensschwur” from Oberon (Weber, 1826)
Period
Romantic

Language
German

Level
Advancing

Range301 Tessitura
D♭3-G4

F3-E♭4

Designation

Duration

Mood

Throughcomposed,
sectionalized aria

2’15”

Emotional,
regretful

Character: Oberon, the Elf King
Other types: lyric character tenors with bigger, heavier voices
Considerations: language, phrasing, breath control, modal register unity, dramatic sensitivity
Performers: Donald Grobe,302 Clemens Kerschbaumer303
This turbulent aria reflects Oberon’s remorse over a quarrel with his lover. It is short with
71F

dramatic and lyrical singing. The first section is powerful, rhythmic, and declamatory with a
recitative-like feel; the second is more sensitive and melodic with longer note values. The end
brings back melodic ideas from the beginning. The range and tessitura are both comfortable,
especially for lower-lying dramatic voices with an even middle voice up to G4. This aria is good
training ground for dramatic types with musicality and vocal stability but lack endurance.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Aria-style singing with declamatory character
Natural and intuitive
Syllabic text setting, sostenuto and dramatic
Generally comfortable, some soft dynamics in mixed voice
Phrasing not always predictable, language guides breath placement
Moderate, mixed phrase lengths, long phrases allow internal breaths
Modest vocal flourishes, does not need agility
Dramatic singing needs secure stance with emotive gestures and
facial expressions

Score Information
Edition: Leipzig: C.F. Peters, n.d.(ca.1905). Plate 9952.304
Location: Act II, Scene 1; pp. 19-21 (PDF:15-17)

301

Optional C3
(A) Deutsche Grammophon (2006): Symphonieorchester des Bayerischen Rundfunks, Rafael Kubelik
303
(A) Oehms (2019): Stadttheater Giessen & Philharmonisches Orchester Giessen, Michael Hofstetter
304
https://ks.imslp.net/files/imglnks/usimg/2/26/IMSLP24727-PMLP50024-Weber_Oberon_Peters_vs.pdf
302
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“Umsonst sucht’ich” from Das Rheingold (Richard Wagner, 1869)

Period

Language

Level

Range

Tessitura

Romantic

German

Advanced

D3-G4

F#3-G♭4

Designation
Throughcomposed
excerpt

Duration

Mood

4’00”

Crafty,
narrative,

Character: Loge, demigod of fire
Other types: character, dramatic
Considerations: language, breath control, stamina, passaggio and upper-range balance
Performers: John Daszak, 305 Heinz Zednik, 306 Herbert Schachtschneider 307
17F

172F

173F

This aria epitomizes Wagner’s dramatic writing. The dense orchestration requires a large,
resonant voice. Likewise, the aria needs great stamina and breath energy to sing for extended
periods in the chest register, then maneuver seamlessly through the passaggio to the upper
register. The wandering tonalities, complex rhythms, and changing meters also complicate the
melody line, making pitch accuracy challenging. The syllabic text is conversational and wordy,
so a proficient understanding of German is essential for a believable performance. Overall, the
piece demands vocal consistency and the ability to sing dramatically throughout the middle and
lower tenor range.
Assessment
Language
Inflection
Text Setting Style
Register Navigation
Breath Management
Stamina
Agility
Dramatic Presentation

Fluidly moves between aria and recitative-style singing
Mixed inflection based on rhythmic and melodic writing
Sostenuto and patter styles, reinforces the text translation
Mostly sits from chest mix to second passaggio with short G4s
Ample control for wordy text and singing around second passaggio
Advanced, varied phrase lengths and breath types, lots of short breaths
Not melismatic, needs vocal mobility for easy navigation
Dynamic, intensely powerful vocal and physical presence

Edition: New York: G. Schirmer, 1904. Plate 37216 308
Location: Scene 2; p. 84-89 (PDF: 84-89)
174F

305

(V) Der Ring des Nibelungen, C Major (2010): Palau de les Arts Reina Sofía, Zubin Mehta
(V) Philips (2001): Bayreuth Festspielhaus, Pierre Boulez (1976 Production)
307
(A) “Immer ist Undank Loges Lohn,” Archipel-Walhall, 2014 (1962): Conductor, Wolfgan Sawallisch
308
https://ks.imslp.net/files/imglnks/usimg/2/2d/IMSLP16446-Rheingold.pdf
306
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND DIRECTION FOR
FURTHER RESEARCH
You are born with a voice. And in a way, you don't choose what you want to sing. It's the
quality of your voice that matches a certain repertoire…that's what you're going to sing.
- Juan Diego Flórez309
Tenor is more than a voice type; it is an identity, shaped over the years by Fach
classifications, mature vocal archetypes, and famous arias such as “Nessun dorma,” “Dies
Bildnis ist bezaubernd schön,” and “Ah! fuyez, douce image.” Because tenors are not a monolith,
the barometer of vocal success extends past idealized romantic leads and principal roles. The
wide-ranging comprimario repertoire can provide benefits and challenges for young, developing
tenors and, for some, lead to a rewarding career.
When choosing repertoire, appropriate arias should fulfill three primary goals:
highlighting a student’s strengths, developing their potential, and meeting their technical needs.
During the learning process, their music should also build confidence and promote selfdiscoveries. While a trove of comprimario repertoire is available, researching operas, learning
roles, and finding arias is painstaking, so much of the secondary tenor repertoire goes unnoticed.
For some, these arias may offer a new path in their vocal journey.
Seeing this as an opportunity, I have created a practical resource for tenors and teachers:
an expansive list of comprimario tenor arias representing an array of languages, historical

Sue Gilmore, “Tenor Juan Diego Florez takes to the high C’s like a duck to water,” The Mercury News (8 Oct
2009), accessed 14 May 2021, https://www.mercurynews.com/2009/10/08/tenor-juan-diego-florez-takes-to-thehigh-cs-like-a-duck-to-water/.
309
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periods, and styles. I categorized this repertoire according to tenor type. This part of my research
underscores the diversity of the comprimario tenor repertoire.
To make the catalog more practical, I addressed the repertoire in terms of technical,
musical, and dramatic considerations suggesting specific pieces to target areas where developing
tenors typically need work. This part of my research emphasizes the utility and pedagogical
value of the repertoire for the comprimario tenor.
Additionally, each aria was given a summary that included concise role and aria
descriptions, tenor type recommendations, and supplementary resources, such as score editions
and page numbers, recording information, and sample performers. The arias were rated on
difficulty based on technical, dramatic, and linguistic considerations. The aria summaries
synthesize the information from previous chapters and aid in selecting appropriate repertoire for
specific tenors.
This study provides a starting place for future research, publication, and recordings for
those wanting to dig deeper into the secondary tenor repertoire. Currently, there are no
designated comprimario tenor anthologies. While some comprimario arias can be found in tenor
collections, having a wide range of comprimario options in several volumes would be very
practical, making the works more accessible and easier to learn. Having this repertoire together
would enhance the studio experience and make choosing appropriate audition material and
building a manageable “five pack” much easier for the aspiring professional comprimario tenor.
A companion recording for the anthologies would also be a useful tool.
Another avenue for future research would be to create an online career preparation guide
for the aspiring professional comprimario tenor. This resource would comprise an exhaustive,
continuously updated database of all comprimario tenor roles and arias with concise descriptions,
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providing appropriate repertoire suggestions, even for roles that do not have arias. Comprimario
aria suggestions, as well as suggested excerpts for roles without arias, could be listed with their
ranges. The guide could also discuss the importance of auditioning for young artist and
apprenticeship programs and performing comprimario roles and include suggested five-packs of
audition repertoire for each tenor type. An additional section could be added to identify study
arias for comprimario tenors aspiring to sing leading roles, such as Ernesto, Tamino, Rodolfo,
Canio, or Peter Grimes. It could also illustrate the career trajectory of the comprimario tenor to
the primo uomo and include information on leading tenors who started by singing comprimario
roles.
I will close by reaffirming Mary Ann Hart’s sentiment from Chapter 1, “…with a large
majority of sidekick roles written for men, male singers are patently needed.” There will
always be stiff competition among the Rodolphos and Taminos of the opera world.
Therefore, it is important to remember that, no matter where you are in your vocal journey,
the voice cannot be something it is not. Not every tenor is destined to sing leading roles and
a rewarding career awaits those willing to explore the colorful secondary characters.
Regardless of age, vocal development can be a slow process, and too often, singers
want to progress faster than their abilities. Dr. Melissa Malde, my voice teacher and mentor,
offered a statement to me during a lesson. It changed how I thought of my voice, and I have
passed it on to many of my students. “You, by yourself, as you are right now, are enough.
You must believe that.” While we may not be able to change the core quality of our voice or
the roles that we are meant to perform, we can certainly find repertoire that makes us love
our instrument and what we sing. I hope my research will provide teachers and students
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resources and inspiration, so they too can find works that lead to a lifetime of healthy,
inspired, and successful singing.
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Roles and Pieces by Overall Difficulty
Overall Difficulty
Beginning
Beginning
Beginning
Beginning
BeginningDeveloping
BeginningDeveloping
Developing

Developing
Developing
Developing
Developing
Developing
Developing
Developing
Developing

Piece
Apollo comes, to
relieve your care
Perch'a lo sdegno
Come away, fellow
sailors
Im Mohrenland
gefangen war
If Eve Had Left the
Apple on the Bough
All our days and our
nights
Stay, shepherd,
stay…Shepherd,
what art thou
pursuing
Gardez tous un
silence extrême
When a cruel long
winter
“Ya sabeis que al
dar la hora de
Lucerna en el reloj”
Il padre adorato
Canción
Triquet's Couplet
“Kakoi pre krasnïi
etot den”
Son gobbo, son
Demo
Alles fühlt der Liebe
Freuden

Opera

Character Name

Composer

Apollo

Semele

Handel

L'Orfeo
Dido and
Aeneas
Die Entführung
aus dem Serail

Apollo

Monteverdi

The Sailor

Purcell

Pedrillo

Mozart

Eileen

Sir Reggie

Herbert

Dioclesian

Purcell

Purcell

Acis and
Galatea

Damon

Handel

Bellérophon

Pythie

Lully

The Fairy
Queen

Phoebus

Purcell

El reloj de
Lucerna

Gastón

Marqués

Idomeneo
La Calesera

Idamante
Calatrava

Mozart
Alanso

Eugene Onegin

Triquet

Tcaikovsky

Il Giasone

Demo

Cavalli

Die Zauberflöte

Monastatos

Mozart

Developing

Tzing Tzing Tzing

Orphée aux
enfers

Morphée

Offenbach

Developing

When a Woman Has
a Baby

Street Scene

Daniel Buchanann

Weill

Developing

This is my box

Amahl and the
Night Visitors

King Kaspar

Menotti

Rondine

Prunier

Puccini

Hänsel und
Gretel

The Witch

Humperdinck

Developing
Developing

Chi il bel sogno di
Doretta
Hur hopp hopp
hopp…
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Developing
Developing
Developing
Developing
Developing
Developing
Developing
DevelopingAdvancing
DevelopingAdvancing
DevelopingAdvancing
DevelopingAdvancing
DevelopingAdvancing
DevelopingAdvancing

In quegli anni in cui
val poco
Couplet: Jour et nuit
je me mets en quatre
Vallon sonore
Take a Pair of
Sparkling Eyes
Perch'io torni penar
Allí viene Tomillo

Frantz

Offenbach

Hylas
Marco

Il Giasone
La Bruja
Die
Meistersinger
von Nurenberg

Egeo
Tamillo
David

Wagner

Persée

Mercure

Lully

Idomeneo

Arbace

Mozart

Die Fledermaus

Alfred

Strauss

Hoggi sarà Poppea

L'incoronazione
di Poppea

Arnalta

Monteverdi

Hä, hä, hä…

Das Brautwahl

Baron Bensch

Busoni

Lyetes, lyetes,
slyozy goriye

Boris Godunov

The Holy Fool

Mussorgsky

Vašek

Smetana

Vašek

Smetana

Mime

Wagner

Pedrillo

Mozart

Polidoro

Mozart

Publio

Mozart

Emilio

Mozart

Arturo Bucklaw

Donizetti

Henrik

Sondheim

Oronte

Handel

Am Jordan Sankt
Johannes stand
O tranquille
sommeil
Se cola ne’ fati è
scritto
Täubchen, das
entflattert ist

DevelopingAdvancing

To-to mi v hlave
lezí

Advancing

Mozart

The Gondoliers

Stuttering Aria: Má
ma-ma-ticka

DevelopingAdvancing
DevelopingAdvancing
DevelopingAdvancing
DevelopingAdvancing
DevelopingAdvancing
DevelopingAdvancing

Don Basilio

Berlioz
Gilbert and
Sulivan
Cavalli
Chapí

DevelopingAdvancing

DevelopingAdvancing

Le nozze di
Figaro
Les contes
d'Hoffman
Les Troyens

Sorglose Schmiede,
schufen wir sonst
wohl
Frisch zum Kampfe!
Frisch zum Streite!
Sposa cara, sposa
bella
Quercia annosa su
l’erte pendici
Voi colaggiù ridete
Per poco fra le
tenèbre…
Later
Semplicetto? A
donna credi

Prodaná
Nevesta
(Bartered
Bride)
Prodaná
Nevesta
(Bartered
Bride)
Das Rheingold
Die Entführung
aus dem Serail
La finta
semplice
Il sogno di
Scipione
Il sogno di
Scipione
Lucia di
Lammermoor
A Little Night
Music
Alcina
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Un momento di
contento
Ich hatte bei Herrn
Dr. Schön das
Vergnügen
O Colombina il
tenero fido
Arlecchino
Clarice cara mia
sposa

Advancing

My Love

Advancing

Il est drôle

Advancing

Schreckensschwur
Mit Gewitter und
Sturm aus fernem
Meer

Advancing
Advancing

Advancing
Advancing

Advancing
AdvancingAdvanced
AdvancingAdvanced
AdvancingAdvanced
AdvancingAdvanced
Advanced
Advanced
Advanced
Advanced
Advanced

Alcina

Oronte

Handel

Lulu

The Prince

Berg

I Pagliacci

Beppe

Leoncavallo

Concert Aria
(Insert Aria)

Capitano

Mozart

Candide

Governor of
Buenos Aires

Bernstein

Trouffaldino

Prokofiev

Oberon

Weber

Der fliegende
Holländer

Steuermann

Wagner

Im Gegenteil

Ariadne auf
Naxos

Tanzmeister

Strauss

My charming
Ma'moiselle

The Consul

The Magician

Menotti

Death Aria

Three Sister
Who Are Not
Sisters

Samuel

Rorem

The Rake’s
Progress

Sellem

Stravinsky

Alcina

Oronte

Handel

The Witch

Humperdinck

Iopas
Prince Léopold

Berlioz
Halévy

Rodrigo

Rossini

David

Wagner

Loge

Wagner

Who hears me,
knows me…La!
come bid
È un folle, è un vile
affetto
Der Lümmel schläft
ja, nun sieh mal an
O blonde Cérès
Loin de son amie
Eccomi a voi miei
prodi

Advanced

Schumacherei und
Poeterei

Advanced

Umsonst sucht'ich

L'amour des
trois oranges
Oberon

Hänsel und
Gretel
Les Troyens
La Juive
La donna del
lago
Die
Meistersinger
von Nurenberg
Das Rheingold
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Roles and Pieces by Composer
Composer
Alonso

Opera
La Calesera

Roles
Calatrava

Berg

Lulu

The Prince

Berlioz
Berlioz

Les Troyens
Les Troyens

Bernstein

Candide

Busoni
Cavalli
Cavalli
Chapí

Das Brautwahl
Il Giasone
Il Giasone
La Bruja
Lucia di
Lammermoor

Hylas
Iopas
Governor of
Buenos Aires
Baron Bensch
Demo
Egeo
Tamillo
Arturo
Bucklaw

Gilbert and Sulivan

The Gondoliers

Marco

Halévy

La Juive

Prince Léopold

Handel

Alcina

Oronte

Handel

Alcina

Oronte

Handel

Alcina

Oronte

Handel

Apollo

Semele

Handel

Acis and
Galatea

Damon

Herbert

Eileen

Sir Reggie

Donizetti

Humperdinck
Humperdinck

Hänsel und
Gretel
Hänsel und
Gretel

The Witch
The Witch

Leoncavallo

I Pagliacci

Beppe

Lully

Persée

Mercure

Lully

Bellérophon

Pythie

Marqués

El reloj de
Lucerna

Gastón

Piece
Canción
Ich hatte bei Herrn
Dr. Schön das
Vergnügen
Vallon sonore
O blonde Cérès

Language
Spanish

My Love

English

Hä, hä, hä…
Son gobbo
Perch'io torni penar
Allí viene Tomillo
Per poco fra le
tenèbre…
Take a Pair of
Sparkling Eyes
Loin de son amie
È un folle, è un vile
affetto
Semplicetto? A
donna credi
Un momento di
contento
Apollo comes, to
relieve your care
Stay, shepherd,
stay…Shepherd,
what art thou
pursuing
If Eve Had Left the
Apple on the Bough
Der Lümmel schläft
ja, nun sieh mal an
Hur hopp hopp
hopp…
O Colombina il
tenero fido
Arlecchino
O tranquille
sommeil
Gardez tous un
silence extrême
Ya sabeis que al dar
la hora de Lucerna
en el reloj

German
Italian
Italian
Spanish

German
French
French

Italian
English
French
Italian
Italian
Italian
English

English

English
German
German
Italian
French
French
Spanish
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Menotti

The Consul

Monteverdi

Amahl and the
Night Visitors
L'incoronazione
di Poppea
L'Orfeo

Mozart

Die Zauberflöte

Menotti
Monteverdi

Mozart

Le nozze di
Figaro
Idomeneo

Mozart

Idomeneo

Mozart

Mozart
Mozart
Mozart
Mozart
Mozart
Mozart
Mussorgsky
Offenbach
Offenbach
Prokofiev
Puccini
Purcell
Purcell
Purcell
Rorem
Rossini
Smetana

Il sogno di
Scipione
Il sogno di
Scipione
La finta
semplice
Die Entführung
aus dem Serail
Die Entführung
aus dem Serail
Concert Aria
(Insert Aria)
Boris Godunov
Orphée aux
enfers
Les contes
d'Hoffman
L'amour des
trois oranges
Rondine
The Fairy
Queen
Dido and
Aeneas
Dioclesian
Three Sister
Who Are Not
Sisters
La donna del
lago
Prodaná
Nevesta

The Magician

My charming
Ma'moiselle

English

King Kaspar

This is my box

English

Arnalta

Hoggi sarà Poppea

Italian

Apollo

Perch'a lo sdegno
Alles fühlt der Liebe
Freuden
In quegli anni in cui
val poco
Il padre adorato
Se cola ne’ fati è
scritto
Quercia annosa su
l’erte pendici

Italian

Monastatos
Don Basilio
Idamante
Arbace
Publio
Emilio
Polidoro
Pedrillo
Pedrillo
Capitano
The Holy Fool

Voi colaggiù ridete
Sposa cara, sposa
bella
Frisch zum Kampfe!
Frisch zum Streite!
Im Mohrenland
gefangen war
Clarice cara mia
sposa
Lyetes, lyetes,
slyozy goriye

German
Italian
Italian
Italian
Italian
Italian
Italian
German
German
Italian
Russian

Morphée

Tzing Tzing Tzing

French

Frantz

Couplet: Jour et nuit
je me mets en quatre

French

Trouffaldino

Il est drôle

French

Prunier
Phoebus
The Sailor
Purcell
Samuel
Rodrigo
Vašek

Chi il bel sogno di
Doretta
When a cruel long
winter
Come away, fellow
sailors
All our days and our
nights
Death Aria
Eccomi a voi miei
prodi
Stuttering Aria: Má
ma-ma-ticka

Italian
English
English
English
English
Italian
Czech
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Smetana

Sondheim

(Bartered
Bride)
Prodaná
Nevesta
(Bartered
Bride)
A Little Night
Music

Vašek

To-to mi v hlave
lezí

Czech

Henrik

Later

English

Strauss

Die Fledermaus

Alfred

Täubchen, das
entflattert ist

German

Strauss

Ariadne auf
Naxos

Tanzmeister

Im Gegenteil

German

Stravinsky

The Rake’s
Progress

Sellem

Tchaikovsky

Eugene Onegin

Triquet

Wagner

Das Rheingold

Mime

Wagner

Das Rheingold
Die
Meistersinger
von Nurenberg
Die
Meistersinger
von Nurenberg

Loge

Wagner

Wagner

Wagner

Der fliegende
Holländer

Weber

Oberon

Weill

Street Scene

Who hears me,
knows me…La!
come bid
Couplet: Kakoi pre
krasnïi etot den
Sorglose Schmiede,
schufen wir sonst
wohl
Umsonst sucht'ich

English
French/Russian
German
German

David

Am Jordan Sankt
Johannes stand

German

David

Schumacherei und
Poeterei

German

Steuermann
Oberon
Daniel
Buchanann

Mit Gewitter und
Sturm aus fernem
Meer
Schreckensschwur
When a Woman Has
a Baby

German
German
English
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Roles and Pieces by Tenor Type
Tenor Type

Composer

Opera

Role

Baroque

Handel

Alcina

Oronte

Baroque

Handel

Alcina

Oronte

Baroque

Handel

Alcina

Oronte

Baroque

Handel

Apollo

Semele

Baroque

Handel

Acis and
Galatea

Damon

Baroque

Lully

Bellérophon

Pythie

Baroque

Monteverdi

Apollo

Baroque

Purcell

Baroque

Purcell

L'Orfeo
The Fairy
Queen
Dido and
Aeneas

Baroque

Purcell

Dioclesian

Purcell

Bel Canto

Marqués

El reloj de
Lucerna

Gastón

Bel Canto

Mozart

Idomeneo

Idamante

Bel Canto

Mozart

Idomeneo

Arbace

Bel Canto

Strauss

Die Fledermaus

Alfred

Buffo

Alonso

La Calesera

Calatrava

Buffo

Berg

Lulu

The Prince

Buffo (Spieltenor)

Cavalli

Il Giasone

Demo

Buffo (Spieltenor)

Leoncavallo

I Pagliacci

Beppe

Buffo (Spieltenor)

Monteverdi

L'incoronazione
di Poppea

Arnalta

Hoggi sarà Poppea

Buffo (Spieltenor)

Mozart

Die Zauberflöte

Monastatos

Alles fühlt der
Liebe Freuden

Buffo (Spieltenor)

Offenbach

Morphée

Tzing Tzing Tzing

Buffo (Spieltenor)

Strauss

Tanzmeister

Im Gegenteil

Orphée aux
enfers
Ariadne auf
Naxos

Phoebus
The Sailor

Piece
È un folle, è un vile
affetto
Semplicetto? A
donna credi
Un momento di
contento
Apollo comes, to
relieve your care
Stay, shepherd,
stay…Shepherd,
what art thou
pursuing
Gardez tous un
silence extrême
Perch'a lo sdegno
When a cruel long
winter
Come away, fellow
sailors
All our days and
our nights
Ya sabeis que al dar
la hora de Lucerna
en el reloj
Il padre adorato
Se cola ne’ fati è
scritto
Täubchen, das
entflattert ist
Canción
Ich hatte bei Herrn
Dr. Schön das
Vergnügen
Son gobbo
O Colombina il
tenero fido
Arlecchino
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Buffo (Spieltenor)

Tchaikovsky

Eugene Onegin

Triquet

Buffo (Spieltenor)

Weill

Street Scene

Daniel
Buchanann

Buffo
(Spieltenor)/Character

Mozart

Buffo/Character

Menotti

Buffo/Character

Puccini

Rondine

Character

Bernstein

Candide

Character

Busoni

Character

Humperdinck

Character

Humperdinck

Das Brautwahl
Hänsel und
Gretel
Hänsel und
Gretel

Character

Menotti

The Consul

The Magician

Character

Mozart

Le nozze di
Figaro

Don Basilio

Character

Mussorgsky

Boris Godunov

The Holy Fool

Character

Offenbach

Les contes
d'Hoffman

Frantz

Character

Prokofiev

Character

Rorem

Character

Smetana

Character

Smetana

Concert Aria
(Insert Aria)
Amahl and the
Night Visitors

L'amour des
trois oranges
Three Sister
Who Are Not
Sisters
Prodaná
Nevesta
(Bartered
Bride)
Prodaná
Nevesta
(Bartered
Bride)

Capitano

Couplet: Kakoi pre
krasnïi etot den
When a Woman
Has a Baby
Clarice cara mia
sposa

King Kaspar

This is my box

Prunier

Chi il bel sogno di
Doretta

Governor of
Buenos Aires
Baron Bensch
The Witch
The Witch

My Love
Hä, hä, hä…
Der Lümmel schläft
ja, nun sieh mal an
Hur hopp hopp
hopp…
My charming
Ma'moiselle
In quegli anni in cui
val poco
Lyetes, lyetes,
slyozy goriye
Couplet: Jour et
nuit je me mets en
quatre

Trouffaldino

Il est drôle

Samuel

Death Aria

Vašek

Stuttering Aria: Má
ma-ma-ticka

Vašek

To-to mi v hlave
lezí

Character

Wagner

Das Rheingold

Mime

Sorglose Schmiede,
schufen wir sonst
wohl

Character

Wagner

Die
Meistersinger
von Nurenberg

David

Am Jordan Sankt
Johannes stand

Character/Buffo

Herbert

Eileen

Sir Reggie

If Eve Had Left the
Apple on the Bough
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Die Entführung
aus dem Serail

Character/Lyric

Mozart

Character/Lyric

Mozart

Dramatic

Weber

Die Entführung
aus dem Serail
Oberon

Haute-contre

Lully

Persée

Mercure

Italian
Italian

Berlioz
Berlioz
Gilbert and
Sulivan

Les Troyens
Les Troyens

Hylas
Iopas

The Gondoliers

Marco

Italian
Italian

Mozart

Leggiero

Halévy

Leggiero

Mozart

Leggiero

Mozart

Leggiero

Rossini

Leggiero/Buffo

Stravinsky

Lyric

Cavalli

Lyric

Donizetti

Lyric

Wagner

Lyric/Character

Chapí

Lyric/Character

Sondheim

Lyric/Character

Wagner

Young Heldentenor/
Character

Wagner

La finta
semplice
La Juive
Il sogno di
Scipione
Il sogno di
Scipione
La donna del
lago
The Rake’s
Progress
Il Giasone
Lucia di
Lammermoor
Die
Meistersinger
von Nurenberg
La Bruja
A Little Night
Music

Pedrillo
Pedrillo
Oberon

Polidoro
Prince Léopold
Publio
Emilio
Rodrigo
Sellem
Egeo
Arturo Bucklaw

Frisch zum
Kampfe! Frisch
zum Streite!
Im Mohrenland
gefangen war
Schreckensschwur
O tranquille
sommeil
Vallon sonore
O blonde Cérès
Take a Pair of
Sparkling Eyes
Sposa cara, sposa
bella
Loin de son amie
Quercia annosa su
l’erte pendici
Voi colaggiù ridete
Eccomi a voi miei
prodi
Who hears me,
knows me…La!
come bid
Perch'io torni penar
Per poco fra le
tenèbre…

David

Schumacherei und
Poeterei

Tamillo

Allí viene Tomillo

Henrik

Later

Der fliegende
Holländer

Steuermann

Mit Gewitter und
Sturm aus fernem
Meer

Das Rheingold

Loge

Umsonst sucht'ich
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Roles and Pieces by Language
Language

Composer

Opera
Prodaná Nevesta
(Bartered Bride)
Prodaná Nevesta
(Bartered Bride)

Role

Czech

Smetana

Czech

Smetana

English

Handel

Apollo

Semele

English

Handel

Acis and Galatea

Damon

English

Purcell

The Fairy Queen

Phoebus

English

Purcell

Dido and Aeneas

The Sailor

English

Purcell

Dioclesian

Purcell

English

Gilbert and
Sulivan

The Gondoliers

Marco

English

Bernstein

Candide

Governor of
Buenos Aires

English

Herbert

Eileen

Sir Reggie

English

Menotti

The Consul

The Magician

English

Menotti

English

Rorem

English

Sondheim

Amahl and the Night
Visitors
Three Sister Who Are
Not Sisters
A Little Night Music

English

Stravinsky

The Rake’s Progress

Sellem

English

Weill

Street Scene

Daniel Buchanann

French

Lully

Persée

Mercure

French

Lully

Bellérophon

Pythie

French
French
French

Offenbach
Berlioz
Berlioz

Orphée aux enfers
Les Troyens
Les Troyens

French

Halévy

French
French

Vašek
Vašek

Piece
Stuttering Aria: Má
ma-ma-ticka
To-to mi v hlave
lezí
Apollo comes, to
relieve your care
Stay, shepherd,
stay…Shepherd,
what art thou
pursuing
When a cruel long
winter
Come away, fellow
sailors
All our days and our
nights
Take a Pair of
Sparkling Eyes
My Love
If Eve Had Left the
Apple on the Bough
My charming
Ma'moiselle

King Kaspar

This is my box

Samuel

Death Aria

Henrik

Morphée
Hylas
Iopas

Later
Who hears me,
knows me…La!
come bid
When a Woman Has
a Baby
O tranquille
sommeil
Gardez tous un
silence extrême
Tzing Tzing Tzing
Vallon sonore
O blonde Cérès

La Juive

Prince Léopold

Loin de son amie

Offenbach

Les contes d'Hoffman

Frantz

Couplet: Jour et nuit
je me mets en quatre

Prokofiev

L'amour des trois
oranges

Trouffaldino

Il est drôle
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French/
Russian

Tchaikovsky

Eugene Onegin

Triquet

German

Mozart

Die Zauberflöte

Monastatos

German

Mozart

German

Mozart

German

Humperdinck

Hänsel und Gretel

The Witch

German

Humperdinck

Hänsel und Gretel

The Witch

German

Strauss

Die Fledermaus

Alfred

German

Wagner

Das Rheingold

Mime

German

Wagner

Loge

German

Wagner

German

Wagner

Das Rheingold
Die Meistersinger von
Nurenberg
Die Meistersinger von
Nurenberg

German

Wagner

Der fliegende
Holländer

Steuermann

German

Weber

Oberon

Oberon

German

Berg

Lulu

The Prince

German
German
Italian
Italian

Strauss
Busoni
Cavalli
Cavalli

Ariadne auf Naxos
Das Brautwahl
Il Giasone
Il Giasone

Tanzmeister
Baron Bensch
Demo
Egeo

Ialian

Handel

Alcina

Oronte

Italian

Handel

Alcina

Oronte

Italian

Handel

Alcina

Oronte

Italian

Monteverdi

Italian

Monteverdi

L'incoronazione di
Poppea
L'Orfeo

Italian

Mozart

Le nozze di Figaro

Don Basilio

Italian

Mozart

Idomeneo

Idamante

Italian

Mozart

Idomeneo

Arbace

Italian

Mozart

Il sogno di Scipione

Publio

Die Entführung aus
dem Serail
Die Entführung aus
dem Serail

Pedrillo
Pedrillo

David
David

Couplet: Kakoi pre
krasnïi etot den
Alles fühlt der Liebe
Freuden
Frisch zum Kampfe!
Frisch zum Streite!
Im Mohrenland
gefangen war
Der Lümmel schläft
ja, nun sieh mal an
Hur hopp hopp
hopp…
Täubchen, das
entflattert ist
Sorglose Schmiede,
schufen wir sonst
wohl
Umsonst sucht'ich
Am Jordan Sankt
Johannes stand
Schumacherei und
Poeterei
Mit Gewitter und
Sturm aus fernem
Meer
Schreckensschwur
Ich hatte bei Herrn
Dr. Schön das
Vergnügen
Im Gegenteil
Hä, hä, hä…
Son gobbo
Perch'io torni penar
È un folle, è un vile
affetto
Semplicetto? A
donna credi
Un momento di
contento

Arnalta

Hoggi sarà Poppea

Apollo

Perch'a lo sdegno
In quegli anni in cui
val poco
Il padre adorato
Se cola ne’ fati è
scritto
Quercia annosa su
l’erte pendici
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Italian

Mozart

Il sogno di Scipione

Emilio

Italian

Mozart

La finta semplice

Polidoro

Italian

Mozart

Concert Aria (Insert
Aria)

Capitano

Italian

Donizetti

Lucia di Lammermoor

Arturo Bucklaw

Italian

Leoncavallo

I Pagliacci

Beppe

Italian

Rossini

La donna del lago

Rodrigo

Italian

Puccini

Rondine

Prunier

Russian

Mussorgsky

Boris Godunov

The Holy Fool

Spanish

Chapí

La Bruja

Tamillo

Spanish

Marqués

El reloj de Lucerna

Gastón

Spanish

Alanso

La Calesera

Calatrava

Voi colaggiù ridete
Sposa cara, sposa
bella
Clarice cara mia
sposa
Per poco fra le
tenèbre…
O Colombina il
tenero fido
Arlecchino
Eccomi a voi miei
prodi
Chi il bel sogno di
Doretta
Lyetes, lyetes,
slyozy goriye
Allí viene Tomillo
Ya sabeis que al dar
la hora de Lucerna
en el reloj
Canción
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Roles and Pieces by Period
Period
Baroque
Baroque

Composer
Cavalli
Cavalli

Opera
Il Giasone
Il Giasone

Role
Demo
Egeo

Baroque

Handel

Alcina

Oronte

Baroque

Handel

Alcina

Oronte

Baroque

Handel

Alcina

Oronte

Baroque

Handel

Apollo

Semele

Baroque

Handel

Acis and
Galatea

Damon

Baroque

Lully

Persée

Mercure

Baroque

Lully

Bellérophon

Pythie

Baroque

Monteverdi

Baroque

Monteverdi

Baroque

Offenbach

Baroque

Purcell

Baroque

Purcell

Baroque

Purcell

Dioclesian

Purcell

Classical

Mozart

Die Zauberflöte

Monastatos

Classical

Mozart

Classical

Mozart

Le nozze di
Figaro
Idomeneo

Classical

Mozart

Idomeneo

Classical

Mozart

Classical

Mozart

Classical

Mozart

Classical

Mozart

Classical

Mozart

L'incoronazione
di Poppea
L'Orfeo
Orphée aux
enfers
The Fairy
Queen
Dido and
Aeneas

Il sogno di
Scipione
Il sogno di
Scipione
La finta
semplice
Die Entführung
aus dem Serail
Die Entführung
aus dem Serail

Piece
Son gobbo
Perch'io torni penar
È un folle, è un vile
affetto
Semplicetto? A
donna credi
Un momento di
contento
Apollo comes, to
relieve your care
Stay, shepherd,
stay…Shepherd,
what art thou
pursuing
O tranquille
sommeil
Gardez tous un
silence extrême

Arnalta

Hoggi sarà Poppea

Apollo

Perch'a lo sdegno

Morphée

Tzing Tzing Tzing

Phoebus
The Sailor

Don Basilio
Idamante
Arbace
Publio
Emilio
Polidoro
Pedrillo
Pedrillo

When a cruel long
winter
Come away, fellow
sailors
All our days and our
nights
Alles fühlt der Liebe
Freuden
In quegli anni in cui
val poco
Il padre adorato
Se cola ne’ fati è
scritto
Quercia annosa su
l’erte pendici
Voi colaggiù ridete
Sposa cara, sposa
bella
Frisch zum Kampfe!
Frisch zum Streite!
Im Mohrenland
gefangen war
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Classical

Mozart

Romantic
Romantic
Romantic

Berlioz
Berlioz
Chapí

Romantic

Donizetti

Concert Aria
(Insert Aria)
Les Troyens
Les Troyens
La Bruja
Lucia di
Lammermoor

Capitano
Hylas
Iopas
Tamillo
Arturo Bucklaw

Romantic

Gilbert and
Sulivan
Halévy

Romantic

Humperdinck

Romantic

Humperdinck

Romantic

Leoncavallo

I Pagliacci

Beppe

Romantic

Marqués

El reloj de
Lucerna

Gastón

Romantic

Mussorgsky

Boris Godunov

The Holy Fool

Romantic

Offenbach

Romantic

Rossini

Romantic

Smetana

Romantic

Smetana

Romantic

Strauss

Die Fledermaus

Alfred

Romantic

Tchaikovsky

Eugene Onegin

Triquet

Romantic

Wagner

Das Rheingold

Mime

Romantic

Wagner

Loge

Romantic

Wagner

Romantic

Wagner

Das Rheingold
Die
Meistersinger
von Nurenberg
Die
Meistersinger
von Nurenberg

Romantic

The Gondoliers

Marco

La Juive
Hänsel und
Gretel
Hänsel und
Gretel

Prince Léopold

Les contes
d'Hoffman
La donna del
lago
Prodaná
Nevesta
(Bartered
Bride)
Prodaná
Nevesta
(Bartered
Bride)

The Witch
The Witch

Frantz
Rodrigo

Clarice cara mia
sposa
Vallon sonore
O blonde Cérès
Allí viene Tomillo
Per poco fra le
tenèbre…
Take a Pair of
Sparkling Eyes
Loin de son amie
Der Lümmel schläft
ja, nun sieh mal an
Hur hopp hopp
hopp…
O Colombina il
tenero fido
Arlecchino
Ya sabeis que al dar
la hora de Lucerna
en el reloj
Lyetes, lyetes,
slyozy goriye
Couplet: Jour et nuit
je me mets en quatre
Eccomi a voi miei
prodi

Vašek

Stuttering Aria: Má
ma-ma-ticka

Vašek

To-to mi v hlave
lezí
Täubchen, das
entflattert ist
Couplet: Kakoi pre
krasnïi etot den
Sorglose Schmiede,
schufen wir sonst
wohl
Umsonst sucht'ich

David

Am Jordan Sankt
Johannes stand

David

Schumacherei und
Poeterei
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Romantic

Wagner

Der fliegende
Holländer

Steuermann

Romantic

Weber

Oberon

Oberon

20st Century

Berg

Lulu

The Prince

20th Century

Alonso

La Calesera

20th Century

Bernstein

Candide

Calatrava
Governor of
Buenos Aires

20th Century

Herbert

Eileen

Sir Reggie

20th Century

Menotti

The Consul

The Magician

20th Century

Menotti

20th Century

Prokofiev

20th Century

Puccini

20th Century

Rorem

20th Century

Sondheim

20th Century

Strauss

20th Century

Stravinsky

The Rake’s
Progress

Sellem

20th Century

Weill

Street Scene

Daniel Buchanann

20th Century

Busoni

Das Brautwahl

Baron Bensch

Amahl and the
Night Visitors
L'amour des
trois oranges
Rondine
Three Sister
Who Are Not
Sisters
A Little Night
Music
Ariadne auf
Naxos

Mit Gewitter und
Sturm aus fernem
Meer
Schreckensschwur…
Ich hatte bei Herrn
Dr. Schön das
Vergnügen
Canción
My Love
If Eve Had Left the
Apple on the Bough
My charming
Ma'moiselle

King Kaspar

This is my box

Trouffaldino

Il est drôle

Prunier

Chi il bel sogno di
Doretta

Samuel

Death Aria

Henrik

Later

Tanzmeister

Im Gegenteil
Who hears me,
knows me…La!
come bid
When a Woman Has
a Baby
Hä, hä, hä…
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June 3, 2021

Stewart Cramer
312 S. Fifth Street
Norfolk, NE 68701 765-315-1070

RE:

SEE SCHEDULE A

Dear Stewart:
This letter is to confirm our agreement for the nonexclusive right to reprint measures from the
compositions referenced in the attached ‘Schedule A’ for inclusion in your thesis/dissertation,
subject to the following conditions:
1.

The following copyright credit is to appear on each copy made: SEE SCHEDULE A

2.

Copies are for your personal use only in connection with your thesis/dissertation, and may
not be sold or further duplicated without our written consent. This in no way is meant to
prevent your depositing three copies in an interlibrary system, such as the microfilm
collection of the university you attend.

3.

Permission is granted to University Microfilms, Inc. to make single copies of your
thesis/dissertation, upon demand.

4.

A one-time non-refundable permission fee of seventy-five ($75.00) dollars, to be paid by
you within thirty (30) days from the date of this letter.

5.

If your thesis/dissertation is accepted for commercial publication, further written
permission must be sought.
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